




New tech with the power to dent the universe

P R E S E N T S…

DISCOVER!
ADVENTUROUS 

GAMING 
WITH VR 
TURN TO P28 

HP OMEN X 
VR is all well and good, but there’s a fl aw in this burgeoning form of entertainment: freedom. 

What good is exploring a brave new world if you’re tethered to your PC like some victim of the Matrix? The threat 

of being strangled by the cables dangling from the back of your head does take chunks out of the immersion.

HP’s nascent Omen line offers step one of the solution to VR’s big problem, in the form of a proper gaming 

PC in a backpack form factor. Attach the headset of your choice – there’s no Vive or Rift squabbles here – and you’re 

set for an hour or so of tangle-free exploration. When the cleverly waist-mounted batteries give up the ghost, 

you’ll be able to hot-swap them for charged ones while the machine is running, thanks to a small internal cell. 

It’s all very early, with demo units only just going into testing, but expect the equivalent specs and weight of one 

of today’s VR-ready laptops, and a price to match – think a mobile Core i7 processor, a high-end graphics card, 

around 16GB of RAM – and about $4,000 off your bank balance. Oh, and don’t imagine total freedom just yet: 

you’ll still be bound by the tracking capabilities of your headset.  

Price $TBC Available TBC URL hp.com
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We’re all about inspiring you to check out the 

best of tech, and we’re proud to bring you the 

gear that gives you the power to push yourself and 

live your life at the limit. In our colossal 

feature, we’ve compiled the ultimate tech bucket 

list – a combination of 75 incredible adventures, 

life-changing experiences, and everything you need 

that will make them even better.

No matter whether you have dreams to explore 

the far reaches of the planet, want to feed your 

adrenaline addiction, or head to space, there’s 

something here for everyone. Take a peek at the 

list on p28 and let me know what gets you going. 

In fact, it’s an adventurous issue all round. 

One staffer has put together the ultimate 

climbing kit, tackling the rock face with the best 

gear he could find so that you can do the same. 

See what he made of it on p16.  

Staying on solid ground for a moment, new Apple 

updates are inbound. While we’re still waiting to 

get our hands on the Apple Watch 2, we did get iOS 

10 and watchOS 3 – new software that’ll change 

the way you use your devices. Check out what’s new 

and what we think on p48.

Elsewhere, we’ve put our best ears to work on a 

set of in-ear headphones for all budgets (p62), 

lopped off unruly facial hair (p78) and found a 

bargain 4K screen that heralds the start of 

future proofing without breaking the bank (p77). A 

good thing too - you might need your fun tokens 

for all of those adventures. 

Enjoy the issue.

Editor’s letter

Paul Taylor, Editor
paul.taylor03@futurenet.com
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For anyone who’s craving more 
excitement in their life, you’ve 
joined us at the perfect time

Discover 
more great 
ways to  
enjoy T3…

Digital edition 

 The iPad edition of 

T3 features a raft of fresh 

content, including video 

and interactive articles. 

T3 is also available on 

Android devices.

techradar.com/au 
 You’ll fi nd more of our 

team’s thoughts on tech, 

along with the latest news, 

reviews and features at our 

sister site techradar.com/au.
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052020 048

021   AGENDA
Seven amazing new tech 
adventures for you to try 
today.  View the world’s fi rst 
VR album, build cool tech with 
electric blocks, get e-inked 
with AR and much more!

048   iOS UPDATE
Your iPhone and iPad will soon 
be better than ever – and the 
best part is you don’t even need 
to get new hardware. We show 
you how your Apple tech just 
got a free update

052  STATE OF THE ART 
It’s the battle of the lightweight 
laptops as Microsoft’s Surface 
Book takes on the HP Spectre 
and Apple’s MacBook. Who 
will reign victorious?

FeaturesContents

   062
COMPLETE GUIDE TO… 
IN-EAR HEADPHONES

Give your ears 
a boost with 
our guide to 
the best buds 

044
75 NEW TECH 
EXPERIENCES

� e things 
you must do 

before you 
die - check 

out T3’s 
tech-tinged 
bucket list!

048

and Apple’s MacBook. Who 
will reign victorious?
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008
PREVIEW

Tech to make you 
sweat (in a good way), 

including a rorty Abarth 124 
Spider, Under Armour’s 

new HealthBox and Simtoo 
Follow Me Drone 

016
WE CAN 

BUILD YOU...

Get ready to rock (climb). See 
how you can conquer the cliff  
face with our tried and tested 

gear and expert advice

018
TALKING TECH

� is month, Duncan Bell brings 
his knowledge to the subject of 

internet trolls – and argues why 
we should lock more people up 

for being horrendous online

020
STYLE

An ace pair of sunglasses 
built for skaters but that will 
defi nitely be compatible with 

your own face (and make it look 
good, too)

003 GAMECHANGER

006 WELCOME

098 MONEY NO OBJECT

 091

DISCOVER THE BEST BUYING 

GUIDE KNOWN TO MAN!

From laptops to tablets, 
and cameras to wearables, 
our pick of the very best 
tells you what to buy

112

070
NAIM MU-SO QB

All the majesty of the Naim 
Mu-so but in a more compact 

unit – can it really be true?

076
SMACKDOWN

� e Fujifi lm X-Pro2 locks 
horns with the Olympus 
PEN-F in the battle of the 

retro-styled cameras

077
TCL C1 4K TV

It looks like a bargain-basement 
panel, but this sub-$1,900 

screen promises all the glory of 
much more expensive 4K TVs. 

078
SUPER SIX

Find out which is the best 
electric shaver to keep your face 
as smooth (or as full of stubble)  

as you desire

086
GAMES

Uncharted 4: A � ief’s End 
gets the T3 once-over 

78

Essentials
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YOUR GUIDE TO THE         HOTTEST 
TECH, PEOPLE AND STYLES RIGHT NOW 

10 Under Armour HealthBox

11 Onkyo DP-X1

12 Dyson 360 Eye

13 SpeedX Leopard Pro

14 OnePlus 3 

15 Yuneec Typhoon H

16 Mountain climbing tech

20 Oakley Latch Polarized   

THIS MONTH…ISSUE 173 /    
AUG/SEPT 16
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FEATHERWEIGHT FURY
This desirable roadster tips 

the scales at 1,060kg, meaning 

it has a power-to-weight ratio 

of 6.2kg per horsepower

That car looks familiar. Where have 

I seen it before?

The Abarth 124 Spider is based on the 

Fiat 124 Spider, which, in turn, is based 

on the latest Mazda MX-5. Confused? 

All you need to know is that the car with 

the scorpion badge is the fastest, most 

performance-oriented model of the lot.

So this thing has some grunt?

Oh yes. The Abarth version is the only one 

Australia gets, and it’s a cracker. The 

1.4-litre MultiAir turbo engine belts out 

125kW and 250Nm, meaning the 

0-100km/h sprint is completed in 6.8 

seconds. You can expect the wind in your 

hair at speeds of up to 230km/h. 

Sounds good, but what else does 

my money buy me?

Abarth tests its models on the race 

circuit, so the 124 Spider gets stiffer 

suspension with proper Bilstein dampers, 

together with stiffened anti-roll bars, 

while the brakes have been updated to 

monster Brembo units. On top of that, 

Abarth offers a Record Monza exhaust, 

which sounds particularly fruity. 

Abarth 124 Spider
$TBA, fiat.com.au/124spider

Why should I buy this over the 

Mazda MX-5?

Mazda’s top-of-the-line 2.0-litre MX-5 

does ‘only’ 118kW and 200Nm – this looks 

angrier, for those who want to drive 

around the mean streets of, er, Toorak in 

an angry-looking car. Really, it’s down to 

personal preference, but we know which 

one will turn the most heads. 

OK, I’m sold. When can I buy it?

The Abarth 124 Spider is available 

for pre-order now, and will launch as 

early as September. Pricing hasn’t been 

confirmed, but expect it to start from 

approximately $45,000.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



 Hype
ABARTH 124 SPIDER

The standard interior kit includes cruise 

control, Bluetooth, DAB radio and sat nav

LED adaptive headlights increase driving 

safety in poor-visibility conditions

TOP TECH
The 124 Spider combines the authentic 

roadster experience with high-level 

Italian design. You can kit it out with 

extras, too, including a Bose sound system 

Vital stats
50:50
The weight is 

concentrated within 

the wheelbase for 

optimum distribution

250Nm
The amount of 

torque the car can 

deliver at 2,500rpm

Four 
The number of 

exhaust pipes, for 

a truly riotous 

soundtrack

5.3
The predicted 

litres-per-100km 

fuel efficiency
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Fun and fast, the 124 
Spider will help you 
rediscover the road



PREVIEW

IMPROVE YOURSELF
The Under Armour HealthBox 

encourages you to track your 

diet, sleep and fitness so 

that you exercise smarter, 

feel better and live longer

Oh no, you’re gonna make me 

exercise, aren’t you…

Yes, we are, but transforming 

your health will become addictive 

with the new Under Armour 

HealthBox, a fitness ecosystem 

designed to deliver a constantly 

evolving picture of your health. 

Really? What’s in the box?

A sweatproof UA Heart Rate chest 

strap to help you view your heart 

rate in real-time while you’re 

working out; a water-resistant UA 

Band (with a screen that stays on 

during your workouts) to measure 

your sleep, resting heart rate, 

steps and intensity of your 

workouts; and a Wi-Fi-enabled 

UA Scale that tracks your weight 

and body-fat percentage. 

And how do I view that data?

Via the UA Record app. A central 

‘dashboard’ fed by the Band, Scale 

and Heart Rate, UA Record enables 

you to view both real-time and 

stored data on your sleep, eating 

habits, workouts and much more. 

If you don’t connect the UA Band 

to your smartphone, your data 

will be stored for seven days; 

connected, it’ll be stored for longer.

Will this kit make me fitter, then?

Only you can do the work, but the 

HealthBox will encourage you to 

succeed. Go running or cycling, lift 

weights, cut back on your portion 

sizes… However big or small your 

efforts, the UA HealthBox trio will 

capture your hard work, translating 

it into insightful stats that you can 

use to tailor your workouts and diet.

When can I be boxing clever?

It’s out now in the UK and US, 

though Australia will get it ‘soon’.

Vital stats
Eight 
The max number 

of users recognised 

by the UA Scale

Seven
The number of days 

an unconnected UA 

Band stores data for

IPX7
The UA Heart Rate 

is splashproof and 

sweat-resistant

24/7
The UA Record app 

provides a continuous 

view of your fitness

TOP TRACKER
Track your sleep, resting 

heart rate, workout 

intensity, body-fat 

percentage and more 

with the UA Band 

(available in two sizes), 

the multi-user UA Scale 

and the splashproof UA 

Heart Rate, all featured 

in the HealthBox

IMPROVE YOURSELFIMPROVE YOURSELF
The Under Armour HealthBox The Under Armour HealthBox 

encourages you to track your encourages you to track your 

diet, sleep and fitness so diet, sleep and fitness so 
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Under Armour HealthBox

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

$TBC, underarmour.com



GET THE BUDS TO 
MATCH – SEE P62

AUDIO 
ELITE!

 Hype
PREVIEW

Haven’t we had enough of Hi-Res Audio?

You can never get enough of the crisp, 

realistic sound of Hi-Res tracks, trust us! 

But we see your point, mate. Thankfully, 

you’ll like this shiny new digital audio 

player from Japanese expert Onkyo.

OK, I’ll allow you to continue.

You’ll ‘allow’ us? How very dare you! But 

yes, ok, we will... So, for starters this sweet 

Onkyo player doesn’t cost mega-bucks; and 

secondly, it’s got the power to match much 

more expensive rivals, meaning you get 

super deluxe sounds for a more wallet-

friendly price.

Come on, guys, this isn’t a first.

True that, and Pioneer’s recently 

launched XDP-100R is a top unit indeed. 

But where the DP-X1 out-blings the 

Pioneer unit is in the audio department, 

with two Sabre DACs and two Sabre 

amps – the added processing power 

giving this player next-level abilities.

Will it play nicely with different formats?

You bet. As well as support for 11.2MHz DSD, 

you get various flavours of 384kHz/24-bit, 

including WAV, FLAC and more; not to 

mention the super-tiny yet high-quality 

MQA format, as well as streaming over 

Wi-Fi and Bluetooth via aptX.

Woah, you’ve exhausted me!

We’re not finished. You also get direct 

access to the Onkyo Music service, so you 

can download or stream your fave tracks 

in Hi-Res goodness. Easy peasy.

I’m loving it. Let me have it!

Well, good news – this chunk of audio 

magic is available for you to buy now.

Onkyo DP-X1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

$879, intl.onkyo.com

Vital stats
16 hours
The maximum amount 

of playback time 

offered by the DP-X1

203g
The weight of Onkyo’s new 

player, which is almost 

as light as a Samsung S7

432GB
The max storage  

(32GB on board; 400GB can 

be added via MicroSD)

16,384
The number of bands you 

can choose from, using 

the built-in equaliser

PLAY TIME
Essentially, the 

DP-X1 is an Android 

phone, without the 

SIM. So you can 

access Google Play 

and download apps 

over Wi-Fi, without 

killing the battery 

THE RIGHT 
BALANCE

The DP-X1 supports 

either a regular 3.5mm 

headphone jack, or the 

superior, interference-

free 2.5mm balanced- 

connector type
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PREVIEW

Vital stats
360-degree
The Eye’s panoramic 

camera, used to scope 

out its surroundings

V2
The name of the 

Dyson digital motor 

housed in the 360 Eye

78,000rpm
The speed at which the 

motor spins, generating 

super-high suction

15mm
The max height of 

obstacles this robot 

cleaner can scale

What the heck is that?

It’s Dyson’s new autonomous 

vacuum cleaner. This house-proud 

robot has been years in the making, 

so its release is momentous for 

Dyson – and something we’ve 

been very much looking forward to. 

Not least because our house is in 

dire need of being cleaned... 

Filthy T3. But isn’t Dyson years 

behind Roomba et al?

The robot vacuum cleaner market 

is pretty established, but Dyson 

is a tech powerhouse, so you 

know the 360 Eye is going to be 

a contender, not a pretender. 

One of its big features is how it 

navigates your home via a 360- 

degree camera and infrared 

sensors – so it won’t smash into 

the legs of your Italian dining set. 

Is it powerful, though? 

It’s the first robot vacuum cleaner 

with a digital motor, the V2, which 

helps it to achieve “unprecedented” 

levels of suction – using digital 

pulse tech, the motor spins at up to 

78,000rpm. Dyson also reckons the 

robot’s Radial Root Cyclone tech is 

so intense, it’ll capture particles of 

pollen and mould. 

And how does it move around?

Ooh, ooh, this is the best part! 

The 360 Eye has continuous tank 

tracks to help it manoeuvre floors 

and travel over obstacles of up to 

15mm in height.

What? I need a robot vac tank!

Back of the line, mate. The Dyson 

360 Eye is out right now in Japan 

and the UK, though an Aus release 

date is not yet confirmed. 

 T3 AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2016 Discover more at techradar.com/au
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One of its big features is how it 

navigates your home via a 360- 

degree camera and infrared 

sensors – so it won’t smash into 

the legs of your Italian dining set. 

Is it powerful, though?

It’s the first robot vacuum cleaner 

with a digital motor, the V2, which 

helps it to achieve “unprecedented” 

levels of suction – using digital 

pulse tech, the motor spins at up to 

78,000rpm. Dyson also reckons the 

robot’s Radial Root Cyclone tech is 

so intense, it’ll capture particles of 

pollen and mould. 

And how does it move around?

Ooh, ooh, this is the best part! 

The 360 Eye has continuous tank 

tracks to help it manoeuvre floors 

and travel over obstacles of up to 

15mm in height.

What? I need a robot vac tank!What? I need a robot vac tank!

Back of the line, mate. The Dyson Back of the line, mate. The Dyson 

360 Eye is out right now in Japan 

and the UK, though an Aus release 

date is not yet confirmed. THE BRUSH-OFF
The 360 Eye provides suction 

across the full width of 

the machine, making the most 

of its size. Two types of 

bristles handle hard flooring 

and carpets – just like in 

Dyson’s full-size cleaners

ALL APPED OUT
The 360 Eye has a 

companion app (Android, 

iOS) that enables you 

to control it and 

schedule cleaning 

times. And you can view 

a map of the cleaning 

progress, so you know 

which rooms are sorted 

before you scuttle in

Dyson 360 Eye

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

$TBC, dyson360eye.com 



BRAIN BOX
The bike’s Smart Control 

computer records your 

ride data and delivers 

real-time feedback via 

its 2.4-inch screen. It 

runs for up to 800km/

40 hours of riding on a 

single 30-minute charge

LOOK, NO WIRES
The Leopard Pro has 

fully integrated 

wiring. The brake cables 

are hidden inside the 

front fork to a) reduce 

air resistance and 

b) make the bike 

look utterly badass

Vital stats
7.9kg
The Leopard Pro is 

lightweight, thanks to 

its carbon-fibre frame

12
The types of cycling 

data measured by 

the built-in sensors

2.4-inch
The built-in Smart 

Control computer’s 

screen size

800km
A low-power GPS 

system means you can 

track data for 800km

Nice wheels. What’s the deal?

This, buddy, is a smart bicycle for 

road warriors. SpeedX is touting it 

as the world’s “first ever smart 

aero road bike”. In a nutshell, it’s a 

lightweight (7.9kg) two-wheel ride 

with a built-in GPS bike computer.

Hmm, tell me about the computer.

The SpeedX Smart Control? Well, 

it utilises seven built-in sensors, 

automatically records ride data, 

and delivers real-time feedback 

via its 2.4-inch, half-translucent, 

high-def display (visible in sunlight). 

Data capture includes speed, GPS 

trajectory, cadence, distance, 

altitude, calories and the weather.

Is there an app?

Yup, SpeedX. Via this, you can 

save, share and analyse ride data, 

as well as challenge other SpeedX 

users via the online leaderboards. 

You can also plan cycling routes 

and get turn-by-turn navigation via 

the Smart Control. The XCoach 

function is also on hand to offer 

pro-training regimes and challenges.

Now tell me about the bike itself.

SpeedX says the Leopard Pro has a 

“Lamborghini-strength body”, 

made of T1000 military-grade carbon 

fibre. It features a race-ready 

Shimano 105 drivetrain, TRP fully 

internal brakes, a Fizik Arione R7 

saddle, a 50mm wheel set and 

Vittoria Rubino tyres. The Leopard 

Pro also has an integrated cycling 

dock so that you can access 

the lights and camera. 

Sweet! When’s it out?

The Leopard Pro (with frame sizes 

from 42cm to 75cm) is available for 

pre-order, with shipping to begin 

this July. A standard version of the 

bike (the Leopard) is also available.

 Hype
PREVIEW
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SpeedX Leopard Pro

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

US$2,699 ($3,623), speedx.com

save, share and analyse ride data, 

as well as challenge other SpeedX 

users via the online leaderboards. 

You can also plan cycling routes 

and get turn-by-turn navigation via 

the Smart Control. The XCoach 

function is also on hand to offer 

pro-training regimes and challenges.

Now tell me about the bike itself.

SpeedX says the Leopard Pro has a 

“Lamborghini-strength body”, 
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A flagship phone for $669? Really?

Absolutely! OnePlus has made a name 

for itself by producing smartphones 

with flagship specs at almost half the 

price, and the OnePlus 3 is its latest 

crowning achievement.

OK, fine, but can it really compete 

with the best?

Yes. From the premium aluminium 

unibody and 5.5-inch Full HD display, 

to the 16MP camera, super-responsive 

fingerprint scanner and insane power 

under the hood, the OnePlus 3 has all 

the hallmarks of a phone with a much 

higher price tag. Apple, Samsung and 

co – you’d better watch your backs.

Sounds a little too good to be true. 

What’s the catch?

There’s nothing major you need to 

worry about. Storage is 64GB, but 

that’s your only choice and there’s 

no microSD slot for expanding it. 

The camera isn’t as stellar as the likes 

of the Galaxy S7, but it’s still very 

good. Without a QHD (2K) resolution, 

the display won’t be the best VR 

performer, but get past these minor 

points and you’ll be laughing.

What about the battery?

That’s another slight sticking point, 

but with moderate usage you’ll see out 

a full day on a single charge – that’s on 

par with the competition. Dash Charge 

means you’ll get over half your life 

back from just 30 minutes plugged in.

Sounds like a steal. When can I get it?

Right now, from techrific.com.au.

FULL METAL JACKET
The OnePlus 3 has a 

stunning aluminium 

unibody, with premium 

appeal that rivals the 

iPhone 6s and HTC 10

PREVIEW

DASH CHARGE
You can recharge 

the OnePlus 3 by 60 

per cent in just 30 

minutes – perfect 

for a quick top-up 

before a night out

Vital stats
0.2 seconds
The fingerprint 

scanner unlocks the 

phone almost instantly

16MP
A solid Sony sensor 

sits on the back 

of this stylish phone

6GB
The OnePlus 3 comes 

with a massive 

6GB of RAM

5.5 inches
The size of the 

lovely, bright 

Full HD screen

Absolutely! OnePlus has made a name 

for itself by producing smartphones 

with flagship specs at almost half the 

price, and the OnePlus 3 is its latest 

crowning achievement.

OK, fine, but can it really compete 

with the best?

Yes. From the premium aluminium 

unibody and 5.5-inch Full HD display, 

to the 16MP camera, super-responsive 

fingerprint scanner and insane power 

under the hood, the OnePlus 3 has all 

the hallmarks of a phone with a much 

higher price tag. Apple, Samsung and 

co – you’d better watch your backs.

Sounds a little too good to be true. 

What’s the catch?

There’s nothing major you need to 

worry about. Storage is 64GB, but 

that’s your only choice and there’s 

no microSD slot for expanding it. 

The camera isn’t as stellar as the likes 

of the Galaxy S7, but it’s still very 

good. Without a QHD (2K) resolution, 

the display won’t be the best VR 

performer, but get past these minor 

points and you’ll be laughing.

What about the battery?

That’s another slight sticking point, 

but with moderate usage you’ll see out 

a full day on a single charge – that’s on 

par with the competition. Dash Charge 

means you’ll get over half your life 

back from just 30 minutes plugged in.

Sounds like a steal. When can I get it?Sounds like a steal. When can I get it?

Right now, from techrific.com.au.Right now, from techrific.com.au.

FULL METAL JACKETFULL METAL JACKET
The OnePlus 3 has a The OnePlus 3 has a 

stunning aluminium stunning aluminium 

unibody, with premium unibody, with premium 

appeal that rivals the appeal that rivals the 

iPhone 6s and HTC 10iPhone 6s and HTC 10

minutes – perfect 

for a quick top-up 

before a night out

phone almost instantlyphone almost instantly

16MP
A solid Sony sensor A solid Sony sensor 

sits on the back sits on the back 

of this stylish phoneof this stylish phone

6GB of RAM

5.5 inches
The size of the 

lovely, bright 

Full HD screen

ONEPLUS 3
FROM $669

ONE TO
WATCH!
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OnePlus 3
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US$399 ($669), oneplus.net 



ACTION CAM
Whether you’re on a bike, 

a board or a bungee, the 

Typhoon’s automated Follow Me/

Watch Me modes keep 

the camera zeroed in on 

you, the star of the show

This looks like a serious bit of kit.

That’s because it is. The H is the 

newest addition to the Typhoon 

drone range, a stealthy-looking 

aerial shooter that will definitely 

give competitors some grief.

Yeah? What makes it so special?

For starters, the H’s anti-vibration, 

gimbal-mounted CGO3+ camera 

can produce smooth 4K video and 

stunning 12MP stills of your epic 

views. The drone also has six props 

for stability, and retractable landing 

gear for unobstructed 360-degree 

footage. Most impressive of all 

is the front-mounted Ultrasound 

RealSense Sensor, which means 

the drone can detect – and avoid 

– in-flight obstacles. Clever, eh? 

That controller looks the business.

You bet your butt it does. Whereas 

many other drones require a tablet 

or smartphone to run a dedicated 

control app, the ST16 Personal 

Ground Station remote controller 

features a built-in seven-inch 

Android touchscreen used for 

controlling aircraft, gimbal 

and shoot settings, as well as 

displaying the 720p video 

downlink from the drone’s camera. 

Hmm, all that technology might 

stretch my abilities...

Nonsense! The Typhoon has plenty 

for professionals to sink their 

teeth into, but multiple automated 

shoot functions, including Point Of 

Interest and Curve Cable Cam, fly 

the drone along pre-plotted flight 

paths, leaving your hands free to 

control the camera and capture 

that winning shot. 

Want! When can I get it?

You’re keen! From the end of July.

ACTION CAMACTION CAM
Whether you’re on a bike, Whether you’re on a bike, 

a board or a bungee, the a board or a bungee, the 

Typhoon’s automated Follow Me/Typhoon’s automated Follow Me/

Watch Me modes keep Watch Me modes keep 

the camera zeroed in on the camera zeroed in on 

you, the star of the showyou, the star of the show

stunning 12MP stills of your epic 

views. The drone also has six props 

or smartphone to run a dedicated 

control app, the ST16 Personal 

for professionals to sink their 

teeth into, but multiple automated 

FAIL-SAFE
If one of the Typhoon’s six 

motors were to fail, the 

drone would switch to a 

five-motor mode, keeping 

it safely airborne rather 

than dropping like a brick

Vital stats
1,950g
The drone’s weight 

when fully loaded with 

battery and camera

1,600m
The video-transmission 

range from camera 

to controller

25 minutes
The maximum flight 

time on a single 

battery charge

70km/h
The top speed of 

the Typhoon in its 

Follow Me mode
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Yuneec Typhoon H
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$2,100, yuneec.com



WE CAN BUILD YOU…

DOWN DOWN
Synthetic filament is the new down 

when it comes to puffy jackets. 

The North Face, in partnership 

with Primaloft, produce a fibre 

that they claim clusters closely 

to imitate natural down and trap 

heat within small pockets, unlike 

traditional synthetics. 

� e latest gear and 
a few simple crag 
comforts don’t 
make you any less 
of a rough-and-
ready climber

T3’s expert advice on the best gear and 
gadgets to take your rock-climbing kit 
to the next level (of comfort).

CRACKING CLIMBER’S 
CLIFF-READY KIT

 01THE NORTH FACE 
THERMOBALL HOODIE

The Thermoball range of insulated 

outerwear is seemingly tailor-made for a 

crisp winter’s morning at the crag. It’s 

super-lightweight and pound-for-pound 

the warmest puffy out there. It 

scrunches down to almost nothing - 

so won’t take up precious cargo space 

- plus features some strange voodoo 

that naturally repels dirt and chalk. 

$360, thenorthface.com.au

 05SCARPA VAPOR-V
Italian shoe making at its finest, 

the beautifully crafted, slightly 

downturned (forcing your toes to point 

for more power) Scarpa Vapor-V features 

revolutionary bi-tension randing which  

pulls the toes back toward the heel for 

maximum power on the toes. They’re 

also the most comfortable out-of-the-

box shoe we’ve seen thanks to the 

air-mesh tongue and cosy micro-suede 

toebox to make for a snug fit.

$229.95, www.outdooragencies.com.au  

 03FIVE TEN HIANGLE
The all leather Hiangles aren’t as 

friendly out of the box as the Vapor-V, 

but once they’re broken in – ours only 

took a couple of solid sessions – the 

combination of slightly thicker rubber 

and aggressive toe downturn will make 

these your go-to shoe for steep terrain 

and standing on razor-thin edges. Five 

Ten’s proprietary C4 rubber is super 

sticky yet durable enough that you can 

expect the soles to last for a long time.

$US165, www.frontierequipment.com.au

 04GOPRO HERO SESSION 
WITH HEAD STRAP 

AND QUICKCLIP
The Hero Session is built for climbing - 

38mm cubed, 74 grams offering 30fps 

1440p on-the-go-video to the masses. 

Pair that with a headstrap and quickclip 

bundle and you’ve got an instant extreme 

home movie maker. The headstrap is lined 

with sticky inserts to keep it slipping off 

your sweaty dome and the clips snaps 

firmly on your hat, bag, pants, anything. 

Hero Session, $299.95; Head Strap + 

QuickClip combo, $34.95, gopro.com

 05OSPREY VARIANT 37
Built with mountaineering in mind, 

the Variant 37 features dual ice-tool 

holsters and A-frame ski carry loops, but 

there are enough climbing-specific 

features here to make it a great cragging 

pack. There’s plenty of room on the inside, 

plus there’s an under-lid rope carry 

system and three-point haul loops to get 

your gear and – most importantly – lunch, 

there, up and back again. 

$229.95, www.outdooragencies.com.au

 06Y & Y VERTICAL 
COLOURFUL BELAY 

GLASSES
Respect your belayer with a pair of 

colourful belay glasses from Y & Y 

Vertical. Essentially half a periscope, the 

prisms allow you to keep your eyes on the 

climber above while avoiding any heinous 

neck strain. They’re ultra-light, come in 

loads of colours and come with a handy 

storage case to clip on your pack. 

US$79.90, www.yy-belayglasses.com

01
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SOLE SURVIVOR
The hardest choice you’ll face is whether 

to get your old climbing shoes re-soled or 

just turf them and grab a new pair. A basic 

resole on a pair of climbing shoes runs 

around $50 (depending on how extensive the 

repair job), from the amazing (though mildy 

intimidating) Big John at Big John Retreads, 

located in Blackheath, NSW. They also run a 

convenient  post-in repair service. 

www.bigjohn.com.au www.bigjohn.com.au 

1080 PROOF
No other gadget 

has showcased and 

progressed the dynamic 

sport of climbing more 

than the GoPro. Chuck 

it in your bag, in the 

dirt or in a crack; 

the Hero Session will 

take a beating and 

still be good to go. 

EYES ON THE JOB 
No other piece of kit we ripped 

out at the crag was as divisive 

as the Y&Y Vertical glasses. They 

impressed most, but a few - who 

were scared of new and exciting 

things - gave us a spray for not 

being attentive to the climber. 

02

There’re hiking shoes, and then there’re approach shoes. 

Hiking shoes are build for durabily, support and foot/ankle 

protection during extened walks where the  terrain is 

generally flat.  Approach shoes, like The North Face Verto 

Approach II on the other hand feature a sticky Vibram (or 

other) rubber sole and toe-cap for superior traction. It’s 

designed to be worn snug and is perfect for scrambling up 

to the crag base or even climbing and scrambling up easier 

routes. The lightweight (374g each) Verto II also features a 

collapsible heel, breathable airmesh upper plus oversized 

loops on the back to make clipping to your harness easy. 

The Verto Approach II is available in September. 

$230, thenorthface.com.au/

NO B US I N E S S L I K E S HOE B US I N E S SNO B US I N E S S L I K E S HOE B US I N E S S

03

06
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progressed the dynamic 

sport of climbing more 

than the GoPro. Chuck 

it in your bag, in the 

dirt or in a crack; 

the Hero Session will 

take a beating and 

still be good to go. 

EYES ON THE JOB 
No other piece of kit we ripped 

06
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CARRY ALL 
THE THINGS
Crafted from 210D Nylon, 

the 37 litre Osprey 

Variant packs bucket 

loads of storage options 

in a featherweight 1.5kg. 

With removable top lid 

and waist belt, no matter 

if you’re out for hike, a 

day of multi-pitch sport 

climbing or humping it up 

a freezing hill on your 

latest expedition, this 

pack is versatile enough 

to suit. 
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here was a famous social 
experiment done in the 
1960s that I expect you’ve 
heard of. It’s notorious. 

� e Milgram Experiment was named 
after the doctor behind it, Stanley 
Milgram. Of course. In it, a person 
would be ushered into a room with a big 
dial marked “electricity”, and told by a 
man in a white coat that this was an 
experiment in new teaching methods. 

In the next room, unseen but audible 
over a loudspeaker, was the “test 
subject” – actually a friend of the man 
in the white coat, but the person sitting 
behind the big dial didn’t know this.

Long story short: most of the dial 
operators were more than happy to 
electrocute a stranger to death, because 
a man in a white coat said it was OK.

Conducted with memories of the 
Second World War still fresh in people’s 
minds, the Milgram Experiment was 
seen as proof that people will blindly 
follow “authority fi gures”, setting aside 
their own morality even to the point 
of becoming torturers and murderers.

However, there’s another 
interpretation: that people who 
are able to do things anonymously 
just become f**king awful people. 
Normally-upstanding folks transform, 
like Jeff  Goldblum in � e Fly, into 
vicious low-lifes of a type so atrocious, 
they’d normally cross the road to 
avoid themselves. People like Andrew 
Bolt, for instance, or Hitler.

I think you probably see where I’m 
going with this.

Anon and on and on
� e internet, of course, has 
revolutionised all of our lives for the 
better. It’s comparable to the motor car.

But like the automobile, who can 
deny that the Web has brought horrors 
in its wake? With the car come 
pollution, road rage, road accidents, 
and Citröens. � e internet is infected 

with a diff erent kind of pestilence: 
bottom-dwelling shit talkers.

� e diff erence is that with 
the car, we’ve sought to alleviate 
all but the last of those issues. 
Fuels and engines have become less 
polluting (OK, diesel maybe not 
so much, but you get the idea). 
Technology has, and is, making cars 
safer for their inhabitants and for 
pedestrians. Road rage is a crime 
that’s prosecuted regularly.

On the Web, absolutely vile 
behaviour is largely shrugged off : 
“Forget it, Jack, it’s the internet.”  

Now, before you think this is just 
me getting on my high horse and 
signalling my virtue, let me make 
a confession: I’m a demonic shit talker 
online. Not anywhere else, though.  

� e thing about posting online is 
that it’s a bit like being a dog. You take 
a dump, then move on and don’t give 
it a second thought. Oh look, a stick! 

some kind of bus-stop drunk. Which, to 
be fair, if you remove the “bus-stop” 
part of the equation, I quite possibly was.  

Now, I know a lot of people’s issues 
around censoring views online is that 
freedom of speech is so desirable, 
we should put up with its down sides. 

On the whole, I agree. However, if 
someone walked up to me and started 
shouting that I should be killed or raped, 
while calling me every off ensive name 
available to humanity, chances are I’d 
want them arrested, rather than saying, 
“I respect your opinion but must sadly 
decline to agree with it on this occasion.”

If the litany of terrible events that 
have occurred during the last several 
months have taught us anything, it 
must surely be that online expressions 
of hate can lead to “real-life” ones. Look 
at the headlines.

� at’s partly me saying, “Yes, we 
actually do need to lock more people 
up for being horrendous online.” 

But it’s also something more basic: 
a plea to remember not to be a dick 
online. � at’s if you’re not one in 
day-to-day life. If you are a dick on 
a more general basis, there’s really 
not much I can do about that. 

What we can’t continue to do is just 
shrug it off  “because it’s the internet”. 

� e thing about posting 
online is that it’s like 
being a dog. You take 
a dump, then move on

T

� at’s why I was a little taken aback 
to read through my posting history on 
the Guardian website recently.  

Now, it’s not so much that a lot of 
my “input” there was a little negative. 
To be frank, when you’re reacting to the 
nonsense people post on the websites of 
what we used to call “newspapers”, even 
the likes of Gandhi, or Martin Luther 
King, or Patti Newton might struggle to 
maintain a polite demeanour.

What was upsetting was that I had, 
in most cases, just sworn at people, like 

Duncan Bell 
is trolling
I know this has been said a million times, 
but some people online are simply the worst

OPINION

with a diff erent kind of pestilence: 

the car, we’ve sought to alleviate 

Fuels and engines have become less 
polluting (OK, diesel maybe not 

Technology has, and is, making cars 
safer for their inhabitants and for 
pedestrians. Road rage is a crime 

behaviour is largely shrugged off : 
“Forget it, Jack, it’s the internet.”  

Now, before you think this is just 
me getting on my high horse and 
signalling my virtue, let me make 
a confession: I’m a demonic shit talker 

some kind of bus-stop drunk. Which, to 
be fair, if you remove the “bus-stop” 

I know this has been said a million times, 
but some people online are simply the worst
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STYLE

$189.95, au.oakley.com

Embrace your inner 
Tony Hawk with 
Oakley’s new Latch 
Polarized shades, 
designed by skaters 
and oozing with style

 THE FUTURE
LOOKS BRIGHT

MIRROR IMAGE
Oakley’s patented High 

Definition Optics come 

into play on the Latch 

Polarized sunglasses, 

ensuring maximum levels 

of optical clarity 

and visual fidelity 

in glaring sunlight. 

Plutonite lenses deliver 

high-level UV protection, 

filtering out 100 per 

cent of UVA, UVB and 

UVC rays, plus harmful 

blue light up to 400nm. 

Those HDPolarized lenses 

filter out 99 per cent 

of reflected glare, too, 

so all angles are covered

02

LATCH ON
New for 2016, Oakley’s Latch 

Polarized sunnies take their 

name from a built-in clip 

that sits on the inside 

arm, enabling you to clip 

(latch) the sunglasses onto 

your shirt. The O Matter 

stress-resistant frame is 

lightweight and comfortable 

for all-day wear, with a 

Three-Point Fit eliminating 

any pressure points 

01

SKATE OR DIE
The Latch sunglasses are a 

collaboration between Oakley and pro 

skateboarders Curren Caples and Sean 

Malto. Designed for outdoor types 

seeking shades that combine style 

with functionality, they have a 

raft of tech to protect your eyes. 

You don’t need to be a skater to 

wear them – they’ll make you look 

schmick whatever you’re doing

03
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TECH ADVENTURES

The North Face 
Mountain Festival 
includes climbing, 
hiking, running and 
paragliding activities

This September, 
why not hang tough 
with The North 
Face and their 
mountain crew?

The new 360fly 4K 
camera records 

in 360 x 240 
degrees, capturing 

everything in front, 
behind and above
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 AGENDA
EMBARK ON A WEEKEND OF ADVENTURE

Beat the mountains this September with an outdoors 
festival designed to get your adrenaline pumping;
and capture your experiences with a new panoramic camera 

that offers live streaming for instant notoriety 

Searching for your next outdoors 

thrill? How about running along 

stunning alpine trails and climbing 

Swiss mountains, all while meeting 

like-minded people? Do it at The North 

Face Mountain Festival, set to run from 

Friday 16 to Sunday 18 September. 

Taking place in Lauterbrunnen, 

Switzerland, with panoramic views of the 

Eiger, the Mountain Festival offers trail 

running, hiking, climbing and basecamp 

workshops, plus evening music and 

movies, all as part of the entry price. 

Additional activities include canyoning, 

paragliding, rafting and bungee jumping. 

You can pre-order your ticket now, with 

dinner on the Friday; breakfast, lunch and 

dinner on the Saturday; and breakfast on 

the Sunday included in the price.

Unsure what to wear? Start with The 

North Face Mountain Athletics kit – we’re 

fans of the Men’s Kilowatt Jacket ($200) 

and the Men’s MA Graphic Surgent Hoodie 

($120). There’s also The North Face Ultra 

Endurance Trail Running Shoes ($230). 

Being in such stunning surroundings, 

and doing so many awesome outdoors 

activities, adds up to plenty of photo 

opportunities. The 360fl y 4K is an 

upgraded version of the simply named 

360fl y, enabling you to take photos and 

fi lm footage that’s in front, behind, off to 

your side and above you.

The 4K camera records crystal-

clear 2,880 x 2,880 video – that’s 

360 degrees horizontally, 240 

degrees vertically  – and has 

64GB of on-board storage, plus 

it offers 90 minutes of battery life. The 

best part? Live streaming, via the 360fl y 

app. Download it to your phone and you’ll 

be able to live stream your Swiss mountain 

run, hike or climb, and edit the footage 

you record with the app’s editing software. 

Or, leave it as is to let everyone see what 

you saw (or didn’t see)!

 

START YOUR ADVENTURE TODAY
 Head to The North Face Mountain 

Festival website (thenorthface.co.eu/

mountain-festival) to purchase tickets 

(¤149/$221 per person). The price 

includes hiking, trail running and climbing 

activities, plus basecamp workshops and 

talks, some meals and entertainment. 

 Booked your ticket? Nice – now nab a 

360fl y 4K cam ($849.95, 360fl y.com) to 

record your adventures.

 Download the 360fl y app (Android, 

iOS) to live stream your experience. 

Via the app you can control the camera’s 

actions, from viewfi nding to shooting 

stills, as well as edit your movies before 

sharing them on social media.

EMBARK ON A
WEEKEND OF 
ADVENTURE

“Put your action tech to the test 
at The North Face Mountain Festival, 
a feast of fitness and exploration”

and doing so many awesome outdoors 

activities, adds up to plenty of photo 

opportunities. The 360fl y 4K is an 

upgraded version of the simply named 

360fl y, enabling you to take photos and 

fi lm footage that’s in front, behind, off to 

your side and above you.

“Put your action tech to the test 
at The North Face Mountain Festival, 
a feast of fitness and exploration”
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If you’re planning 
on hitting the slopes, 
trekking up a mountain or 
adventuring off-road this 

winter, the new Wetsuit case from 
Dog & Bone offers the protection you 
need. The bad news? It’s for iPhone 
6/6s only. The good news? It’s ace.

Yes, dedicated Apple users can 

enshrine their phone in this two-

piece case, made from silicone,  

polycarbonate and rubber – a triple 

layer of shockproof protection 

for extreme conditions. Available 

in Electric Orange, Blackest Black 

and Silvertail, the Wetsuit case 

(US$89.95/$120.60, dogandbonecases.

com) carries a military-certified 

rating and the highest level of 

protection from water and dirt 

(IP68). In fact, it’s fully 

waterproof to a depth of two metres. 

“The advancements we’ve made 

with our waterproof cases have 

enabled us to design a case that 

lets consumers benefit from superior 

phone protection without touchscreen- 

usability issues,” says Maria 

Ranchod, co-founder of Dog & Bone.

Shockproof to two metres, each 

case features a rubber bumper for 

enhanced grip, and gives total 

access to phone ports and controls. 

There’s also the option for you to 

add a tempered glass screen. The 

Dog & Bone Wetsuit iPhone 6/6s case 

is dirt- and sand-proof, too, seeing 

you from one season into the next.

Equip your Apple device 
for adventure with the 
help of a case that’s 
shock-, water- and sandproof

You’ll have a ball with the Panono – a revolutionary 
sphere-shaped camera that takes 360-degree shots in 
stunning detail 

There’s nothing quite like a 

panoramic photo to capture 

a scene – whether that’s 

a dramatic cityscape or a 

buoyant festival crowd. Most decent 

smartphone cameras feature a 

panoramic mode these days, but the 

results can be disappointing, with 

sub-par stitching and/or slow scrolling 

when zoomed in. 

Recognising this, German start-up 

Panono got to work on a revolutionary 

new product. The Panono Panoramic 

Ball Camera is, as the name suggests, 

a unique ball-shaped device featuring 

36 separate cameras. The idea is that 

you throw the ball into the air and by 

the time you’ve caught it again, it’ll 

have taken a stunning 360-degree 

photograph of your surrounding area 

(including you looking up in the air). 

And when we say stunning, we mean it: 

the 108MP image will be the best-

quality panoramic shot you can get 

anywhere. Indiegogo investors loved 

the idea – the camera raised well over a 

million dollars when the start-up fi rst 

appeared – and so will you. Just be 

careful not to drop the ball! 

START YOUR ADVENTURE TODAY
 The next time you head somewhere 

pretty or dramatic, remember to pack 

your Panono. You can get one from 

panono.com; the basic camera without 

accessories costs around $2,000.  

 When you’re ready, throw the ball 

into the air. Its 36 cameras will all take 

a picture at the same time, capturing 

the full panoramic scene. These will be 

stored in the device’s internal memory.

Upload the pictures to your personal 

Panono cloud account, and they’ll be 

automatically stitched together. 

 Your panoramic shot is now ready to 

view on your mobile device, or share 

via social media with just a few clicks. 

03
Ensure your 
iPhone is ready 
for anything

TAKE AMAZING 
PANORAMIC 
PICS 02

TECH ADVENTURES

Get the bigger picture with the Panono 
Panoramic Ball Camera. Your friends 
will be gobsmacked by the level of 
detail captured by this 108MP device
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 AGENDA
BUILD YOUR OWN SMARTWATCH

Blocks is a tech start-up that’s 

clocked on to a wonderful 

innovation. Instead of buying  

a smartwatch that’s loaded  

with features you may never use, Blocks 

gives you the option of assembling your 

own custom device. The core timepiece  

is the central unit, and to it you can add up  

to four modules (that look like traditional 

watch links), each with a different function. 

The modules then snap together to form 

the watch’s strap.

“Each module is a function hand-picked 

by the consumer, empowering them  

to build a smartwatch that’s tailored to 

them as a unique individual,” says Blocks 

community manager Seyi Agboola.  

“Our smartwatch is the hub of an ever-

evolving platform of hardware – think the 

App Store, but for smartwatch hardware.”

Blocks plans to have around 20 

modules available by the September  

2016 shipping date. Modules will include 

GPS, contactless payments, an ECG,  

an environment monitor, gesture control  

and even a kinetic charger. You’ll be able 

to buy as many modules as you want,  

and you can reassemble your watch 

– swapping out different modules – daily,  

so it’ll always suit your changing plans.

The watch has a one-day battery life, 

and will pair with a smartphone running 

Android or iOS. Don’t worry if your wrist is 

04

“You can add up to four modules, 
each with a different function”

thick or thin – the modules are a set size, 

but the strap is adjustable at the clasp.

START YOUR ADVENTURE TODAY
 To get your own Blocks watch, visit 

chooseblocks.com and hit the Pre-order 

button. The irst choice you need to  

make is the colour – will it be Sunrise Red, 

Marble White or Onyx Black?

 The main watch face is standard, and 

within the regular price of US$330/$446 

(plus shipping), you can choose four 

modules. At the time of writing, ive  

are available: Heart Rate, Extra Battery, 

NFC Payments, GPS and Adventure. 

Additional modules cost US$35/$47 each.

 When your package arrives, simply  

snap your four chosen modules together, 

connecting the core timepiece and  

the clasp. Charge your smartwatch  

with the micro-USB cable supplied  

in the box, and you’re good to go.

By adding different modules to the central 
timepiece each day, you can ensure your watch  
has the exact features you’ll need – whether 
you’re travelling, shopping or exercising   

BUILD YOUR OWN 
SMARTWATCH
Want a smartwatch but crave something really 
unique? Build your own connected timepiece  
with the Blocks modular smartwatch kit
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TECH ADVENTURES

Yeah, we know, backing 
up the data on your 
phone isn’t the most exciting 
of topics. However, anyone 

who’s suffered gut-wrenching losses of 
personal data because they haven’t 
regularly sent their bytes into the 
cloud or to a separate harddrive will 
know how important it is. The design 
team behind the Meem, a charger cable 
that automatically backs up your data 
each time you plug in your phone, feel 
the same way. 

Available to buy now, the Meem 

charger cable (meemmemory.com) works 

with both Apple (iOS 7+) and Android 

(OS 4.1.2+) phones. A brilliantly 

simple solution, the Meem backs up 

your contacts, calendar, messages, 

music, photos and videos each time you 

charge your phone. There’s no third-

party access to your data, either, so 

your privacy will be protected; and 

there’s no cloud set-up or hidden fees 

involved.If you lose or damage your 

phone, all of your data will be stored 

on the Meem cable – there’s 16GB of 

storage ($74.30) for Android phone 

users, and 32GB of storage ($111.50) 

for iPhone users. 

Looking for a hassle-free way to 

back-up your phone? You’ve found it.

Intelligent lighting. Wireless 

audio. Climate control. Apple 

TV. Our homes are more 

connected than ever before, 

but what’s frustrating about them is that 

each device requires a separate remote, 

smartphone or tablet app to control it.

Enter Neeo. Developed in Switzerland, 

it comprises two units. Firstly, there’s 

the puck-like Brain that controls all of the 

smart devices in your home. It’s currently 

compatible with about 30,000 pieces 

of tech – everything from TVs and TiVOs 

to mood lighting and home security.

Then there’s the Neeo Remote, 

which seems even smarter than the Brain. 

It’s got a high-resolution touch display 

with an interface that gives you access 

to everything linked to the Brain. With 

built-in hand-recognition technology, 

Protect the data on your phone and keep your details 
safely in your own hands with a charger that backs up 
your data each time you juice up your handset

Keep your 
info private06

 05
One remote to rule them all, one remote to find them. One 
remote to bring them all, and in the darkness bind them

With Neeo, even 
your mum could take 

control of your 
connected home

it can tell who’s holding it and so give 

that individual access to their own tech, 

implementing their favourite settings.

“Instead of having to swap through 

lots of different remotes until you fi nd the 

right one, then trying to remember the 

right channel without fl icking through 

them all, Neeo takes over the thinking,” 

says founder Raphael Oberholzer. “You 

just need one remote to control all your 

devices, and you can access whatever 

channel you want in just one click.”

START YOUR ADVENTURE TODAY
 Head to neeo.com and go to the 

Pre-order section, where you can buy 

the Neeo Combo – which includes the 

Brain and the Remote – for US$339/$455.

 When it arrives, unpack it and start 

connecting it to your home’s Wi-Fi and 

Bluetooth devices. It also works with AV 

equipment going back roughly ten years.

 Next, pick up the remote and start to 

create user settings for each member of 

the household. Now that you’re in control 

of your connected home, dim your Philips 

Hue lighting, and get set to blast Roxy 

Music’s In Every Dream Home A 

Heartache via your wireless speakers.

GIVE YOUR 
HOME A BRAIN

your data each time you juice up your handset

“The Meem backs 
up your data each 
time you charge 
your smartphone”
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 AGENDA
EMBRACE THE FUTURE OF AUDIO

At T3, we all think we have 

the best music taste in the 

world. But if that’s the case, 

why do we get into so many 

verbals over the songs that are played 

through our shared Bluetooth speaker? 

If you’ve found yourself in a situation 

where the music you’ve been listening to, 

or the sound from the fi lm you’ve been 

watching, has annoyed or distracted 

someone nearby, we feel 

your pain. Thankfully, 

a new speaker from 

Akoustic Arts could 

cut us all a break…

The company’s A 

speaker has already 

won awards, even 

though it’s still in 

the pre-order stage. 

A directional audio 

Listen to death metal or watch a film that only you 
can hear with a ground-breaking new speaker that’s 
gearing up to redefine your personal audio experience 

EMBRACE THE 
FUTURE OF AUDIO 
WITH THE A SPEAKER07

START YOUR ADVENTURE TODAY
 The A speaker is available to pre-order 

now (shipping begins this September) 

at akoustic-arts.com, and is available 

in two sizes: the A Junior (9 x 9cm), 

currently priced at US$550/$737, and 

the A Original (20 x 20cm), which costs 

US$890/$1,193.

 Setting up the A speaker is easy. 

Simply unbox it, connect the battery, 

plug the charging cable into the 

speaker, then connect the A to your 

device (smartphone, tablet, laptop, 

stereo, TV, etc) via a 3.5mm mini-jack. 

You can also daisy-chain them together. 

 There are accessories available for 

the A speaker, too, including a stand for 

sitting the speaker on your desk (which 

comes in the box), and a separate 

adjustable wall mount for fi xing the 

speaker to your ceiling or wall. 

device, it pumps out high-fi delity sound 

only you can hear, by emitting a narrow 

beam of sound targeting a specifi c ‘zone’. 

Say, for example, you’re hanging out in 

your bedroom with your partner, and they 

want to watch a fi lm but you want to listen 

to music without wearing headphones. 

You can position the A speaker so that 

the beam of sound targets only you; 

your partner won’t hear a thing, as the 

directional-sound-control technology 

diminishes overspill and noise pollution. 

While, as an audio-loving tech mag, 

we’d never endorse Akoustic Arts’ playful 

“no more headphones” campaign, that 

doesn’t stop us from lusting after their 

new speaker to our core. Maybe they’ll be 

up for sorting us out with a few so that we 

don’t need to suffer any more “Kenny 

Loggins is a god/No, Kenny Loggins

is shite” arguments in the T3 offi ce.

Despite appearances, it won’t beam you 

up, but the A speaker could well shape 

the future of personal audio
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Everything you must do with gadgets before you die

NEW TECH

EXPERIENCES

THE T3 BUCKET LIST

 WORDS  ROB CARNEY, CLAIRE DAVIES, NICK ODANTZIS, PAUL TAYLOR 

 ILLUSTRATION  ALEXANDER WELLS 
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75 NEW TECH EXPERIENCES

 01  TURN AN OLD iMAC 

 INTO AN AQUARIUM 

Who wouldn’t want a fi sh tank 
fi tted inside an old iMac G3? If 
you’re lucky enough to have one 
of these vintage Apple machines 
gathering dust in your attic, 
consider transforming it into 
a home for some pretty little 
fi shes. � ere are various tutorials 
online to guide you through 
the process – alternatively, you 
can buy an iMacAquarium Kit 
(from US$189/ $255 jakeharms.
com) and get off  to a fl ying start.

 02  OWN AN 

 AI ASSISTANT 

View life through a robot’s eyes 
this spring with the Robotbase 
Personal Robot (US$1,499/ $2,027 
autonomous.ai), designed to 
control your connected home, 
monitor security and learn 
to read your emotions. It’ll 
order your dinner from the local 
takeaway, read to your kids, 
change the lighting, make you 
a cup of coff ee and update you 
on what’s happening at home 
while you’re out and about.

 03  BEAT INSOMNIA 

 FOR GOOD 

Getting good-quality sleep and 
overcoming insomnia is a worthy 
life goal. Happily, there’s some 
cool tech to help with this, 
including the SleepIQ X12 (from 
US$8,000, sleepnumber.com), 
a bed that promises an incredible 
night’s set of zeds. Packed with 
sensors to monitor your sleep 
duration and habits, the X12 has 
an adjustable base, under-bed 
lighting and massage functions, 
plus anti-snoring tech.

 04  DRINK MARGARITAS UNDER THE STARS  

 IN BERMUDA 

Rustle up a cocktail at one of the world’s most beautiful 
beaches, Bermuda’s Horseshoe Bay. � e Margaritaville 
Explorer Cordless Frozen Concoction Maker (US$229/ 
$308, margaritavillecargo.com) is a portable drinks 
machine that runs for up to 20 pitchers on a single charge. 
Party on!  

What’s on your bucket list? Scaling a 
mountain? Swimming with dolphins? 
Bungee jumping? Whatever’s on your 
checklist of things to do before you kick 

the proverbial, why not make the experience even 
better by combining it with the world’s greatest tech?

And that’s why we’ve compiled the ultimate tech 
bucket list. Yes, there are amazing adventures here 
such as fl ying into space (yes, really) and driving one 
of the world’s fastest cars, but there’s also a raft of 
quirky ideas for you to add to your list – have you ever 
thought about getting a robot butler, for instance?

Or how about going on a date with a celebrity 
(in your dreams, using the iWinks Lucid Dream 
– see p31), or even getting a ‘tech’ tattoo? 

Over the following pages, we off er you all sorts 
of ideas for drawing up your ultimate tech bucket 
list. And what’s more, even if you’re not excited by 
the experiences linked to the tech, you’ll still fi nd out 
about a plethora of cool gadgets and gear.

So grab a pen and paper (or your iPad or tablet  
if you prefer) and get compiling your very own 
list, using ours as inspiration – you can share yours on 
our Facebook page, www.facebook.com/t3australia.
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Space travel promises 
to be out of this 
world – literally!

Space travel promises 

75 NEW TECH EXPERIENCES

 09  FLY INTO OUTER SPACE 

Are you ready to become an 
astronaut? � at’s the question being 
asked by Virgin Galactic, one of the 
forerunners in the public-spacefl ight 
race. Now accepting Future Astronaut 
applications from those who “share 
our aims of opening space to all”, 
Richard Branson’s company is 
making ground in turning spacefl ight 
into mainstream reality. A ticket 
costs US$250,000 ($338,250) but if 
viewing Earth from outer space – 
and experiencing everything that 
comes with such a spectacular 
journey – tops your bucket list, 
this is one to aspire to… providing 
you have a big ol’ chunk of change 
to spare. Sign up for Mission 
Updates at the Virgin Galactic 
website (virgingalactic.com).

 05  INSTALL YOUR OWN 

 RADAR SYSTEM 

Bicycle riders! Be like Spider-Man 
and gain an innate sense of when 
trouble’s approaching (albeit 
without a horrifi c nip from an 
arachnid). � e Garmin Varia 
Rearview Radar (from $259, 
garmin.com) straps to your pushy 
and measures how quickly traffi  c 
is approaching you from behind, 
and sends a warning to a 
handlebar-mounted computer, or 
the sunglasses-mounted Varia 
Vision ($649) heads-up display.

 06  RUN A MARATHON 

Does your bucket list include 
slogging it out for 42.2 kilometres? 
(You might want to attempt it 
earlier rather than later.) If that’s 
the case, the TomTom Spark 
Cardio + Music ($349, tomtom.
com) is a great running watch for 
helping you train for a marathon 
and to stay focused on beating 
your personal best come race day. 
Key features include distance, 
pace, time and heart-rate 
tracking, plus it has onboard 
storage for 500 music tracks, too.

 07  FIND ‘THE ONE’ 

Finding your signifi cant other 
is a life-changing experience, 
but when you lead a busy life, 
it can also be pretty diffi  cult. 
Managed by human matchmakers, 
dating app Once (from free, 
getonce.com) can help. Utilising 
heart-rate technology (when 
used with a fi tness tracker), 
it’ll notify you if the love match 
you’re presented with each day 
makes your heart race more than 
usual. You’ll still have to hone 
your chat-up lines, however!

 08  WRITE YOUR 

 FIRST BOOK ON A 

 ‘TYPEWRITER’ TABLET 

While the publishing world is hard 
to crack (even J K Rowling didn’t 
make it straightaway), hybrid 
tablets at least make the creative 
part easier. � e 9.7-inch iPad Pro 
(from $899, apple.com/au), when 
used with Apple’s responsive 
Smart Keyboard ($229), is perfect 
for busting out chapters on the go. 
Team it with the Hanx Writer 
typewriter app (from free) and 
turn your Pro into a typewriter.
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75 NEW TECH EXPERIENCES

 11  GO ON A DATE WITH 

 SCARLETT JOHANSSON 

In your dreams! And that’s 
exactly where your date with 
ScarJo will happen. Sleep 
technology is evolving rapidly, 
especially with gadgets like the 
iWinks Lucid Dream (US$299/ 
$404, iwinks.org). Now in pre-
order stage, this wearable helps 
you to ‘lucid dream’, meaning you 
can ‘create’ and control the 
scenarios you want to experience 
while you’re asleep. Keep it clean!
 

 12  SEND A MESSAGE 

 INTO ORBIT 

Got a message you want to share 
with the rest of the universe? 
Beam it up! Talk2ets.com will 
encode your message or even a 
picture of your choice onto a laser 
beam, which will then be ‘shot’ 
out into the inky black until it’s 
captured by a passing spacecraft. 
You even get a Certifi cate of 
Interstellar Transmission to hang 
on your wall (from US$19.95/ 
$26.90). Just don’t go starting an 
intergalactic war, OK?

 10  BE PART OF A NEW 

 TECH MOVEMENT 

Fill your world with the tech 
you’d love to own by investing 
in a campaign on Kickstarter 
(kickstarter.com). � ousands of 
projects have come to life via the 
community – including the Pebble 
Time and Neil Young’s PonoMusic 
player – with everything from 
wireless earbuds to connected 
umbrellas popping up. Do your 
research and you could become an 
early adopter of tech’s next big thing.
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75 NEW TECH EXPERIENCES

 14  LIVE FOREVER…  

 OR AT LEAST FOR A  

 REALLY LONG TIME 

Yes, there’s a new wearable that 
claims to help us live longer. �e 
Mio Slice (US$99/$135, mioglobal.
com) uses a Personal Activity 
Intelligence metric based on the 
Hunt Study, which links activity 
levels to health and longevity. �e 
Slice will calculate your heart-rate 
intensity over a seven-day period 
– keep your PAI score above 100, 
and you could increase your 
lifespan by ten years.

 15  UPGRADE  

 YOUR MIND  

 AND BODY 

From activity trackers to cognition 
enhancers, there’s an abundance 
of health and fitness tech to make 
upgrading your mind and body 
easier. Stress can lead to illness, 
but regular practice of meditation 
can help alleviate it. Headspace 
(Android/iOS) is a best-selling app 
that’ll take you from mindfulness 
rookie to seasoned practitioner, 
and with a free ten-day trial on 
offer, you have nothing to lose.

 16  WRITE AND RECORD  

 A SONG  

Don’t die with your music still  
in you. Whether you prefer to 
strum a guitar or tickle the ivories, 
there’s software to help you write 
and record an original song. 
Tunesmiths say you should try 
MasterWriter (US$9.95/ $13.54 per 
month, masterwriter.com), others 
rave about GarageBand ($7.99, 
iOS), while Logic Pro X ($319.99, 
apple.com/au) is the go-to package 
for many award-winning artists, 
including Adele. 

 17  CREATE A TIME-LAPSE  

 VIDEO OF THE  

 AURORA BOREALIS 

Get up close with one of nature’s 
most spectacular live shows, the 
Aurora Borealis – and capture it  
in all its glory with a funky 
time-lapse video, courtesy of the 
DJI Osmo’s Night Timelapse mode. 
With the Osmo ($1,099, store.dji.
com), you can also create 
hyperlapse videos, tripod-free 
long-exposure shots and 
360-degree panoramic footage of 
the Northern Lights.  

 13  CAMP OVERNIGHT IN A CAVE 

Cave camping is on the rise, and 
there’s little wonder why: you’re 
aware from the horde, and on a 
clear day offers amazing views of 
the surrounding landscape.

You’ll need proper kit. Start 
with a water-resistant sleeping 
bag such as �e North Face’s Blue 
Kazoo ($500, thenorthface.com.
au). Stuffed with 650+ Hungarian 
goose down and Climashield 
Prism thermal pads, it utilises a 
trapezoidal bale construction to 
eliminate cold spots. �e nylon 

ripstop shell has a water-repellent 
DWR finish to keep frost and 
outside moisture at bay, and a 
glow-in-the-dark zip will increase 
visibility in dark caves.

Don’t forget base layers and  
a comfy mat to even out the rocky 
cave loor. We love Icebreaker’s 
merino-wool thermals, including 
the Oasis Long Sleeve ($89.95, 
au.icebreaker.com), and Sea to 
Summit’s Comfort Plus Mat A Good 
Night’s Rest mat (from $219.95, 
seatosummit.com.au).
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 20  WATCH EVERY 
 EPISODE OF 
 GAME OF THRONES 
Adapted from George R R Martin’s best-selling novels,  
Game Of � rones has become the biggest fantasy drama 
of this decade; a bloody feast of back-stabbing, loose sex 
and sweet revenge. Grab a Foxtel Play subscription so you 
can watch on your phone, tablet, computer, Xbox or 
PlayStation, take out an Drama Pass ($25 per month after 
the 14-day free trial) and join the GOT cult!

 18  LEARN TO 
 MAKE SUSHI 

Impress your dinner- 
party guests by serving 
delicious, home-made 
Japanese food. � e 
Oyshee app (Android/
iOS, recipe.rakuten.com) 
contains authentic 
recipes from renowned 
Japanese chefs, as well 
as traditional recipes 
for everyday Japanese 
cuisine. Recipes are 
searchable by keyword, 
dietary requirement 
or diffi  culty level, and 
cover everything from 
udon noodle soup to 
colourful temari sushi.

 19  CONQUER 
 NÜRBURGRING 
 IN A MCLAREN 

� ere’s nothing quite 
like driving a McLaren 
– the MP4-12C, for 
instance, is a beautiful 
balance of lightweight 
carbon fi bre, F1-inspired 
engineering and a 
459kW engine with a top 
speed of 333km/h. And 
where better to drive it 
than Nürburgring 
– Germany’s iconic track 
venue? You can rent one 
of the cars near the track 
for a cool €5,249/$7,995, 
including ten laps and 
fuel (rsrnurburg.com). 

carbon fi bre, F1-inspired 

459kW engine with a top 

– Germany’s iconic track 
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 21  SHOOT THE 

 GRAND CANYON 

 NATIONAL PARK 

If you’re lucky enough to visit this Arizona 
beauty spot, why not capture its dramatic view 
from the Grand Canyon Skywalk? 2016 brings 
new camera tech to help, including the Luna 
(US$399/$539, luna.camera), the world’s 
smallest 360-degree camera. Waterproof and 
Wi-Fi- connected, it’s fi tted with two 
190-degree fi sheye lenses to create 360-degree 
footage of your surrounding scene.
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 22  FILM YOURSELF 

BUNGEE JUMPING 

AT NEW ZEALAND’S 

HIGHEST JUMP 

� e 134m bungee jump in New 
Zeland’s Queenstown is the 
highest in the country: ideal for 
adrenaline junkies. Capture it 
with the Sony HDR-AS50 
Action Cam ($299, sony.com.au) 
and Helmet Side Mount ($49). 
Packaged with a wrist-based 
Live View remote controller, 
this powerful camera with 
adjustable fi eld of view boasts 
SteadyShot tech to record your 
terrifying plunge while 
reducing blur from the drop. 
 

 23  SKI IN THE 

 FRENCH ALPS 

One of the world’s most popular 
destinations for skiing adventures, 
the French Alps boast spectacular 
scenery and a variety of picture-
postcard resorts. And you can 
make your experience even 
more satisfactory by pulling on 
some Arc’teryx outdoor gear – 
especially the brand’s waterproof 
Sabre jacket ($680, arcteryx.com). 
� is hardshell number is perfect 
for keeping you warm and dry 
during your alpine capers.

 24  EXPLORE THE 

 OCEAN WITH AN 

 UNDERWATER DRONE 

Here’s one for amateur ocean 
explorers… Available on pre-order 
now, and shipping this November, 
the smartphone- and tablet-
controllable Trident drone 
(US$1,499/$2028, openrov.com) 
dives to depths of 100m, and packs 
an HD camera, three thrusters for 
precision control, plus LED lights 
for night dives. If your bucket list 
involves deep-sea discoveries, 
make the Trident your dive buddy.

 25  GET A TECH TATTOO 

� e art of modifying one’s body 
with bio-wearables is gaining 
popularity. No, we’re not 
suggesting that you replace your 
eyeballs with night-vision goggles 
– there are less-intrusive ways to 
enhance yourself, like the Tech 
Tattoo ($TBC, chaoticmoon.com). 
� ough not quite ready for public 
consumption, the benefi ts are 
obvious: wipe the (temporary) 
tattoo on, and you can store 
info, such as your health and 
banking details, on your skin. 

 26  GO ON A ROUND- 

 THE-WORLD TRIP 

If you’re planning to go globe-
trotting, you’ll want to record 
your life-enhancing experiences. 
Free smartphone app LiveTrekker 
(livetrekker.com) enables you to 
do this quickly and easily. Using 
its clever tracking abilities, the 
app will highlight your travels 
on a map, which you can bring to 
life with photos, videos and trip 
comments. It’s the perfect way 
to catalogue your big adventure 
for yourself, friends and family.

If you’re taking the 
plunge, don’t forget 
to capture the thrills
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 28  GO HIGH-TECH 

 FLY-FISHING 

 IN ALASKA 

Few places are better 
for fi shing than Jerome 
Lake, Alaska. With 
plentiful salmon and 
rainbow trout, dry-fl y 
fi shing makes for an easy 
catch of the day. You’ll 
need equipment up to 
the task though (as well 
as some extremely warm 
clothes) and the G 
Loomis NRX LP (From 
$720, gloomis.com.au) is 
a fi ne choice of rod as it’s 
lightweight and capable 
of long, accurate casting. 
Watch outRex Hunt!

 29  LEARN HOW 

 TO DO A PERFECT 

 PUSH-UP 

Drop and give me 50, 
maggot! Easy, you say? 
Not if you’re doing it 
properly. Moov Now 
($US59.95/$81, moov.cc) 
is a personal coach/
military sadist that tells 
you, in real-time, how to 
do moves like the classic 
push-up with perfect 
form. It’s like having 
your own PT. What’s 
more, this clever 
wearable looks pretty 
cool as well. A bucket 
list classic that’s much 
harder than it looks.

 27  RACE AGAINST 

 A PRO ATHLETE 

� ink you’re pretty handy at segment racing in Strava? 
See how you compare against the pros by heading to 
strava.com/pros to see their Strava rides (or runs) and 
how you compare. British pedaller Chris Froome 
(pictured), for example, regularly records his outings on 
Strava ($Free, strava.com), though these tend to be swish 
locations like the South of France, not South Strathfi eld.

Drop and give me 50, 
maggot! Easy, you say? 
Not if you’re doing it 
properly. Moov Now 
($US59.95/$81, moov.cc) 

military sadist that tells 
you, in real-time, how to 
do moves like the classic 
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form. It’s like having 
your own PT. What’s 
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 30  RECREATE YOUR FAMILY’S 

 VINTAGE 8MM MOVIES 

Do you enjoy watching your family’s old 8mm 
movies? We say ‘enjoy’ maybe we mean 
‘struggle through’. No matter,  why not try 
recreating them with the forthcoming Kodak 
Super 8 Camera ($TBC, kodak.com), which 
enables you to shoot analogue and digital. 
Off ering the best of both worlds, Kodak’s 
new 8mm camera has a pistol grip pump, 
integrated mic, digital viewfi nder and digital 
connectivity. Retro-tastic hipster goodness!

 33  DRIVE AN F1 CAR AROUND THE MONACO CIRCUIT 

OK, OK, so us mere mortals will never drive a real Formula One car around 
the city-circuit of Monaco (and even if we did we’d probably crash within 
minutes). Partner the excellent F1 2015 game ($89.95, codemasters.com) 
in Pro Season mode with the ultra-realistic Playseat Grand Prix 
(US$1,189/$1,607, playseat.com) and � rustmaster T500RS steering wheel 
($799, thrustmaster.com), however, and you’ll almost be able to smell the 
overpriced croissants as you careen round the Fairmont Hotel hairpin.

 31  COOK LIKE A MICHELIN CHEF 

Budding Joel Robuchons needn’t worry about 
spending a lifetime’s work aiming for the stars 
(the Michelin stars, that is – Robuchon has 25 of 
them). Chef tech like the Tefal Optigrill ($229, 
tefal.com.au) makes the perfect steak; the 
KitchenAid Artisan Cook Processor ($1,999, 
kitchenaid.com.au) helps even kitchen noobs 
whip up an array of pro-standard meals; and 
the Pantelligent smart frying pan (US$199/$539 
pantelligent.com) makes  sautéing your salmon 
a cinch. � ere’s no excuse not to get cooking!

 32  GET RID OF YOUR KEYS! 

Fact: keys are a pain (code: we lose them when 
we’re drunk), so let’s hear it for tech that makes 
drunken security matters simpler. � e Kwikset 
Kevo smart doorlock ($269, kwikset.com) 
off ers hands-free door phone locking; the 
Skylock (US$179/$242, Skylock.cc) bike 
Bluetooth lock alerts you to tampering; and the 
Master Lock Bluetooth Smart Padlock (US$89/ 
$120, masterlock.com) enables you to lock your 
shed up, for instance, without any fuss. Just 
don’t lose your phone and you will be golden.
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 37  UPGRADE YOUR 

 DAILY COMMUTE 

Not that exciting, we admit, 
but a life-changing exercise 
nonetheless. � ere are myriad 
ways to boost your journey to 
work, but our fave is aimed at 
inner-city commuters. � e A-Bike 
Electric (£700/$1,266, a-bike.
co.uk), the world’s smallest folding 
electric bicycle, takes the walking 
portion of a commute out of the 
equation when you’re not on the 
bus or a train. Boring commutes? 
Kiss them goodbye for good.

 36  GO ON A TWO 

 WHEELED WILD WEEKEND      

A micro adventure doesn’t hold 
merit if you end up in a posh hotel. 
For the ultimate stripped  back 
experience, forget the luxury 
accommodation and head into 
the wild. Bikepacking uses frame 
mounted bags such as those from 
Apidura (from $108, apidura.com) 
to carry lots of gear without 
unbalancing your bike. � row 
in a simple yet ultra light tarp tent 
like the Alpkit Rig 3.5 ($76, alpkit.
com) for shelter, and you’re away.

 38  LET AUTOPILOT 

 DRIVE YOU ALONG THE

 GREAT OCEAN ROAD 

When you’re driving through this 
particular part of the world, with 
its postcard-perfect ocean 
backdrop matched with stunning 
greenery, the last thing you want 
to do is miss the remarkable 
landscape. � anks, then, for 
the Tesla Model S (from $109,465, 
teslamotors.com) and its ingenius 
AutoPilot mode, enabling you to 
sit back and relax while the car 
handles the road.

 39  PAINT A 

 BEAUTIFUL PICTURE 

Artists longing to create their 
masterpiece needn’t raid the 
local hobby store for a palette and 
easel. Simply combine a Microsoft 
Surface Pro 4 (from $1,349, 
microsoftstore.com), and its 
pressure-sensitive stylus, with 
the Fresh Paint app. You can either 
start free-handing it with the 
many painting options available, 
or use one of the templates, 
enabling you to create works of art 
from an existing traced image.

 35  CREATE A ONE-OF-A 

 KIND SMARTPHONE 

Want a great tech experience? 
It’s time to get creative! While 
Google’s Project Ara ($TBA, atap.
google.com/ara) isn’t in the 
same league as premier handsets 
such as the LG G5 or Galaxy S7, 
it does off er something unique: 
a customisable interface. You can 
make it look exactly how you like, 
and with its smart looks and 
top spec, everyone will be 
wondering what’s in your palm.

 34  TEST-DRIVE A 

HYDROGEN CAR 

Hydrogen is the new electric, right? And Toyota is 
at the forefront of H-powered vehicles with its 
stylish Mirai ($TBC, toyota.com.au). All of the cars 
that rolled off  the production line in 2015 have 
been snapped up overseas, and Toyota is looking to 
build refuelling stations to power it here. � e only 
station in Australia right now belongs to Hyundai 
as it tests its ix35 Fuel Cell ($TBA, hyundai.com.
au). Visit Mega Web (megaweb.gr.jp), Toyota’s own 
car theme park in Tokyo, Japan, and you can test 
drive a Mirai around a specially-designed test 
track.
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 40  CHEAT YOUR 

 WAY TO A PB 

Mechnical doping isn’t just the reserve of the pros; you 
can shoot up a punishing climb with minimal eff ort by 
employing an e-bike to do the dirty work. Typhoon’s 
E-Assist Road (from €8,000/$11,890, typhoonbicycles.
com) looks like a race bike yet hides a 250W motor in the 
frame. � e Vivax Assist (from €2,699/$4,009, vivax-
assist.com) battery and motor can be retrofi tted to your 
current ride to add a sneaky 200W of power.

can shoot up a punishing climb with minimal eff ort by 
employing an e-bike to do the dirty work. Typhoon’s 
E-Assist Road (from €8,000/$11,890, typhoonbicycles.
com) looks like a race bike yet hides a 250W motor in the 
frame. � e Vivax Assist (from €2,699/$4,009, vivax-
assist.com) battery and motor can be retrofi tted to your 
current ride to add a sneaky 200W of power.

You’ll love the look 
of this if you’re 
always striving 
to cycle faster
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 41  LEARN BUSHCRAFT  

 SURVIVAL SKILLS 

Would you like to survive in the wilderness for a week, without 
the distractions of a modern society? Sure you would! Your 
surname doesn’t need to be Hiddins either; grab the Gerber Gear 
Bear Grylls Ultimate Kit ($79.95, au.gerbergear.com), which comes 
with a range of survival essentials, including everything you need 
to build a fire all by yourself, and achieve super-survival status.  
If you fail to use the firelighter that comes with the kit, there are 
waterproof matches as backup. And if that doesn’t work out, well, 
you’re down to the emergency blanket. You fool. If you’ve failed to 
make fire but you’ve accumulated spare wood during your forage, 
use it with the Biolite CookStove ($135, bioliteenergy.com) for 
cooking your kill, or go for the Biolite CampStove ($275) if you 
want to charge your devices at the same time.
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 42  SWIM WITH DOLPHINS 

 AND CAPTURE THE MOMENT 

Diving off  the coast of Oahu, Hawaii, sharing the 
warm Pacifi c waters with a pod of these amazing 
mammals could only be bettered if you capture the 
action. � e Garmin Virb XE ($589, garmin.com) is 
ideally suited to diving, with a 50m underwater 
rating and crisp high defi nition shots of you and 
your fellow sea companions.

 43  SAY HELLO IN 27 

 LANGUAGES 

While we can’t promise to make 
you fl uent in each language, we 
can certainly give you the 
ammunition to impress your 
friends down the pub (well, 
maybe). To say ‘Hello’ in 27 
languages, including – yes, we 
know – Klingon, download the 
Duolingo app ($Free, duolingo.
com) on your phone and you’ll be 
shouting ‘Hola’, ‘Privyet’ or 
‘As-salamu alaykum’ without 
thinking twice.

 44  GO TO A MAJOR 

 MUSIC FESTIVAL. 

 AND SURVIVE 

Glastonbury, Burning Man, 
Benacissm… � ese festivals should 
be on any bucket list. T3’s essential 
festival gadget is the Here Active 
Listening buds ($TBC, hereplus.
me), to enjoy the music without 
battering your hearing. Recording 
all the craziness is a must, too, and 
that’s easy with the HTC Re 
camera ($200, htc.com/au). Keep it 
juiced with the solar charger 
HeLi-on  ($137, infi nitypv.com).

 46  DIGI-DIARISE 

 YOUR LIFE 

Creating a photo diary of yourself 
is one of the most gratifying things 
you’ll ever do, enabling you to look 
back at your life and see how 
you’ve physically changed over 
time. You can do this on your 
phone, but your diary will look 
more impressive if you shoot on a 
DSLR like the Canon 6D ($1,818, 
canon.com.au). Not only is it 
hugely capable, with epic 20.2MP 
pictures, the remote smartphone 
viewfi nder makes for easy selfi es.

 45  TAKE AN ELECTRIC 

 STOWAWAY ON YOUR 

 VACATION 

Holidays are all about exploration, 
but it’s how you get around that 
matters. � is being T3, your 
choice of ride should defi nitely 
be electric, so here’s two fantastic  
solutions: the Stary Board ($1,215, 
stary.io), a 30km/h skateboard; or 
the URB-E ($2,290, urb-e.com), a 
sit-on scooter with a 32-kilometre 
range. Both can handily be stowed 
in a luggage bag for checking in 
before you catch your fl ight.

Capture the clear blue 
and everything in it 
with a clever cam
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 47  BECOME A JEDI 

 (SORT OF) 

While we can’t show you how to 
wave your hand and telepathically 
convince someone into doing the 
dishes for you, there are ways to 
make your home respond to you. 
Start with a motion-sensing bin 
($199, kitchencouture.com.au), 
and check out the Philips Hue 
system (from $289.95 meethue.
com) to make your lights come 
on when you get home. However, 
you’ll still need to change the 
bin bags yourself.

 48  NEVER VACUUM 

 YOUR HOUSE AGAIN! 

It’s not as exciting as jumping out 
of a plane, but think about it: 
you’ll never have to vacuum again. 
Like, ever. Employ the cleaning 
services of the Neato Botvac 
Connected ($1,299, auto-robot.
com.au) and it’ll suck up dirt from 
all corners of your house, leaving 
you to chill/jump out of planes. 
And with its smart features, you 
can command it via your phone. 
Sadly though, it won’t go up stairs, 
so you’ll need to work that one out.

 49  EXPERIENCE WHAT 

 IT FEELS LIKE TO WALK 

 ON THE MOON 

We’re exaggerating here, but these 
Moonwalker shoes (US$139/$187, 
2016moonwalker.com) claim to 
help you feel as though you’re 
suspended in space. How? Well, 
there are N45 Neodymium 
magnets embedded in the shoes 
that repel each other and push the 
layers of the shoe apart, essentially 
making you lighter on your feet 
and giving you a ‘walking on the 
moon’ sensation.

 50  GET A ROBOT BUTLER 

� e time has almost arrived 
when you can have your own robot 
butler! Well, we say butler, but 
what we mean is a small robot 
helper that can plug into your 
smart home setup and then 
automatically control your devices 
such as thermostats and lights. 
Take Buddy for instance, pictured 
(adoptbuddy.com). � e little fella 
also acts as a personal assistant, 
will entertain your kids, give 
medication reminders, weather 
forecasts, recipes and more.

We can only imagine how exhilarating the storming 
of an enemy stronghold at night must be, and you 
can re-enact this feeling – save for the bullets and 
high potential for death – by taking part in a night-
time Airsoft experience; y’know, BB guns that look 
more menacing than they really are. Don’t be the 
idiot with the fl ashlight, though: don a pair of night 
vision goggles, such as the Night Owl Optics Tactical 
Goggles ($2,290, nightowloptics.com). � ey look 

like the kind used by the military, with a hands-
free head mount, meaning you can concentrate 
on gibbing everything in sight. Alternatively, if 
you’re enemies are hiding, whip out your Cat S60 
phone (US$599/$805, catphones.com) and use 
thermal imaging to fi nd and fl ush them out. Rambo 
wannabes will also want the Garmin Tactix Bravo 
($1,099, garmin.com), with its rugged fi nish and GPS 
navigation to help you stalk your mates.

 51  TAKE PART IN SPECIAL 
 FORCES-STYLE NIGHT OPS 
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 53  LISTEN TO EVERY  

 LED ZEP ALBUM IN  

 CRISP HIGH-RES AUDIO 

If you’re going to listen to music  
as the artist intended, you not  
only need your music in glorious 
96Hz/24-bit, but also the right 
equipment to play it on. So, when 
you’ve downloaded the entire Led 
Zep catalogue – head to www.
qobuz.com where you can pick up 
each album for around $30 – why  
not play them on the ultimate 
High-Res player: the Astell & Kern 
AK380 ($4,799, astellnkern.com) 
in beautiful copper? Pair it with 
some Audeze LCD-4 cans ($6,399, 
audeze.com) for a decadent 
listening experience.

 54  KIT YOUR HOME OUT  

 WITH THE ULTIMATE 4K  

 BLU-RAY SETUP 

4K Blu-ray is here and it ain’t  
going away, so future-proof your 
home cinema setup by choosing 
the ultimate kit. First up is the 
Samsung  UBD K8500 ($599, 
samsung.com), Australia’s first 4K 
UHD Blu-ray player. Pair  
it with a Sony 55-inch X93D HDR 
TV ($3,999, sony.com.au) and a 
rip-roaring Pioneer SC-LX89 
Atmos AV Receiver ($4,999, 
pioneeraudio.com.au), the latter 
with 9.2-channels of grunt. All 
that’s needed then is a great set  
of surround speakers, so try the 
Klipsch RP-280 5.1.4 bundle ($TBC, 
klipsch.com.au) with installation-
free floor speakers for the ultimate 
in audio luxury.

 52  LEARN TO SERVE  

 LIKE RAFAEL NADAL 

�e tennis player with equine-like 
muscles sure hits a ball hard, and 
whilst we’re not promising you’ll 
be able to serve a ball at over 
160km/h, the Babolat Play range of 
connected tennis rackets (from 
$289, en.babolatplay.com) will 
help you learn your game is going 
south. Hook one up to your 
smartphone via Bluetooth and 
view all manner of stats including 
endurance, power and technique. 
New balls, please!

Terrible at tennis? 
�is kit could 
help you get 
better…fast!
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 60  RIDE A MASSIVE WATERSLIDE 
 AND BROADCAST IT 

Looking for a water-based, adrenaline hit that 
you can share with friends, family… Heck, the 
entire world? � en head to Aqualandia in Italy 
for the 42 metres-high Spacemaker waterslide. 
It has an impressive 60-degree slope and one 
mighty drop. Record your ride with the GoPro 
Hero 4 Silver ($599, gopro.com) and live stream 
it via Periscope (periscope.tv) using the app for 
iPhone or Android. � is way, all of your 
Periscope followers (if you have any) can hear 
your screams of terror.

 59  GET MEASURED FOR A 
 CUSTOM-TAILORED SUIT… 

…by a robot! You’ll have to venture to the Far 
East for this techy fi tting experience, but we 
reckon it would be worth it. Instead of a 
greying, nimble-fi ngered tailor taking your 
inside leg, Gay Giano, a tailor shop in Hong 
Kong, is using a robotic 3D scanner to get your 
exact suit size. � e robot can take over 120 
measurements in less than 30 seconds. 01110011 
01110101 01101001 – that’s binary for ‘Suits you, 
sir’ (it is, honest). Drop them a line for prices 
(gaygiano.com/en/).

 61  BUILD THE ULTIMATE MAN CAVE 

Come on, we’ve all dreamed of this – having 
the ultimate man cave to retire to and play 
games, watch sports and drink. Getting a man 
cave isn’t as hard as you’d think though, as 
many companies specialise in suitable 
garden-based vessels for your sanctuary. Cabin 
Kits Galore (cabinkitsgalore.com.au), with its 
stylish log cabins (from $9,800) is one such 
company. � en it’s just a matter of kitting out 
your man cave how you see fi t (massive TV, 
PlayStation, beer fridge, pool table – we think 
you get the idea).

 55  DRIVE THE 
 DELOREAN! 

� e iconic DeLorean DMC-12, 
made famous by the white-haired 
loon and Chuck Berry-obsessed 
gilet-wearer in Back To � e 
Future, can now be yours, as the 
fi rm has start producing them 
again. Expect demand to be high, 
with a cost possibly around 
$150,000 (delorean.com), but 
think of the envious looks you’ll 
get as you open the gull-wing 
doors and step out with Huey 
Lewis and the News blaring. Add a 
dry ice machine for added eff ect.

 56  FLY IN AN F/A-18 
SUPER HORNET 
FIGHTER JET 

OK, so it’s not a real F/A-18 fi ghter 
jet, but it’s the next best thing – 
fl ying an F/A-18 Super Hornet 
simulator. � ere are two in 
Australia open to the public, in 
Brisbane and Sydney (from $179, 
aircombatcentre.com.au). Opt for 
the hour-long session and you’ll 
engage in ops that real fi ghter 
pilots dream about – including 
buzzing aircraft carriers. You’ll 
even get your own call sign. Just 
don’t be a Goose, okay?

 57  BUILD YOUR 
 DREAM HOME 

It’s by no means a cinch to build 
your own dream home – and we’d 
recommend employing a reputable 
builder to do it – but there’s a shed 
load of tech you can use to dig, 
demolish and repair. Our favourite  
has to be the Brokk 60 Mark II, a 
remote-controlled demolition 
robot. � is puppy even walks up 
and down stairs! It’ll cost you 
around $160k, so get your plans in 
order with the  Houzz Interior 
Design Ideas app ($Free, iOS) 
before opening your wallet.

 58  TURN YOUR GARDEN 
 INTO A CINEMA 

Outdoor cinema events are 
massively popular… and usually 
massively overpopulated. Recreate 
the experience yourself by turning 
your garden into a working 
cinema. Plump for a Sony 4K 
projector (remember you’ll need 
an outdoor power and video 
source for it – or long cables) 
coupled with an Airscreen Nano 
(€2,590/$3,959, airscreen.com), 
the latter being an infl atable 3.5m 
(w) x 2.9m (h) cinema screen. 
Impressive! Now, what to watch?before opening your wallet. Impressive! Now, what to watch?don’t be a Goose, okay? before opening your wallet.
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 62  DIGITISE YOUR 

 VINYL COLLECTION 

If you’re a muso who’s up for a big tech 
challenge, dust off  your vinyl collection and 
give it a high-res makeover with the Sony 
PS-HX500 turntable (around $800, sony.com.
au). Plug it in to your computer, spin those 
records and you’ll soon(ish) have your entire 
vinyl collection in DSD format, ready to 
listen to at home or on the move with a 
high-res audio player.

 63  GET FITTED FOR 

 YOUR DREAM SET OF 

 GOLF CLUBS 

A golf fanatic’s dream bucket list 
entry is surely getting fi tted for 
custom-made clubs, before using 
them to tee off  at world-class 
greens, such as the Melbourne Golf 
Academy in Heatherton, Victoria. 
Before you head out on the course, 
visit the TaylorMade Performance 
Lab at the club to get your swing 
recorded in 3D (from $150, 
taylormadeperformancelab.com.
au) to ensure a precision fi t.

 64  SCALE A MOUNTAIN 

 AND FILM YOURSELF 

 HANDS-FREE 

When you’re shimmying up a 
vertical cliff  face, the last thing on 
your mind is capturing a selfi e 
video of your risky ascent. Instead 
of plummeting to an untimely 
death by fi ddling with a phone, 
grab the Lily drone (US$899/ 
$1,205 Lily.camera) and throw it 
in the air – with the companion 
tracking device nestled in your 
pocket, it’ll hover at a distance 
and record your every move.
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 66  INVEST IN 

 AN HEIRLOOM 

 (SMART) WATCH 

A smartwatch may seem like 
almost a throwaway device 
nowadays, especially with the 
Apple Watch now starting at $429, 
but what about a luxury 
smartwatch, something you can 
pass down to your cyborg 
grandchildren. Step forward the 
Mont Blanc Timewalker ($6,225, 
montblanc.com), a luxury watch 
that marries an e-strap with a 
mechanical chronograph.

 67  HIRE THE WORLD’S 

 MOST EXPENSIVE AI PA 

Yes, you can hire the world’s most 
expensive AI personal assistant 
(Siri) by buying an Apple Watch 
Edition ($21,000, apple.com/au). 
� e 42mm 18-carat gold case and 
black classic buckle not only looks 
bling, it brings the power of Siri to 
your wrist, meaning you can 
schedule appointments, make 
calls and more all by the power of 
your voice. Sure, we know you can 
do this on any Apple Watch, but 
where’s the OTT fun in that?

 68  PLAY THE STOCK 

 MARKET ON AN APP 

We’re not suggesting you’re going 
to become the next Jordan Belfort 
(and by that we don’t mean going 
to prison and getting off  your face 
on lubes), but, using your iPhone 
and the Trading 212 app 
(trading212.com), you can invest 
and trade stocks on the go. If that 
sounds like risky business – 
remember, you can lose actual 
money here! – set up a practice 
account and play for fun instead. 
Buy! Sell! Buy! Sell!

 69  DRIVE A MUSTANG 

 ALONG ROUTE 66 

A surprisingly popular bucket list 
entry, Route 66 is a meca for many 
auto enthusiasts. If you’re going to 
cruise down this historic stretch of 
road, do so in style by slipping 
behind the wheel of the new Ford 
Mustang. A true muscle car, the 
5-litre V8 model is grunty, racing 
to 100km/h from a standstill in 
4.2-seconds. Prefer a convertible? 
From US$1,355 you can book a 
10-day hire between Chicago and 
LA (ridingroute66.us).

75 NEW TECH EXPERIENCES

 65  BECOME THE  
 NO. 1 CALL OF 
 DUTY PLAYER IN   
 THE WORLD 
Call of Duty rates as one of most popular fi rst 
person shooters ever. It’s the quintessential 
game for turning ordinary people into mouth-
frothing monsters in search of the next 
headshot. But, other than putting an unhealthy 
amount of hours into playing the game, how do 
you become top dog amongst the millions who 
play it? Eff ort, research and setup. Your fi rst 
port of call should be Twitch (twitch.tv). � is 
free service enables you to watch the gaming 
feed (live or catch-up) of the best players so you 
can see how they do it and hopefully pick up 
some new moves to get you closer to the top 
spot. You can also chat with said players to 
glean gaming tips. Once you’ve got your skills 
down, make your gaming experience more fl uid 
by tweaking your setup. A Secretlab Omega 
Stealth chair ($629, secretlab.sg/au) will get you 
into a comfy, focused position, while a 
customisable controller like the Xbox One Elite 
($199.95, microsoftstore.com) will help you 
adapt your hands to your gaming needs.
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 72  BREW YOUR 

 OWN CRAFT BEER 

You want to be remembered for 
something, right? So why can’t 
that be a golden ale of epic 
proportions? � e BrewArt 
BrewDroid ($799, store.brewart.
com) gives you complete control 
over your beer, enabling you to 
adjust the qualities and taste. Add 
in the pre-packaged ingredients, 
follow the simple instructions and 
enjoy 10L of your creation. You’ll 
even be alerted to brewing 
milestones via the app. 

 73  BATTLE IN A 

 DRONE WAR 

If DIY drones are your thing, and 
you want to battle against some of 
the world’s best pilots, check out 
Game of Drones, an aerial sports 
league enabling you to compete in 
rather scary airborne warfare. 
At gameofdrones.biz/shop/ you’ll 
see some neat ideas for your fi rst 
battle drone, while the forums at  
diydrones.com boasts some choice 
building and component advice. 
Just think, in a few years you could 
be on the rebooted Robot Wars.

 74  JUMP OUT OF A 

 PLANE AND FILM IT! 

Skydiving is another bucket list 
favourite, and if you’re planning 
on getting involved you’ll want to 
capture the experience. Forget 
clasping a traditional action cam 
that far up – instead, give the 
Frodo Adventure Cam ($TBC, 
frodocam.com) a whirl. It looks 
like a smartwatch, but this device 
is actually a cam that you can strap 
to your wrist to get HD footage of 
your thrills. � e companion app 
will even auto-edit your footage.

 75  SOUNDTRACK THE 

 ULTIMATE HOUSE PARTY 

Nobody will want to be in the 
kitchen guzzling the dip when you 
throw the ultimate house party. 
� e ideal gadget is Prizm 
(€149/$221, meetprizm.com), 
a ‘music brain’ that recognises 
you and your friends and adapts 
the playlist according to the 
room’s atmosphere. Prizm’s not a 
speaker in itself, but has a litany of 
wired and wireless connections so 
you can pair it to your favourite 
set of tweeters and woofers.

VR is opening doors to umpteen 
schoolboy fantasies, including you 
becoming James Bond. � anks to the 
HTC Vive ($899, htcvive.com) and 
awesome VR game Budget Cuts, you can 
become a spy infi ltrating a company for 
its secrets and use a teleporter gun and 
throwing knives. Espionage not your 
thing? Rather fl y a spacecraft? Try the 

excellent Radial G, a futuristic arcade 
racer game for the Oculus Rift 
(US$649/$868, oculus.com). Horror fans 
will be in for a wild VR ride, too, with 
the likes of Dreadhalls, a creepy 
dungeon horror game for the Samsung 
Gear VR ($158.99) and the Oculus Rift. 
Whatever your fantasy experience, VR 
is gearing up to deliver.

 71  BUILD YOUR OWN 

 VR HEADSET 

Long to experience VR but loathe 
the price of current headsets? 
Build your own for next to 
nothing, even if the experience 
relies on your smartphone and 
will be considerably less amazing 
and immersive than with one of 
the big guns. Simply head over to 
google.com/cardboard, download 
the free template and empty your 
cornfl akes box. � en its time to 
download some apps from the 
App Store or Google Play and begin 
your DIY VR experience.

 70  BECOME A SECRET AGENT IN VR 

75 NEW TECH EXPERIENCES
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COMING THIS SPRING – UPDATES TO MAKE YOUR 
iPHONE AND APPLE WATCH BETTER THAN EVER!
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E 

TES

iOS 10

There’s a lot going into the iOS 10 update that’ll shake up your 
daily iPhone and iPad routine. Siri is smarter, several key apps 
have been redesigned, and the interface has more shortcuts. 
It doesn’t have everything we wanted, but it’s close to the ideal 
update. In fact, there’s so much to iOS 10, it’s hard to determine 
which tweaks are significant and which are afterthoughts. 
But here are some new things we reckon will float your boat...

Improvements to 
Apple Maps will 
make your journey 
a bit more bearable   

APPLE UPDATES
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QuickType 
has a new Current 
Location button

 “Where are you?” can be 

an annoying question when 

you’re on your way somewhere 

and don’t have a clue where 

you are, or time to answer 

the person even if you did. 

With iOS 10, the QuickType 

keyboard adds a helpful 

‘Current Location’ button to the 

suggestions bar above where 

you type. Press it and your 

current location will instantly 

pop up in your message, along 

with a GPS-linked map. Neat.

Apple Maps is 
now less terrible

 Let’s face it, Apple Maps 

needed to be a lot better, 

and thankfully the Cupertino 

brand has addressed that with 

iOS 10. The ability to pan and 

zoom along your route is one 

of the most useful changes – 

previously, moving about the 

map would spring you straight  

back to your dot, which was 

frustrating. Traffi c has also 

been added, and nearby 

points of interest make it ready 

to compete with Google 

Maps – or at least start to make 

a dent in Google’s best app. 

We also like the fact that 

Uber is now integrated into 

Apple Maps, enabling users to 

request, follow and pay for their 

ride without switching apps.

Control Center 
has been decluttered

 Previously, the swipe-up-

from-the-bottom Control 

Center was a menu overlay 

with a large number of small 

shortcut buttons. It was good 

but a little overcrowded. Apple 

addresses this issue in iOS 10 

with fewer and bigger buttons, 

while the music-playback and 

volume controls have been 

shifted to a new right-hand pane 

within Control Center. The 

bottom row of shortcuts is again 

made up of four normal-sized 

icons (fl ashlight, stopwatch, 

calculator and camera), giving 

the iOS 9.3 Night Shift toggle 

its own space above. The fact 

that you now have to make 

an extra gesture to slide to the 

music controls may cause a 

little controversy, but there’s 

more room to breathe in the 

menu, and we like it that way.

‘Today Widgets’ are 
now easier to access

 Sliding to the right of the 

lockscreen menu reveals a 

new place for ‘Today Widgets’. 

Previously, this feature was 

coupled with notifi cations 

in the top pull-down menu 

overlay. But now that it’s 

directly accessible from the 

lockscreen, it’ll be easier and 

more convenient to get to 

your boarding pass, check 

your appointments and so on. 

And hopefully, as iOS 10 is 

embraced by the masses, 

more app developers will 

invest their time and energy 

into making new widgets. 

OK, Today Widgets is still 

not as customisable as the 

equivalent feature on Android’s 

lockscreen, because it’s 

relegated to an Apple-controlled 

sandbox, but at least Apple is 

heading in the right direction.

Messages is packed 
with emojis and 
special effects

 The Messages app was 

already a great combination 

of SMS and data-sent 

conversations. However, Apple 

has sent it into overdrive with 

iOS 10. Emojis are now three 

times bigger than they were, 

and as soon as you hit the 

emoji button, the app suggests 

replacing words you’ve already 

typed out with emojis. Before 

you know it, you’ll be annoying 

your friends with messages 

chock-full of those ‘cute’ 

(irritating) little pictures.

If that’s not enough to satisfy 

your lust for creative messaging 

(come on, how much time 

do you have on your hands?), 

iOS 10 offers a number of special 

effects for you to animate the 

chat bubbles that appear in 

your conversation threads (see 

picture above). You can also 

throw disco lights, confetti and 

fi reworks into the background. 

Another feature, ‘Invisible Ink’, 

requires the recipient to swipe 

over the top of blurred-out text 

or a photo, and could lead to a 

few surprises. It’s silly but fun.
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Finally, there’s 
a Home app!

 One of the features of iOS 10 

that we’re most excited about 

is the new Home app that’s 

pre-loaded onto the interface. 

Home is going to radically 

improve the connected-home 

user experience by eschewing 

the need to download separate 

apps for each of your HomeKit 

devices. From now on, you’ll 

be able to control all sorts of 

Internet of Things accessories, 

from video doorbells to security 

cameras to Philips Hue lights, 

from this one intuitive app. As 

well as enhancing the ease of 

use, Home will enable you to 

set up ‘scenes’ to determine the 

mood of your home. So whether 

it’s morning, sunset or bedtime, 

all the different devices in 

your home will do their part to 

evoke that mood. Who cares 

if it’s a gimmick – we can’t 

wait to get our hands on it!

Voicemail 
transcriptions

 If you’re anything like us, 

you’ll have tons of voicemails 

that you’ve never listened to, 

simply because it’s too time-

consuming (or because your 

phone’s failed to tell you about 

them). Happily, iOS 10 solves 

this problem by translating 

what’s said in a voicemail into 

text form, so you don’t have 

to dial into your voicemail 

unnecessarily. Granted, we’ve 

already seen this idea before 

with Google Voice, and if 

Apple’s version is anything like 

that, words will be mistranslated 

here and there, to great comic 

effect. But even if that is the 

case, it’ll still be a useful tool, 

if only to determine worthy 

voicemails (such as your mum 

inviting you round for dinner) 

from time-wasters (cold callers, 

etc). Clearing out your voicemail 

tab will have never been easier.

Siri third-party apps

 Our old friend Siri is a whole 

lot smarter in iOS 10, for the 

simple reason that developers 

now have the ability to order 

around Apple’s PA. Asking her 

to send a WhatsApp message 

means you’re not limited to 

sending iMessages by voice 

any more. That’s massive if 

WhatsApp or WeChat are your 

preferred IM clients. Calling up 

fi tness apps such as MapMyRun 

can now be done through Siri, 

and when you’re too tired to 

fi nish a race or training session, 

ask Siri to call you an Uber (or 

Lyft or Didi car if you happen 

to live in the US or China). Hey, 

that’s another ‘shortcut’. The 

best part is that not only does 

Siri understand way more apps, 

it recognises what you’re saying 

in a variety of ways. Those days 

of issuing strict voice commands 

are fi nally (hopefully) gone.

Lift To Wake

 Lift To Wake was the fi rst 

iOS 10 feature demonstrated 

at Apple’s WWDC 2016 

conference, and it might well 

be the sleeper hit of the new 

software update. It solves a 

small but widespread problem, 

lighting up your smartphone’s 

lockscreen as soon as you pick 

up your device, so that you no 

longer have to press on the 

Home button to check out 

your lockscreen notifi cations. 

As a habit, everyone hits 

the Home button to wake 

their phone from slumber, 

but with the introduction of 

Touch ID, this blows past all 

the notifi cations you’re trying 

to read. With iOS 10, lifting 

an iPhone will be akin to 

fl icking your wrist to wake the 

Apple Watch. It might take a bit 

of getting used to, but you’ll 

soon wonder how you ever put 

up with the original method. 

Checking your 
appointments 
will now be 
much easier and 
more convenient

APPLE UPDATES

around Apple’s PA. Asking her 

to send a WhatsApp message 

means you’re not limited to 

of getting used to, but you’ll 

soon wonder how you ever put 

up with the original method. 
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voicemails (such as your mum 

from time-wasters (cold callers, 

etc). Clearing out your voicemail 

tab will have never been easier.
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watchOS 3

WWDC 2016 didn’t bring us the long-rumoured Apple 
Watch 2, but it did see the announcement of the brand- 
new Apple Watch software, and it’s called watchOS 3

Apple says watchOS 3 will be 

ready for release in spring, but 

the developer preview is out 

now. The big update is 

in the optimisation of your 

Watch, which will make it faster 

than ever. Apple wants to have 

your apps respond instantly, 

so they’ll now preload 

information in the background. 

Some apps will be seven times 

faster than on watchOS 2.

There’s a new dock section 

on the Watch that enables you 

to access your favourite apps 

even faster than before. It’ll 

include options such as battery, 

alarm and airplane mode, 

but you can switch these out 

for your own favourite apps. 

Just press the side button on 

the Watch for the dock to open.

Another useful feature, 

SOS, jumps into action when 

you’re in trouble. Hold down 

the side button when you’re in 

a dangerous situation, and it’ll 

ring the emergency services 

if your watch is connected to 

your phone, or use the internet 

if you’re on Wi-Fi. SOS will 

work around the world, and 

connects with a new emergency 

ID feature that enables you to 

store medical details on your 

person – not just on your phone.

Activity updates
The exercise-based Activity app 

on watchOS will get an upgrade. 

The focus is on competition, 

with a feature called Activity 

Sharing. If you swipe to the right 

of your activity ring, it’ll show 

your family and friends details, 

too, so you can compare and 

compete. Send your heart 

rate to one of your mates, 

or send a message with running 

details attached, to show off 

your shredding workout. Apple 

has applied a number of major 

changes to the way Activity 

works on the Apple Watch 

for wheelchair users. The 

notifi cation “time to stand” 

will switch to “time to roll”, 

and two specifi c workout 

modes have been added.

Breathe is a new app to help 

you calm down after a stressful 

day, giving you breathing 

exercises to help you relax. 

You can set up notifi cations 

to remind you to use the app, 

and you have the choice of 

doing workouts from one to 

fi ve minutes long. You can even 

do them with your eyes closed 

– just switch on haptic feedback 

and the buzzes will tell you 

when to breathe in and out.

Other new features
How you receive and respond 

to messages may also change, 

thanks to watchOS 3. The new 

software includes prominent 

shortcuts for accessing voice 

messages, as well as emojis 

to make it quicker to reply. 

Your smart replies sit just below 

the message you’re reading. 

There’s also a new feature 

called Scribble that enables 

you to write a single letter on 

your watch at a time, which 

will then build into a word. 

This will work in a number of 

different languages, too – you 

could even scribble in Chinese.

It’ll be quicker than ever to 

switch your watch face – it’ll 

take just a single swipe. You 

can even add elements such 

as the weather on top of your 

photo watch faces. Plus, Minnie 

Mouse is now coming to the 

Apple Watch to join the popular 

Mickey Mouse watch face.

FIVE MORE THINGS WE’D LIKE TO SEE… 

1 Less reliance on iPhone

Right now, the Apple Watch 
is heavily dependent on the 
iPhone – take it out without 
your phone and its capabilities 
are limited. Sure, the new 
software brings native app 
support, but there’s far more to 
come. Without adding a SIM 
card slot, which Apple could 
with the Watch 2 but not with 
the watchOS 3 software, there’s 
a limit to how much you’ll be 
able to do with the Apple Watch 
independent of your phone.

2 An improved interface

 Making an interface for such 
a tiny screen is no easy task, 
so it’s not surprising that 
watchOS isn’t quite as slick or 
intuitive as iOS – especially as 
it’s still only on version 2. But 
we want to see some signifi cant 
improvements for watchOS 3.

3 Third-party faces

Although Apple enables 
third-party apps to appear 
on the Watch, it doesn’t 

currently enable third-party 
faces. Many of Apple’s faces are 
very stylish and well thought-
through, but a watch should be 
an extension of your own style, 
so we’d like more options.

4 Less lag

� e Apple Watch is signifi cantly 
less powerful than the iPhone 
6s, so performance isn’t as 
slick – despite the fact that 
the apps used on it are far more 
limited. Apple can’t make the 
existing hardware any more 
powerful, but it can hopefully 
optimise the software to run 
more smoothly on it. 

5 Android support

We don’t see this happening, 
but if watchOS 3 is fully 
compatible with Android 
phones, that’ll hugely expand 
its appeal. Given the limited 
functionality Android Wear 
off ers when paired with 
an iPhone, it could make 
watchOS 3 even more versatile 
than Google’s wearable rival. 
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State of the Art

� e power 
     of light LIKE THE GREATEST 

FEATHERWEIGHT 
BOXERS, THESE SUPER-

SLIM LAPTOPS PACK 
ONE HELL OF A PUNCH
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HP Spectre 13
Claimed to be the world’s thinnest 

laptop (it’s just over 10mm thick), 

HP’s new flagship unit combines 

power with luxurious styling. 

Price $3,099 for model on test
URL www.hp.com/au

2 3
Microsoft Surface Book
The PC equivalent of the MacBook 

Pro, Microsoft’s machine is 

a powerhouse ultraportable 

with a detachable tablet screen.

Price $4,199 for model on test
URL www.microsoft.com/surface

Apple MacBook
Apple’s thinnest and lightest 

laptop, the MacBook is passively 

cooled (it has no fans) and 

promises long battery life. 

Price $1,999 for model on test
URL www.apple.com/au/macbook

1
WHAT’S ON TEST…

F PORTABILITY AND 
PERFORMANCE ARE 
HIGH ON YOUR LIST 
OF PRIORITIES WHEN 

IT COMES TO BUYING A NEW 
LAPTOP – AND YOU HAVE A BIT 
OF MONEY TO SPEND – YOU 
SHOULD PROBABLY BE LOOKING 
AT ONE OF THE THREE MACHINES 
FEATURED HERE. SLIM, LIGHT 
AND POWERFUL ENOUGH TO MANAGE 
A WIDE VARIETY OF TASKS, 
THEY’RE THE IDEAL CHOICE 
FOR EXECUTIVES ON THE MOVE. 
BUT WHICH IS THE BEST? 

 First up, we have the new 12-inch MacBook,  
a fanless machine (it’s passively cooled and 
uses a special Intel processor) that outdoes 
all of its stablemates in terms of portability. 
� en there’s the brand-new 13-inch HP 
Spectre 13, a unit that boasts a latest-generation 
high-end Core i7 processor and a Full HD 
display, yet is only 10.4mm thick. And, fi nally,  
the Microsoft Surface Book, which ought to 
have Apple’s design team pulling at their 
turtlenecks with its unibody chassis. � is 
portable powerhouse off ers design-studio-
level performance, dedicated graphics and a 
detachable screen that just happens to be one 
of the best Windows-based tablets around.

Your choice could ultimately boil down to 
personal preference, brand loyalty and what 
you intend to use the laptop for. But to help 
you make your mind up, T3 has thoroughly 
compared these three feisty featherweights 
in a number of diff erent categories…  

I
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Taking the HP Spectre 13 
out of its box, the initial 
reaction was promising

DESIGN
TEST 01:

gold (sorry, copper) edging and sleek black 
fi nish encouraging numerous members of 
the T3 team to crowd around with envious 
eyes. Being extra critical though, while 
the overall aesthetic is worlds away from 
most people’s perception of HP, there’s not 
a huge amount to distinguish the Spectre 13 
from the ultraportables of several years ago 
(we’re thinking particularly of Asus’s ZenBook 
line). � at’s certainly not a terrible thing, 
though, and the way the screen almost 
‘fl oats’ above the keyboard is pretty damn 
cool. In terms of connectivity, there are 
three USB-C ports here – take note, Apple. 

But for design innovation, the Microsoft 
Surface Book takes the ticket. It’s a laptop 
whose display comes off  to give you a tablet, 
and the detach mechanism is genius. 
� ough the Surface Book is quite a chunky 
device, the overall aesthetic is good – even 
if the grey colouring has a bit of a Sixties 
apartment-block feel. Sadly, Microsoft’s laptop 
features no USB-C ports. Gah. (To read more 
about that hinge, see the box on the right).

n terms of aesthetics, the MacBook 
is the laptop that got T3 the least 
excited, looking mightily similar 
to the MacBook Air, a machine 

that’s now eight years old. We’re not being 
dismissive the MacBook is still a masterpiece of 
design – it’s also the lightest laptop on test, 
at just 0.92kg – but it doesn’t stand out from 
the countless other Apple machines you see 
commuters using on trains (unless you plump 
for the new Rose Gold colour, as seen in this 
feature, which joins the existing Silver, Gold 
and Space Gray versions). One feature that did 
make us raise our eyebrows (in a good way) 
was the innovative new keyboard – read 
more about that in the box on the right. As for 
connectivity on the MacBook, that’s rather 
conservative, with only a single USB-C port 
for charging or connecting an external display. 
It’s not really enough for modern needs.  

Taking the HP Spectre 13 out of its box, 
the initial reaction was promising, the laptop’s 

 When the Surface Book 

was launched last October, 

the hinge quickly became 

a discussion point. Laptops 

with detachable screens have 

an inherent problem: the 

APPLE MACBOOK

Rose Gold is new for the 2016 MacBook – otherwise, the look and 
feel of the latest incarnation is unchanged from last year’s edition 

SPECS
OS: OS X El Capitan
PROCESSOR: Intel Core 
m3 1.1Ghz dual-core
MEMORY: 8GB
STORAGE: 256GB

GRAPHICS: Intel HD 
Graphics 515
DISPLAY: 12-inch, 
2,304 x 1,440 (226ppi)
TOUCHSCREEN: No

DIMENSIONS: 
196 x 280 x 3.5-13mm
WEIGHT: 0.92kg

I

 FOLD MOVE
The Surface Book’s secret weapon is its hinge 
(that’s dynamic fulcrum hinge to you) 

screen is often heavier than 

the base. The Surface Book’s 

tablet part is understandably 

heavy at around 700g – after 

all, there’s basically the 

entirety of a laptop inside it.

The dynamic fulcrum hinge 

is designed to maintain the 

balance between the two parts 

of the device by enlarging the 

footprint of the laptop when 

it’s opened. 

Plus, it uses ‘muscle wire’ to 

lock the tablet into the keyboard 

(you detach it using a key on the 

keyboard). When it’s a laptop, it 

stays as a laptop.

You’re going to be using it in 
public, so it has to look good…

State of the Art

(SPECS MAY VARY WITH DIFFERENT MODELS)
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 As we mention elsewhere 

in this feature, the latest 

MacBook doesn’t boast an 

especially distinctive overall 

design. But one aspect of 

the laptop that does surprise 

MICROSOFT SURFACE BOOK

Apparently, the Spectre’s colouring is “Dark Ash Silver and Luxe Copper”. 
You’ll get plenty of people thinking the finish is Rose Gold, though!

As well as using the Surface Book in laptop and tablet mode, you can work 
with the Surface Pen for sketching, artwork or taking notes in meetings 

SPECS SPECS
OS: Windows 10 Home
PROCESSOR: Intel Core 
i7-6500U 2.5Ghz 
dual-core
MEMORY: 8GB

STORAGE: 512GB
GRAPHICS: Intel HD 
Graphics 520
DISPLAY: 13.3-inch, 
1,920 x 1,080 (166ppi)

TOUCHSCREEN: No
DIMENSIONS: 
229 x 325 x 10.4mm
WEIGHT: 1.1kg

OS: Windows 10 Pro
PROCESSOR: Intel Core 
i7-6600U 2.6Ghz 
dual-core
MEMORY: 16GB

STORAGE: 512GB
GRAPHICS: Nvidia 
GeForce 940M; Intel HD 
Graphics 520 (tablet)
DISPLAY: 13.5-inch, 

3,000 x 2,000 (267ppi)
TOUCHSCREEN: Yes 
DIMENSIONS: 232.1 x 
312.3 x 13-22.8mm
WEIGHT: 1.6kg

 Its superb industrial design 
(especially the tablet-release 
mechanism and hinge) gives 
the Microsoft the edge here  

MICROSOFT
SURFACE BOOK

Test 01 winnerPERFECT TYPING
The MacBook’s keyboard has been reimagined 
from A-Z, say Apple. See what they did there?

is its keyboard. Yeah, we 

know what you’re thinking – 

a keyboard is a keyboard. 

But hear us out. Apple had a 

problem making the MacBook 

so thin while maintaining a 

full-size keyboard. Their 

solution was to redesign 

the mechanism and the 

keys completely, so that 

the keys have less travel up 

and down yet still give you 

quite a bit of the feedback 

you expect from a physical 

keyboard. It takes a short 

time to get used to, but it 

really is a very short time.

HP SPECTRE 13

(SPECS MAY VARY WITH DIFFERENT MODELS) (SPECS MAY VARY WITH DIFFERENT MODELS)



TEST 02:

here are some similarities across 
all of these laptops, with standards 
such as Bluetooth 4.0 and 802.11ac 
Wi-Fi. All have solid-state SSD 

drives, and it’s possible to specify all three 
with vast 512GB versions. Lightweight laptops 
are never going to deliver the best audio, 
but HP has clearly taken this area seriously 
with the Spectre 13 - it has four speakers on 
board, and the sound has been tuned by Bang 
& Olufsen. It certainly impresses, but the 
MacBook and Surface Book aren’t slouches 
here either, with surprisingly crisp playback.

Of the three, the Spectre 13 has the best 
blend of features overall, even if it doesn’t have 
a Surface Pen – Surface Book’s excellent stylus.

In terms of battery life, Apple claims 
the MacBook can attain around 11 hours of 
iTunes movie playback or around ten hours 
of Web browsing. We found that we were 
getting around eight hours of regular use, 
or up to ten hours of light use. HP claims that 

� e Spectre 13 has four 
speakers and sound 
tuned by Bang & Olufsen 
the Spectre 13 can manage up to eight hours 
on a charge, but we actually maxed out at 
six to seven in everyday use. Microsoft cites 
the Surface Book’s battery life as 12 hours  
(remember that the Surface Book has two 
batteries – one in the tablet part and another in 
the base, giving it around a third more battery 
capacity than your average ultraportable). 
However, again, we found that we were only 
able to get six or seven hours of regular to 
heavy use. If you use the laptop really lightly – 
say, just for a bit of Web browsing and Word 
processing – it’s possible to squeeze 11 hours 
or so out of it. But in reality, most people are 
going to want to do more than that. As for the 
tablet, we found that it clocked in at around 
three hours of battery life – though you 
probably won’t use it for that long detached 
from the base. Of course, this is signifi cantly 
less than an ARM-based tablet like an iPad, 
but what’s in the lid is essentially a full-blown 
PC. Aside from the extra dedicated graphics 
and main battery, the tablet part is where 
the Surface Book’s main workings are. 

T

Which laptop steals the show in 
terms of sound, battery life, etc?
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FEATURES

State of the Art

 There’s just one other 

model in the latest MacBook 

range; it sits above the variant 

seen here, costing $2,449 and 

with a 1.2Ghz Core m5 processor 

plus 512GB of storage. 

OTHER VERSIONS
What other variants can you get of the three 
tremendous laptops featured here?

The Spectre 13 is available 

in a second variant that’s 

$700 cheaper ($2,399). It 

features a Core i5 instead of 

an i7, and has half the storage 

(256GB rather than 512GB). 

As for the Surface Book, 

you’re spoilt for choice, as

there are four alternative 

models to the one seen here: 

one has an i5 and 128GB 

($2,299); another has the i5 

and 256GB ($2,949); there’s 

an i7 model with 256GB 

($3,299); and right at the top 

of the scale, there’s an i7 

model with 1TB ($4,949). 

The MacBook’s single USB-C port can support charging, USB devices and video 
over DisplayPort, VGA or HDMI (naturally, adapters are sold separately!)

There’s new, speedier flash storage this time around – Apple reckons 
it’s up to 90 per cent faster than the previous generation of MacBooks

APPLE MACBOOK

HOW WELL DOES IT PERFORM?

The test

THIS MACBOOK MAY BE FANLESS AND HAVE A LOW-POWER, CORE M3 
PROCESSOR, BUT IT ZIPS ALONG. IT WON’T BE IDEAL FOR EDITING YOUR 
WEDDING VIDEO, BUT IT HAS PLENTY OF POWER FOR EVERYDAY COMPUTING.



 State of the Art
LIGHT & POWERFUL LAPTOPS
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Unusually for a product in this class, the Spectre 13 doesn’t have a 
backlit keyboard, presumably because HP was so determined to save space 

Microsoft has plumped for a mini DisplayPort for the Surface Book’s 
key display connectivity option. It also requires a proprietary charger

 Both the Apple MacBook 

and the HP Spectre 13 go 

all-out with their support 

for the latest super-fast 

USB-C connectivity standard. 

But surprisingly, despite 

WELCOME TO USB-C
It’s the connectivity standard to rule 
them all. Or, at least, it should be...

Microsoft’s confident claim 

that the Surface Book is 

the “ultimate laptop”, it 

eschews USB-C in favour of 

a couple of USB 3.0 ports. 

(HP has covered both bases 

by putting a USB-C to USB 3.0 

adapter in the Spectre’s box.) 

When a new standard 

needs to be adopted, 

we look to new tentpole 

devices to lead the way. 

USB-C is supported on 

a handful of the latest 

smartphones, such as the 

Nexus 6P, and more and more 

laptops are supporting it.

 Great sound, plenty 
of memory and a zippy 
processor are a compelling 
combination that give 
HP’s laptop the edge here

HP SPECTRE 13
Test 02 winner

HP has designed a sleek sleeve for the Spectre 13, which is a nice touch. 
We wish more laptops had their own bespoke outfit!

The Surface Book is aimed primarily at creatives (the traditional MacBook 
Pro heartland). Microsoft has worked with Adobe on Surface Pen support 

MICROSOFT SURFACE BOOKHP SPECTRE 13

HOW WELL DOES IT PERFORM? HOW WELL DOES IT PERFORM?

The test The test

WITH A SPEEDY CORE i7 UNDER THE HOOD, THIS SPECTRE HAS 
ENOUGH GET-UP-AND-GO FOR EVEN THE MOST COMPLICATED TASKS. 

THE LARGE SSD IS VERY WELCOME, AND WE LOVE THE KEYBOARD TOO.

AS YOU’D EXPECT FOR THE MONEY, THIS SURFACE BOOK IS A MOBILE 
POWERHOUSE. NOT ONLY DO YOU HAVE A CORE i7, BUT 16GB OF MEMORY AND 
DEDICATED GRAPHICS ENSURE YOU WON’T HIT A PERFORMANCE BOTTLENECK.



TEST 03:
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 There are two types of 

graphics found in computing. 

Integrated graphics don’t have 

their own video memory, and 

instead utilise the computer’s 

RAM. While they used to be on a 

INTEGRATED VS DISCRETE
What do these two types of graphics 
technology actually mean?

separate chip, Intel’s integrated 

graphics are now on the 

processor die itself, and are a lot 

more power-efficient as a result.

Dedicated or discrete 

graphics are on a separate chip 

with dedicated video memory, 

and are usually from Nvidia or 

AMD. On a desktop PC, these 

would be on a separate card. 

In the case of the Microsoft 

Surface Book, Windows 10 

can switch between integrated 

and dedicated graphics as and 

when they need to. So when 

the keyboard is docked, the 

Nvidia chip comes into play.

State of the Art

We’re impressed that 
Apple has crammed this 
display into a tiny body
the MacBook’s Retina Display. We’re impressed 
by how Apple have managed to cram such 
a super display inside such a diminutive 
body, the MacBook’s 2,304 x 1,440 pixel count 
smashing the Spectre 13’s Full HD display 
into submission. � e Apple laptop also has 
a more aesthetically pleasing 16:10 aspect 
ratio, compared with the Surface Book’s 
3:2 (although, to be fair, there’s a reason for 
the Surface Book having this aspect ratio 
– it works better in portrait mode, which 
you’re likely to use when operating the 
detachable screen as a tablet; also, having a 
‘taller’ display when in laptop mode reduces 
the amount of scrolling you need to do). 

Both the Surface Book and the MacBook 
boast pin-sharp screens – ideal for watching 
the latest movie releases or skimming through 
photos while on the train. But there can only 
be one winner, and it’s genuinely impressive 
that Apple can keep such an incredible display 
going for ten or 11 hours with a battery the 
size of the one found inside the MacBook.

The Intel HD Graphics 515 also supports up to 3,840 x 2,160 pixels at 30Hz  
on an external display (driven by DisplayPort over USB-C)

The MacBook’s resolution is nothing short of stunning for a laptop of this 
size – especially when you consider it’s being driven by integrated graphics 

DISPLAY
et’s get one thing out of the way: 
having a Full HD display is no 
longer enough to score a victory 
in a category like this. Laptops 

should have more, especially when you’re 
paying nearly $2,000 for one. So the HP 
Spectre 13 falls at the fi rst hurdle. While it has a 
good screen, it’s not a great screen – and if 
you’ve used a highly pixel-dense screen before, 
like on a Retina MacBook Pro for example, 
you’ll really notice the step back in quality.

If we were judging this category on pixels 
and nothing else, the Surface Book would 
take the honours. Its 13.5-inch display 
may be signifi cantly larger than the 12-inch 
MacBook’s, but it’s more pixel-dense at 
267ppi compared to the Apple’s 226ppi. 
� e so-called ‘PixelSense’ 3,000 x 2,000 
display also boasts ten-point multi-touch, 
and can be driven just by the integrated 
graphics in the tablet part of the device.

However, taking everything into 
consideration, we’re going to plump for 

L

Three laptops, three very different 
displays. Only one can win…

APPLE MACBOOK

The MacBook’s resolution is nothing short of stunning for a laptop of this 
size – especially when you consider it’s being driven by integrated graphics 
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 This one’s dead simple: ppi is 

an acronym which means ‘pixels 

per inch’ when you’re talking 

about display tech. 

A ppi number tells you 

the pixel density of a display, and 

GETTING TO GRIPS WITH PPI
Pixel-perfect displays aren’t always what 
they seem, so ppi is here to clear things up 

is quite a useful metric because 

of different resolutions and 

screen sizes. After all, you can 

have two screens that boast 

the same resolution (Full HD, 

say, which is 1920 x 1080 ) 

and yet are quite different sizes  

– 13.5-inch versus 12-inch for 

example. In this case, the latter 

laptop would have a higher ppi 

count than the former, as it’s 

squeezing the same amount of 

pixels into a smaller area. 

It’s also a useful metric for 

phones, and is often called 

upon to differentiate between 

screens of the same size. 

 We love the Surface Book’s 
display, but the way Apple 
have crammed their Retina 
Display inside the MacBook 
is nothing short of genius 

APPLE MACBOOK
Test 03 winner

The Spectre’s Full HD display won’t be good enough if you’re used to working 
with a higher-resolution display, such as the one on a Retina MacBook Pro 

Using the Surface Pen is a joy. Touching the screen with your finger is 
still a bit odd, but it’s useful for flicking through things like pictures

We miss laptops being able to connect directly into HDMI cables without 
expensive adapters. USB-C should make this a bit easier as time goes on 

The Surface Book’s display is pin-sharp with fabulous colour. It’s difficult 
to fault, though we’re not overly keen on the aspect ratio 

MICROSOFT SURFACE BOOKHP SPECTRE 13



T3 RATES: A terrific portable 
that’s surprisingly powerful. 

The screen is awesome, too.

T3 SLATES: You couldn’t class 
it as a ‘do anything’ machine.

T3 SAYS: The MacBook is a 
super-portable that has more 

than enough power for most.

T3 RATES: It’s so powerful, 
making it very flexible.

T3 SLATES: The prices of the 
top models are ridiculous.

T3 SAYS: You’ll only really 
need it if you’re going to  

make use of the tablet part.
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2nd Microsoft 
Surface Book
Price: $4,199   
URL: www.microsoft.com/
surface

3rd Apple MacBook
Price: $1,999 
URL: www.apple.com/au/
macbook

01 COPY THE 
FILES MANUALLY
You can always opt for an 
external hard drive to 
copy your files, or better still, a 
tool like Allway Sync (allwaysync.
com) enables you to synchronise 
your data across your network 
to your new laptop.

02 USE CLOUD STORAGE
If you use cloud-based storage 
like iCloud, Google Drive or 
Dropbox, you don’t need to 
transfer your key files across 
manually; you can just 
synchronise them.

03 USE GOOGLE CHROME 
OR FIREFOX
If you use Google Chrome or 
Firefox, all your browser settings 
can be stored in your Google 
or Firefox account if you wish. 
That way, when you start 
with a new laptop, download the 
browser and sign in. Your 
extensions, passwords, history 
and bookmarks will all 
be downloaded automatically.

04 USE WINDOWS 
EASY TRANSFER
Going from PC to PC? Older 
versions of Windows featured 

something called Windows Easy 
Transfer, to enable you to move 
your stuff. Oddly, Microsoft has 
binned this and now recommend 
people use PC Mover Express.

05 USE MIGRATION 
ASSISTANT
If you’re going from Mac to Mac, 
you can use Migration Assistant 
(which is in the Utilities folder 
in Applications), as long as both 
computers are on the same 
network or are connected 
directly via a cable. For more 
information, visit https://support.
apple.com/en-gb/HT204350

SIX WAYS TO MOVE YOUR STUFF ONTO A NEW LAPTOP

06 USE WINDOWS 
MIGRATION ASSISTANT
If you’re a PC user but want to 
move across to Apple, that’s 
not a problem. So keen are Apple 
for Windows buffs to defect to 
Macs that the Cupertino brand 
has actually produced a 
Windows app designed to help 
people make the switch with 
minimal fuss. 

The application is called the 
Windows Migration Assistant and 
it’s easy to use. Find out more 
information online at https://
support.apple.com/en-gb/
HT204087.

State of the Art

T3 RATES: Just look at it! 
It’s absolutely sublime – 

a thoroughbred laptop. 

For the most part, the spec 

sheet is exemplary. When 

you combine that with the 

brilliant performance, 

it’s an intoxicating mix 

that its rivals can’t match.

T3 SLATES: We’re disappointed 
that the Spectre only comes 

with a Full HD screen when 

rivals are forging ahead. 

We also think the battery 

life could be a little better.

T3 SAYS: The Spectre offers 
the perfect balance between 

performance, future-proofing, 

a gorgeous design and a price 

that isn’t astronomical.

1st HP Spectre 13
Price: $3,099 URL: www.hp.com/au

� e overall 
winner is…

T3 RATES:
making it very flexible.

T3 SLATES:
top models are ridiculous.

T3 SAYS:
need it if you’re going to  

make use of the tablet part.

2nd
Surface Book
Price: 
URL: www.microsoft.com/
surface

SIX WAYS TO MOVE YOUR STUFF ONTO A NEW LAPTOP

T3 RATES:
that’s surprisingly powerful. 

The screen is awesome, too.

T3 SLATES
it as a ‘do anything’ machine.

T3 SAYS:
super-portable that has more 

than enough power for most.

 The prices of the 

3rd
Price: $1,999 
URL: www.apple.com/au/
macbook

with a Full HD screen when 

life could be a little better.

The Spectre offers 

the perfect balance between 

performance, future-proofing, 

a gorgeous design and a price 
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IN-EAR HEADPHONES

Words: Danny Phillips Photography: Joby Sessions

A QUALITY PAIR OF IN-EARS CAN MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE TO YOUR MUSIC 
LISTENING ON THE GO. BUT WHAT EXACTLY SHOULD YOU BE LOOKING FOR?

IN-EAR 
HEADPHONES

veryone knows you 
can’t rely on freebie 
headphones to 
deliver decent sound 

quality, which means it’s time 
to invest in a decent pair. But 
which type should you choose?

Here, T3 presents the case for in-ear 
headphones. Unlike bulky over- or 

on-ear cans that look plain silly 
when worn out and about, in-ear 

headphones are a discreet and 
portable proposition. If you’re 
the sort of person who spends  
a lot of time commuting  
or enjoying music on the  
move, in-ear headphones  

are definitely the way to go. 
First, though, we need to 

establish what we actually mean  
by in-ear headphones. We’re not 

talking about earbuds that rest inside 
the opening of your ear – the white  
ones bundled with an iPod, for example. 
�ese tend to be poor at blocking out 
external noise and fit badly in the ears, 
tumbling straight out if you so much  
as break into a gentle jog.

No, in-ear headphones (or IEMs –  
in-ear monitors) are designed to be 

pushed deep into your ear canal,  
using special silicon or foam tips to 
create a tight seal and pipe quality 
sound directly into your eardrums.

One of the biggest benefits of in-ear 
headphones is that they’re great at 
shutting out external noise. Anyone 
who’s ever sat on a train and had Taylor 
Swift’s latest opus ruined by a humming 
engine or a jaw-flapping suit will know 
what an appealing feature that is. 

But they’re not only designed to be 
used on the move. �ey’re just as happy 
at home, plugged into a headphone amp, 
laptop or hi-fi system. Indeed, more 
expensive in-ears demand to be driven 
by more powerful equipment – you’re 
never going to get the best performance 
out of high-end headphones by hooking 
them up to your iPhone.

Deciding that you want in-ear 
headphones is easy; choosing the right 
ones is not. After all, there are myriad  
manufacturers vying for your cash,  
each offering a range of models costing 
anywhere between $80 and $2,000. 

Now, listen up 
We know what you’re thinking. How 
much difference can there actually be 

E
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IN-EAR HEADPHONES

between small bits of plastic that you stuff  
into your ears? Well, quite a lot actually. 
� ey come in all shapes and sizes, and use 
diff erent drivers, cables, ear tips, fi tting 
mechanisms and enclosures.

For example, cheaper in-ear headphones, 
like the KEF M100s or the Focal Sphears, 
tend to use ‘dynamic’ drivers that cover the 
entire frequency range, while more expensive 
high-end models – the Shure SE846s, for 
example (which we’ll discuss later) – use 
balanced-armature drivers that are designed 
to reproduce a specifi c frequency range. 
For that reason, balanced-armature models 
tend to use several drivers, with a crossover 
that splits the signal into frequency bands 
and sends them to the relevant drivers.

Unlike balanced-armature drivers, 
dynamic drivers work by moving air, and 
therefore a single dynamic driver will 
usually be better at reproducing bass than 
a single balanced-armature driver. � ey’re 
also cheaper to buy, and more durable.

However, balanced-armature headphones 
tend to be better at reproducing fi ne detail, 
which could be a key consideration for 
audiophiles seeking a more refi ned sound. 
Some in-ears, like the Sony XBA-H1s, combine 
both and give you the best of both worlds.

All of which brings us neatly to the most 
important consideration when buying in-ear 

headphones – the sound quality. As with any 
audio product, this should be the driving force 
behind your decision. But it’s not just about 
sounding good, it’s about fi nding a sound 
that suits your taste. For example, if you’re 
a bass junkie, you should look at something 
like the Audio Technica ATH-CKS1100iSs, 
which use the world’s fi rst push-pull driver 
system to deliver astonishingly deep and full 
bass notes (not to mention full Hi-Res 
frequencies up to 40kHz), whereas fans of a 
leaner and more neutral sound will be better 
off  with the $899 Noble Audio Savants.

We should point out, however, that the 
performance of any in-ear headphones is 
largely governed by how snugly they fi t into 
your ear canals – particularly when it comes 
to bass. To hear the deepest, punchiest bass 

Focal’s first ever in-ear 

headphones are incredible value 

for money. Their delectable design 

includes stylish stainless-steel 

rings and grilles, plus larger-than-

usual electrodynamic drivers that 

deliver a natural, well-balanced 

sound with solid bass and clean 

highs. They sit comfortably in the 

ears and come with a choice of 

silicone and memory-foam tips.

$249.95, www.focal.com

FOCAL SPHEAR

It’s not just about 
sounding good, 
it’s about fi nding 
a sound that 
suits your taste

� ree cool things…
ABOUT YOUR 
NEW IN-EARS
What you get when you shell out 
more for a decent set of ‘phones 

IN-LINE CONTROLS
Many in-ear headphones have in-line controls 

attached to the cable, which enable you to control 

music playback on your Apple or Android device, 

plus a microphone that enables you to answer 

calls without having to take the headphones off.

03

OVER-EAR HOOKS
Some in-ear headphones, like the Noble Audio Savants 

and Shure SE846s, provide over-ear cables or hooks 

that keep the earpieces in position as you listen to 

music. They’re a godsend if you’re planning to use the 

headphones while running, making it less likely that 

they’ll fall out and ruin your listening enjoyment.

02

BETTER BUILD QUALITY
One of the main things you’ll notice when you step 

up to a good pair of in-ear headphones is build quality. 

Metal construction, sturdy detachable cables, 

robust headphone jacks – these are things the free 

buds that came with your phone can only dream of. 

 01

T3 recommends...

OUR PICK OF 
THE BEST 
IN-EAR 

HEADPHONES
T3 staff collaborate 

to select their preferred 
earbuds in different 

price categories

The people who put this magazine 

together are an eclectic bunch,  

and so is their music taste. Some 

like dodgy Nineties hip-hop (Rob 

Carney), others prefer Arcade Fire and 

Supergrass (Paul Taylor) and some 

err towards death metal with a side 

of comedy metal  (Troy Coleman). But 

one thing they all have in common 

is that they like to listen to their 

favourite tunes in optimum quality 

and comfort. After some heated 

discussion (and the occasional 

grapple), they agreed that the 

following pairs of in-ears are the best 

in their respective categories. If you 

can’t stretch to the top-end ’phones, 

don’t worry as these are all fantastic. 

SUB-$250
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notes, you’ll need to make sure the ear tips 
form a tight seal inside your lugholes. For that 
reason, most in-ear manufacturers supply 
a wide range of interchangeable ear tips in 
diff erent sizes to help you fi nd the best fi t for 
your ears. Cheaper models tend to off er silicon 
tips, but some throw in foam tips that mould 
comfortably to the shape of your ear canal. 

Be sure to experiment with a range of 
sizes. It can be a tricky process, uncomfortable 
even – particularly if you’re new to in-ear 
headphones – but fi nd the right fi t and 
you’ll get something approaching a eureka 
moment. As a bonus, a pair of well-fi tted 
headphones should be adept at keeping out 
any external noise, which means you won’t 
have to turn up the volume to drown it out. 

More sound for your pound
� ere are plenty of in-ear headphones on the 
market, covering a range of budgets, but it’s 
worth noting that even an aff ordable pair of 
in-ears will likely off er a big step-up in 
performance from freebie earbuds. Take the 
Focal Sphears, for instance, a fi ne example 
of in-ear ’phones that don’t cost the earth but 
do deliver a sparkling performance. � eir 
gorgeous detail, clarity and punchy bass make 
for a compelling listen, sounding more refi ned 
and powerful than you might expect for the 
money. A bit more attack wouldn’t go amiss, 

perhaps, but we love how they deliver a clean 
and engaging sound from any source. 

� e design is clever, too, with a silver 
in-line mic button conveniently positioned on 
the Y part of the cable. � e build quality is 
terrifi c, particularly the stainless-steel ring 
and grille, the latter of which uses the Focal 
logo as a bass refl ex port. � is contrasts with 
the gloss-black fi nish that coats the other half.

� e lightweight, rounded design nestles 
nicely within the contours of your ear, fi tting 
securely without the need for over-ear hooks 

Thanks to its push-pull driver system, 

the impressive CKS1100iSs earn 

themselves the much lusted-after Hi-

Res Audio badge of honour. Yes, they’re 

bulkier than some, but the build quality 

is excellent thanks to their machined 

aluminium housing. The sound they 

produce is dripping in detail, while the 

spicy mid-range and muscular bass are 

sure to get your brain nodding like a 

dash-mounted bobblehead. 

$349, www.audio-technica.com.au

AUDIO-TECHNICA ATH-CKS1100IS SHURE SE846
At the heart of the SE846 headphones 

are four balanced-armature drivers 

that send hi-fi luxury shooting straight 

into your ear canals. They’re super- 

expensive, but once you experience 

their solid bass, spine-tingling treble 

and remarkable dynamics, you’ll 

understand. A word of warning, though 

– you’ll need a good headphone 

amp to make the most of them, making 

them an even pricier proposition.

$1,599, www.shureasia.com

(see box, left). And with three diff erent sizes 
of silicon and foam tips to choose from, 
you shouldn’t have any trouble fi nding that 
airtight seal we’ve been talking about.

Joining the Focal headphones at the more 
aff ordable end of the premium in-ear market 
are the KEF M100s. � ey come in four 
delicious colours – Racing Blue, Sunset 
Orange, Titanium Grey and Champagne Gold 
– and use a distinctive racetrack enclosure 
with diamond-cut, chamfered edges. � e 
attention to detail is delightful. � ey’re also 

HIGH-ENDSUB-$400

ARE IN-EAR HEADPHONES RIGHT FOR ME?
We’ve talked about the many 

benefits of in-ear headphones, 

but we know that they’re not 

everyone’s cup of tea. Some 

people simply don’t like the 

feeling of pushing them so far 

into their ear canal, which can 

seem quite intrusive if you’re 

not used to it. What’s more, 

everyone’s ears are different, 

so certain headphones will feel 

more comfortable than others. 

It might take a bit of trial and 

error to find the right fit for you.

One way round this is to try 

custom-fitted in-ears, which 

are moulded to the exact shape 

of your ear canal. You’ll need 

to get an audiologist to take 

an impression of your ear using 

silicone, which is then sent to the 

manufacturer to create bespoke 

earpieces. It’s more expensive 

than buying off-the-peg, but 

the results can be revelatory.

Another potential problem 

with in-ears is that the tips can 

push wax deeper into the ear, 

causing a blockage that can 

then affect your hearing. If that 

happens, use olive-oil drops to 

keep your canals nice and clear.

And if you’re worried that 

shoving headphone drivers so 

close to your eardrums might 

harm them, the opposite might 

actually be true. Because they’re 

close to the eardrum and block 

out external noise, you don’t 

need to turn up the volume as 

loud, which is actually the bigger 

threat to healthy hearing.
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IN-EAR HEADPHONES

remarkably lightweight and sport Apple-
compatible in-line controls that enable you 
to pause playback and adjust volume without 
taking your device from your pocket.

With 10mm neodymium drivers on board, 
and a unique angled chamber that minimises 
distortion, the M100s sound fabulous. � eir 
sound is really crisp and lively, rendering 
high frequencies with poise and precision. 
� ey dig surprisingly deep into the low 
frequencies, too, but with enough agility to 
prevent everything sounding muddy. It’s a 
beautifully balanced presentation, trying hard 
not to overstress any particular frequency, 
which means you can listen to your music 
for long periods without fatigue setting in.

Moving into high-end territory, the $900 
Noble Audio Savants don’t exactly scream 
‘premium’ with their plasticky bodywork, 
but they’re actually remarkably comfortable 
to wear, and the twisted detachable cable 
is a cut above. � ey’re kept in place with 
bendable over-ear hooks and off er a hugely 
generous choice of 12 rubber eartips.

In action, they deliver a wonderfully 
transparent sound, presenting music with 
great honesty. Top-end detail is smooth and 
lucid, and there’s tremendous subtlety in 

� e balance 
means you can 
listen for long 
periods without 
fatigue setting in

 6WAYS YOUR NEW IN-EARS WILL PERFORM 
BETTER THAN YOUR OLD ONES

 01BASS REPRODUCTION
Splash out on some new in-ear headphones 

and you’ll experience new levels of bass depth – 

provided you can get the tips to lodge nice and 

tightly within your ear canals. Find a snug fit, and 

drums and basslines will take on extra heft and 

punch, ensuring a rich, warm listening experience.

 02HIGH-FREQUENCY 
REPRODUCTION

The superior drivers inside your new in-ear 

headphones are equipped to reproduce high 

frequencies with far greater clarity and precision, 

but without any harshness at high volumes – 

and because they sit close to the eardrum, 

there’s less chance that the clarity will be sullied 

by leakage. The result? Sweet sound quality.

 03 VOCAL CLARITY
Vocals are an important part of the 

music-listening experience, and good-quality 

in-ear headphones should deliver voices with 

greater authority and detail than low-rent earbuds. 

Not only do they offer a richer, more full-bodied 

mid-range, but the aforementioned detail clarity 

should add textures that you might not have 

heard through your previous cheapo headphones.

 04NOISE ISOLATION
In-ear headphones are designed to be 

pushed deep into your ear canal, which not only 

has big sonic benefits but also effectively cuts out 

external noise, like the hum of an airplane engine. 

That’s perfect if you’re a regular commuter and want 

to enjoy your favourite tunes free from interference.

 05IMAGING
A good-quality pair of in-ear headphones 

will make you feel like you’re at the live performance 

or in the studio with the band – wherever you happen 

to be listening. They do this by placing and moving 

instruments and vocals accurately within the stereo 

stage – although it’s unlikely that in-ear headphones 

will outperform on-ear cans in terms of width and 

soundstage size.

 06 TRANSPARENCY
A well-judged tonal balance is essential 

if you want to hear songs as their creators intended. 

Some headphones aim to boost the bass output, 

others ramp up the mids and highs to give music 

more bite, but in-ear headphones with a neutral 

balance provide a more accurate, truthful sound. 

Look out for an in-line 
volume control, which 
means you won’t have to 
retrieve your device 
from your pocket
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Best ways to…
LISTEN TO
HI-RES AUDIO
ON THE MOVE
01

QOBUZ MUSIC
French company Qobuz 

was the first to offer 

Hi-Res music streaming 

on Android phones 

through its Qobuz 

Sublime service, and this 

app makes it possible. 

Qobuz offers a wide 

range of Hi-Res content 

– over 20,000 Hi-Res 

albums, one of the most 

extensive selections 

in the world – plus you 

can create a local music 

library so you can enjoy 

Hi-Res tracks while 

away from a Wi-Fi or 

mobile connection.

$30 per month, 

qobuz.com, Android/iOS

03

TECHNICS 
TRACKS
This music-download 

service specialises in 

high-quality lossless 

audio, selling a wide 

selection of tracks in 

FLAC format from 16-bit 

44kHz (CD quality) up to 

24-bit 192kHz, as well 

as the new MQA format. 

It’s not limited to fuddy-

duddy genres either, 

with recent Hi-Res 

albums from Zayn and 

Gwen Stefani popping 

up on the home page.

Free, 

tracks.technics.com

02

ONKYO HF 
PLAYER
Onkyo’s app not only 

enables playback of 

Hi-Res Audio files on 

any compatible mobile 

phone, but also features 

a 16,000-band equaliser 

that gives you precise 

control over how the 

music sounds – including 

EQ presets designed by 

respected musicians 

specifically for Onkyo. 

It supports FLAC, ALAC, 

WAV, AIFF and DSD.

Free ($10.59 for HD Player 

Unlocker to enable Hi-Res 

USB output from Android 

devices), intl.onkyo.com, 

Android/iOS

HDTRACKS
Not an app, but a website 

that sells the world’s 

largest collection of 

Hi-Res Audio files. It’s 

partnered with all the 

major music-industry 

players to bring you a 

vast catalogue of albums 

– all you need to do is 

buy them, shove them 

on your Hi-Res player or 

compatible smartphone, 

and get listening. Files 

are pricier than regular 

music downloads, but 

the quality’s top-notch. 

Prices vary, 

hdtracks.com

04

percussion and vocal nuances. It doesn’t go 
overboard with the bass, which results in 
a rather more leaner sound than the other 
headphones featured here – something that 
might appeal to those who prize refi nement 
over a thumping bottom end.

� e Grado GR10es cost a few hundred 
dollars less than the Noble Audios, and their 
funky design and build quality is light years 
ahead. Dressed in a cool green and copper 
fi nish, the streamlined metal bodies ooze class 
and nestle in the ears so comfortably, it’s easy 
to forget you’re wearing them. � ere’s just 
three pairs of tips in the box, but don’t feel 
short changed. You’ll forgive Grado this small 
slight as soon as you press play.

� e GR10es are remarkable performers. 
� eir sound is big and spacious, somehow 
creating a vast stereo image within the 
confi nes of your aural cavities. Bass is deep 
and weighty, giving your music a warm, 

chunky fl avour, balanced out by sweet treble 
and a full-bodied mid-range.

At the top end of the price range are the 
Shure SE846s, which come equipped with 
four balanced-armature drivers and Shure’s 
True Subwoofer technology, which musters 
deep bass using a low-pass fi lter to roll off  
unwanted mid and high frequencies. In the 
box come a range of interchangeable fi lters 
that attach to the headphone nozzles and give 
you a warm, bright or balanced frequency 
response to suit your individual taste.

Despite their slightly lacklustre design, 
these are the crème de la crème of IEMs. 
Stiff  over-ear cables and an extensive range 
of eartips ensure maximum comfort in your 
ears, and in terms of sound quality they’re 
second to none. Authoritative bass notes, 
razor-sharp detail and stunning imaging 
combine to devastating eff ect. � ese are as 
close to true hi-fi  as in-ear headphones get. 

Premium in-ear 
headphones, like these 
Nobles, are designed to 
sit comfortably inside 
your earholes
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SYDNEY 5 SEPTEMBER 2016

Generate is heading to Oz! Join us for a single-day, single-track 
conference with talks on user experience, CSS and more

www.generateconf.com
TICKETS ON SALE NOW

ERIKA HALL
CO-FOUNDER, MULE DESIGN
www.muledesign.com

JONATHAN SNOOK
UX ARCHITECT, XERO
www.snook.ca

NICK FINCK
UX SPECIALIST
www.nickinck.com

JOHN ALLSOPP
AUTHOR AND DEVELOPER 
www.johnfallsopp.com



Our five awards

OUR MISSION IS TO BRING YOU 
THE CLEAREST RECOMMENDATIONS 
WE CAN – AND THAT MEANS A GREAT 
DEAL OF HARD WORK HAPPENS BEFORE 
A PRODUCT EVEN REACHES OUR PAGES!

Because we only feature products 

the T3 team would happily use ourselves, 

we end up discarding a signifi cant number 

of options in each category before settling 

on a fi nal shortlist to review. In this 

respect, T3 Select does exactly what it 

says on the tin, picking only the best of 

the best to test; the gear we know you’ll 

want to seriously consider purchasing. 

And that should mean an end to you 

having to undertake hours of painstaking 

research and product comparisons. 

You won’t see any duff products 

featured in our tests, but you will come 

away with clarity on which one is the 

best in its category or for a specifi c 

task: our awards badges (see below) 

ensure that everything T3 recommends 

is clearly highlighted on the page.

It goes without saying that every 

product in T3 Select has been thoroughly 

tested by our team of experts, enabling 

you to buy with total confi dence.

How we test…
The scores
explained

Awarded to products that 
are energy-efficient 
or help to protect the 
natural environment

For kit that demonstrates 
exceptional industrial 

design and refinement, in 
addition to being great

This accolade and others 
like it show you which 

gear is best for specific 
features or tasks

This is given to winners 
of our group tests, so 

you can see exactly which 
is the best at a glance

Only the best products 
– those that score five 
stars – receive our 

coveted Platinum Award

Forget it

Below average

Good for the price

Very good all round

An exceptional,
best-in- class product

70 Naim Mu-so Qb 
74  Garmin Forerunner 

735XT
75 Samsung TabPro S
76 CSC cameras
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The speaker that 
proves it’s hip 
to be square 

p70

Naim 
Mu-so Qb
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n the world of wireless 

speakers, the Naim 

Mu-so reigns supreme. 

This high-end, high-

performance music system redefi ned 

what we should expect from 

wireless audio, weaving those 

Wi-Fi waves into pure audio gold.

But we’re the fi rst to admit that 

the Mu-so is a bit too big and 

expensive for every room and budget. 

As a result, Naim has launched the 

Mu-so Qb, a more compact and 

affordable version that squeezes 

everything into a cube-shaped 

cabinet while staying true to the 

sonic principles of the original Mu-so. 

Of course, you can’t just shove 

the old Mu-so into a vice and hope 

for the best – this cubic version 

required fresh engineering solutions, 

including a new polycarbonate 

chassis and a revamped bass system, 

given that the ported design of 

the original Mu-so simply wouldn’t 

fl y with the Qb’s smaller footprint. 

The point is that the Mu-so Qb 

isn’t a simple case of downsizing 

– it’s been painstakingly engineered 

from the ground up to get every 

component working perfectly 

within the new cubed cabinet. 

CHIP OFF THE OLD BLOCK
The Qb shares its design DNA with 

the original Mu-so, and the genetic 

similarities aren’t hard to spot. The 

cabinet sits on the same stunning, 

illuminated acrylic base, which not only 

makes the Qb look like it’s levitating 

but also provides a sturdy, vibration-

proof foundation – crucial for any 

audio product to perform at its best.

You’ll also fi nd the same anodised 

heatsink on the back for keeping 

components cool – a feature that’s 

both pretty and practical – while 

the brushed-aluminium lid makes 

an equally welcome reappearance. 

Meanwhile, the drivers are covered 

by a three-sided, hinged fabric grille 

that bears the same rippled motif 

SPECIFICATIONS

NAIM REDEFINED WIRELESS AUDIO WITH ITS ASTOUNDING MU-SO SPEAKER, BUT CAN THE SMALLER, 
MORE AFFORDABLE MU-SO QB LIVE UP TO THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF ITS ILLUSTRIOUS PREDECESSOR?

I
as the original Mu-so. It’s black as 

standard, but you can swap it for 

optional Burnt Orange, Vibrant Red 

or Deep Blue grilles. It all adds up to 

one of the coolest, classiest wireless 

speakers T3 has clapped eyes on.  

But the Mu-so Qb’s pièce de 

résistance has to be the circular 

touchscreen interface that’s sunk 

into the top panel. Little icons light 

up in the middle, displaying the 

current source, playback controls, 

and keys for internet radio and 

auxiliary inputs. Tap the radio key and 

it toggles through fi ve presets that 

you can programme in the Mu-so app.

Ace of bass

PRICE $1,299.95 URL naimaudio.com STREAMING UPnP, 

AirPlay, Spotify Connect, TIDAL, internet radio 

(vTuner) AUDIO FORMATS WAV, FLAC, AIFF (up to 192kHz/24-

bit), ALAC (up to 96kHz/24-bit), MP3, AAC, OGG, WMA 

POWER 300W CONNECTIVITY Wi-Fi, apt-X Bluetooth, 

optical input, 3.5mm mini-jack input, Ethernet, USB 

STRONG INTERNAL STRUCTURE
The main chassis is a single 

piece of 20-per-cent glass-

reinforced polymer, strengthened 

structurally by the drivers, 

base and top panel attached to it

REVIEW
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 Select
MU-SO QB

� e Qb boasts the 
sonic panache of the 
original Mu-so, but in a 
more compact package 

PISTONIC BASS RADIATORS
Naim has replaced the 

reflex port used by the 

Mu-so with twin bass 

radiators that boost bass 

output by responding to the 

movement of the main woofer 

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR
The Qb uses the same 32-bit DSP as 

its big brother, which has been 

fine-tuned for the smaller cabinet, 

and monitors every aspect of 

the drivers’ performance

FLOATING ACRYLIC BASE
The illuminated acrylic base 

provides a sturdy foundation and gives 

the illusion that the Qb is floating; 

a truly stylish touch that’s 

carried over from the original Mu-so

TOUCHSCREEN INTERFACE
The wow factor comes from Naim’s 

ingenious touchscreen controls, 

encased in a solid aluminium 

volume dial that turns more 

smoothly than a teflon Astaire 
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These controls are encased in 

a solid aluminium volume dial that 

turns with the smoothness of a bird of 

prey. As you crank it, the illuminated 

controls are replaced by an arc of 

lights that creeps around the edge of 

the display to indicate the volume level.

The set of rear sockets includes 

USB and Ethernet ports, an optical 

digital input and a 3.5mm mini-jack 

input. So whether you want to hook 

up an iPod, a CD deck or a TV, this 

Naim has you covered.

But of greater importance is 

the Qb’s built-in Wi-Fi connection, 

which enables you to stream music 

via UPnP, AirPlay, Spotify Connect, 

TIDAL and internet radio. You can 

stream Hi-Res WAV, FLAC and AIFF 

fi les up to 48kHz/24-bit over a 

wireless network – higher sample 

rates require an Ethernet connection.

appears in a list of ‘Rooms’, where you 

can rename speakers to make them 

easier to identify, and group them 

together for multi-room playback. 

Tapping a speaker brings up a list of 

inputs and Web radio presets, each 

represented by a white icon. The 

basic white-on-black presentation is 

lacklustre, but you can change the 

background colour to match your grille. 

We can’t argue with the speaker’s 

slickness, though. After selecting 

UPnP and exploring T3’s PCs and 

NAS drives, it loaded more than 900 

albums instantly and didn’t hesitate 

as we swiped down to ‘Z’. It’s easy to 

switch inputs or radio stations, and the 

set-up menu includes two EQ settings 

that cater for placement close to or 

away from the edge of the room. 

The Now Playing screen puts all the 

key controls at your fi ngertips, such as 

The alternatives

Loud, powerful sound 
that belies the Qb’s size

Outstanding design 
and build quality 

Lacks the insight and 
imaging of the original

SAMSUNG R7
 The R7’s striking 

egg-shaped design 

and ring-radiator tech 

deliver sound from 

every direction, doing 

away with the sweet 

spot. It streams music via DLNA, Spotify, Deezer and 

Bluetooth, and offers flexible multi-room playback.

$699, www.samsung.com/au

BOSE 
SOUNDTOUCH 
30

 Bose’s speaker is 

hardly discreet, but 

one listen to its room-

filling sound and you 

won’t be complaining. It streams Spotify, Deezer 

and Web radio from a polished multi-room app.

$749, www.bose.com.au

B&W ZEPPELIN 
WIRELESS

 With its iconic 

airship design, this 

streaming speaker 

wins you over before 

you’ve even turned 

it on. DLNA and multi-room are off the menu, but 

AirPlay and Spotify Connect sound fabulous on it. 

$999, www.bowers-wilkins.com.au

And naturally, the Qb can be 

used as part of a multi-room system 

with up to four other Mu-sos, or 

networked Naim products such as 

the Uniti series. Wi-Fi is backed up 

by apt-X Bluetooth for a quicker 

and easier music-streaming method.

TAKE CONTROL

Set-up and playback are controlled 

by a dedicated Naim app for Android 

and iOS devices. Fire it up, tap the 

cross at the bottom to add a new 

Mu-so, and the set-up process begins. 

Be prepared for a bit of hassle if the 

light on the back is fl ashing the wrong 

colour – T3 had to press the reset 

button with a pin a couple of times.

Once you’ve temporarily connected 

your phone to the Qb as a hotspot, 

and tapped in your Wi-Fi password, 

you’re good to go. The speaker 

REVIEW

CLOCKWISE FROM 

TOP LEFT 

Want more 

volume? Just 

twist the rotary 

dial; the Naim 

app is simple 

and intuitive; 

all those 

drivers and bass 

radiators fill 

your room with 

sound; optical 

digital and 

3.5mm mini-jack 

inputs cater for 

non-wireless 

sources like TVs 

and MP3 players 
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volume, track skip and the play queue. 

Niggles are minor – you can’t skip 

to the middle of a track by tapping 

its timeline (you can only play the 

song from start to fi nish), while the 

play queue did random things like 

repeating a track without being asked.

STUNNING SOUND

Matching the original Mu-so’s 

performance from a smaller cubic 

cabinet is no mean feat, but Naim 

has come mighty close thanks to 

some clever engineering. 

Five drivers are mounted on the 

front baffl e – two 25mm tweeters, 

a 76mm woofer and two 64mm 

mid-range drivers – while bass 

frequencies are boosted by two 

side-fi ring, passive bass radiators 

that respond to the movement of the 

main woofer. The mid-range drivers 

and tweeters are angled to achieve 

a wider spread of sound than the 

cabinet would naturally allow.

At its core is the same 32-bit 

digital signal processor as the original 

Mu-so, which uses its considerable 

brainpower (150-million instructions 

per second) to monitor every aspect 

of the drivers’ performance. Couple 

that with 300W of amplifi cation, and 

the Mu-so Qb looks capable of doing 

some serious sonic damage.

And that it does. What stands out 

is the sheer scale and volume of the 

is spot on. Rhythms are accurate and 

propulsive; the dynamic snap of drums 

sweeps you along.

On the downside, the Qb lacks 

the absolute insight and full-bodied 

mid-range of decent dedicated 

standmounts. And despite the best 

efforts of the angled drivers, Qb can’t 

quite match the wide stereo spread 

and immersive imaging of the bigger 

Mu-so – the soundstage seems more 

contained, which is perhaps inevitable.

But these are drops of negativity 

in an ocean of positives. In all other 

respects, the Mu-so Qb is a remarkable 

wireless speaker, taking everything 

T3 loves about the original Mu-so 

and miraculously squeezing it into a 

smaller and more affordable package. 

T3 RATES The Qb’s powerful, 
room-filling sound, exquisite 

detail, rock-solid build and 

eye-popping design features

T3 SLATES The mid-range could 
be richer. It has a narrower image 

than the original Mu-so. There 

are a few play-queue niggles 

T3 SAYS This stunning wireless 
speaker crams all the goodness 

of the Mu-So into a smaller unit

Qb’s sound. It’s enormous. It drums 

up an unfathomable amount of bass, 

but that’s only part of the story; there’s 

a level of authority and bravado across 

the frequency range that makes 

everything sound bigger and more 

dynamic than you have any right to 

expect from a speaker this small.

It’s a real party animal, too. You 

can crank it up loud without fear of 

distortion, chuffi ng or cabinet rattle. 

But let’s get back to that bass. 

Naim’s woofer and twin-radiator 

combo delivers bass with punch and 

power, underpinning music with a 

solid foundation. Kick drums bounce 

and thump energetically but with tight 

control, never once sounding boomy. 

The bass also seeps into voices and 

piano chords, lending irresistible 

warmth and body without getting 

too stodgy. Fans of a leaner sound 

might fi nd it a little thick as the volume 

dial creeps higher, particularly when 

playing bass-driven genres, but even 

then it’s not a major problem. 

At the other end of the spectrum, 

the Qb lavishes you with luxurious 

treble that lends height and clarity to 

the sound. It teases out small details 

like the lightly brushed snare shuffl ing 

in the background of Miles Davis’s 

Blue In Green and the feathery edge 

of John Coltrane’s sax. It’s gorgeous. 

Vocals are also expressed with 

ample detail and texture, while timing 

PRECISELY 
ANGLED DRIVERS
The complex front 

baffle boasts angled 

tweeters and mid-

range drivers that 

shoot sound in precise 

directions to create 

a sense of width

Crank the volume 
up and there’s no 
audible distortion
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t looks like cannabilism. 

The best of Garmin’s best, 

the Fenix 3, has given its 

DNA to the Forerunner 

735XT. Look again, though, and this 

vampire hasn’t digested the Fenix 3 

entirely, but made itself a clone that’s 

lighter, more refi ned and focussed, 

and it’s probably the best triathlon-

centric watch you can buy.

The fi rst thing you’ll notice about 

the 735XT is just how light it is, all 

without making sacrifi ces – there’s a 

lot of tech packed into the body. 

ANT+ and Bluetooth connectivity 

opens up the capability for more 

metrics, if you have a speed sensor 

on your bike, or the optional chest-

strap heart rate monitor. On the 

reverse side of the face is an optical 

heart rate monitor that keeps 

measure during any land-based 

activity. The GPS is ready and willing, 

beeping into life at a moment’s notice.

Flick through the activities menu 

and you’ll fi nd the three core 

triathlon sports – swimming (open 

water and pool), running, and cycling 

– plus a dedicated ‘triathlon’ activity, 

with the option to add more (think 

paddle boarding, hiking etc). Choose 

‘triathlon’, hit the start button, and 

from there you can blast through an 

entire tri, tapping the ‘return’ button 

as you begin the next activity, 

transitions included, to keep track as 

simply as possible.

The 31.1mm display is large and 

clear, and you’ll also get notifi cations 

from your iOS or Android device. 

This is more convenience than 

SPECIFICATIONS

GARMIN TAKES THE BEST BITS OF ITS OTHER WRIST PIECES TO CREATE 
A DEDICATED TRIATHLON WATCH WITH THE FORERUNNER 735XT

I

PRICE $699 URL www.garmin.com.au CONNECTIVITY ANT+, 

GPS BATTERY Lithium-ion, 11 days (watch mode)/ 14 

hours (activity mode) WATER RATING 5 ATM DISPLAY 215 x 

80 pixels WEIGHT 40.2g DIMENSIONS 44.5 x 44.5 x 11.9mm

ABOVE Like many 
of Garmin’s 
watches the 
face can be 
customised 
with user-made 
designs – and 
there are loads 
available

anything else, as long messages 

need to be scrolled through – a nice 

feature, but you’re eyeing off the 

735XT if you fancy yourself to be 

a serious athlete.

Also at hand is a race predictor, 

as well as a recovery countdown. 

The latter tends to overestimate, but 

it’s a clever touch nonetheless. Plus, 

there’s the Strava suffer score, a 

quick and dirty number that gives 

you an idea of how hard you’re 

working compared to your mates. 

Garmin’s watch is feature packed 

and thanks to its incredible battery 

life, has made the job of picking a 

sports watch just got tougher.

Super sports

T3 RATES Excellent battery life, 
lightweight, fits in neatly with 

the Garmin ecosystem

T3 SLATES Feels a bit plastic-y, 
notifications could be better

T3 SAYS Triathletes and anyone 
who takes multisport seriously 

should seriously consider this 

brilliant performer  

Ideal for 
triathletes and 
packed with 
useful features

GOT THE SMARTS
The 735XT has a touch 

of smartwatch about it, 

including weather reports, 

text and call notifications 

and calendar appointments
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he TabPro S is one of the 

slickest 2-in-1 tablets 

we’ve ever laid our hands 

on. With an aluminium-

alloy frame running around the 

outside edge and a body that’s just 

6.3mm thick, this Windows 10 device 

is thinner than most fl agship phones. 

Weighing just 693g at its 12-inch size, 

it’s reasonably comfortable to hold 

one-handed — that can’t be said for 

many bigger tablets. 

Using one of Samsung’s Super 

AMOLED panels, the screen on this is 

gorgeous and fairly frugal, despite a 

2,160 x 1,440-pixel resolution that 

matches the best at this size. 

Inside, Samsung’s gone with one 

of Intel’s Core M processors that are 

specifi cally geared towards 2-in-1 

devices like this – it’s what’s in 

Apple’s mould-breaking 12-inch 

MacBook from 2015 – and it’s 

enough to handle almost any 

productivity or entertainment task 

you might want, barring hardcore PC 

gaming. For storage, you’ve got a 

128GB SSD that’s average in terms of 

performance – it almost exactly 

matched what HP has in its similar 

Spectre x2 2-in-1. 

Samsung has included a 

combined case/cover with the 

TabPro S that’s mostly praiseworthy 

– it’s easy to remove and with 

enough features to turn it into a 

laptop and also protect the tablet’s 

front and back from scratches. The 

keys are generously sized and the 

trackpad is just big enough so that 

it’s not frustrating to use. 

SAMSUNG TABPRO S

SPECIFICATIONS

SAMSUNG HAS DITCHED ANDROID FOR WINDOWS 10 TO TAKE ON MICROSOFT AT 
ITS OWN GAME WITH THE TABPRO S TABLET

T

PRICE From $1,499 URL www.samsung.com/au RESOLUTION 

2,160 x 1,440 WEIGHT 693g DIMENSIONS (H X W X D) 

198.8 x 290.3 × 6.3mm CHIPSET Intel Core M STORAGE 

128GB/256GB CAMERA 5MP rear, 5MP front

ABOVE You’ll get 
a day’s use out 
of the battery, 
and be able to 
type away for a 
good 90 minutes 
more than on a 
Surface Pro 4

The key benefi t of the way the 

stand works is that it provides a fl at 

base, meaning that, unlike the 

Surface Pros, you can actually 

balance it on your lap. Ergo, you can 

work with it while you’re on the 

couch, sitting at a presentation or on 

public transport. 

The TabPro S’s only signifi cant 

shortcoming is that there’s no stylus. 

Samsung’s revealed that a C-Pen 

stylus is on its way, but right now 

you’re left to stab at Windows 10 

with your fi ngers, and it’s a fi ddly 

and frustrating endeavour. With the 

stylus, though, the TabPro S has the 

muscle to be a real Surface killer. 

Surface tension

T3 RATES Brilliant battery life, 
neat cover-keyboard combo, the 

AMOLED screen is a beauty

T3 SLATES The keyboard needs a 
bit more room to breathe

T3 SAYS A slick 12-inch tablet 
with a great screen, but without 

a stylus, it falls short of being 

a true Surface competitor  

Superb battery 
life and ace cover 
make this a great 
two-in-one

KEYED UP
That keyboard’s praise-

worthy, though there’s no 

space between the back 

row and the bottom of the 

screen, so it’s touch cramped
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DESIGN  
An ‘if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it’ approach sees the 

X-Pro2 closely resembling the X-Pro1 for classic 

rangefinder-camera-type design and layout. The 

twin top-plate dials and four-sided magnesium- 

moulding construction lend it heft and durability.

FEATURES  
The big draws are a 24MP APS-C sensor and 

a processor four times faster than its forebear, 

plus an eye-level ‘hybrid’ viewfinder that can 

switch between an optical finder and a 2.3- 

million-dot-resolution real-time electronic view.

PERFORMANCE  
The X-Pro2 reacts like a pro-grade tool, quickly 

becoming an extension of your arm. Images pack 

plenty of detail within the frame. We enjoyed 

subtly boosting the natural colour performance 

by selecting the ‘Velvia’ Film Simulation mode.

USABILITY  
As the layout and button positioning positively 

encourage us to get hands-on, this is a camera 

that reveals its riches over time. It’s not one for 

picking up and being able to use straightaway; 

unless, that is, you owned the X-Pro1. 

 DESIGN 
The PEN-F takes its style cue from the original 

Olympus F. It’s Olympus’s first digital rangefinder-

style camera, so there are manual top- and 

front-plate dials and knobs aplenty. The milled- 

aluminium construction makes it light yet sturdy.

 FEATURES 
The PEN-F boasts the highest sensor resolution 

in the Olympus range (20MP). There’s also a 50MP 

composite-shot mode, five-axis anti-shake and 

the use of either a tilting LCD or a 2.36-million-

dot OLED viewfinder to compose your photos.

 PERFORMANCE 
Able to determine focus with a half-press 

of the shutter-release button, and write 

maximum-resolution photos to a removable 

SD card in a couple of seconds tops, the 

PEN-F operates like a professional camera.

 USABILITY 
Photography enthusiasts will relish the hands-

on approach promoted by the physical controls. 

However, newbies may need a little while to 

get used to a camera that encourages a more 

considered approach to creating images.

IS FUJI’S UPGRADE OF ITS PRO-TARGETED 
‘X’ CAMERA WORTH THE FOUR-YEAR WAIT?

OLYMPUS RESURRECTS A SIXTIES CLASSIC, 
BUT IS IT MORE COLD WAR THAN HOT STUFF?

$2,699 (BODY ONLY), FUJIFILM.COM.AU $1,799 (BODY ONLY), OLYMPUS.COM.AU

RATES Detailed, punchy pictures from a camera that 

feels built to last. It’s a sound – if pricey – choice.

SLATES The need to lift and twist the shutter-speed 

button to reveal hidden ISO settings is a tad fiddly.

RATES You can replace your phone’s camera and bulky 

DSLR with this swish, interchangeable-lens compact.

SLATES  The teeny backplate buttons feel like a 

sacrifice to achieve a smaller overall form factor.

2nd 1st

R E T R O - S T Y L E D  C A M E R A S

Olympus PEN-FFujifilm X-Pro2 Vs
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his may be the best value 

4K TV you can get right 

now. The C1 from TCL 

starts at 55-inches and 

only gets bigger from corner to 

corner, yet keeps a svelte form front 

to back. The fl at screen variant is our 

pick, but for those that like to stand 

out – and don’t have to share the 

screen – a curved version also exists. 

From the outset you get a TV 

that’s a minimalist’s dream. A stick-

thin bezel frames the inky-black 

screen that’s propped up by two 

immovable feet (on the fl at screen, 

while the curved version is 

supported by a criss-cross base). 

Two remotes are included – one a 

specifi c media remote with a 

dedicated Netfl ix button, of course.

This media remote hints at a 

system to rival Samsung or LG – 

sadly, it does not. TCL has opted to 

make its own operating system 

based on Linux, and we’re a little 

curious why the company didn’t use 

a version based on Android. It means 

that apps will be few and far 

between, and you’ll be left to rely on 

a third-party box (say Apple TV, 

PlayStation 4, Xbox One or 

Chromecast) to get what you want. If 

you already have one lying around 

then this should be a sweetener.

Native 4K video and images sing 

here, and 1080p Blu-rays also come 

up rosy, for the most part. Sure, 4K 

movies and shows are in their 

infancy, but more are coming. With 

the video settings tweaked you’ll fi nd 

a competent screen will minimal blur, 

TCL 55C1US

SPECIFICATIONS

ON THE PIXELS-PER-DOLLAR RATIO THE TCL C1 TROUNCES THE COMPETITION, 
BUT IS IT ENOUGH TO MAKE IT A WINNER?

T

PRICE From $1,799 URL www.tclelectronics.com.au 

SCREEN Ultra HD LED edge lit LCD SIZE 55 inches 

(also available in 65 inches CONNECTIVITY Ethernet, 

Wi-Fi, three x USB, four x HDMI TUNERS Aerial

ABOVE You get 
a lot of screen 
for the money. 
T3’s long-term 
test unit is 
primarily for 
video games

though it shows off a blue-ish hue if 

the colour and contrast are jacked up 

too high, and there’s an amount of 

banding in particularly dark scenes. 

The sound will suffi ce until you 

fi nally, sensibly, wed the unit to your 

surround sound system, and look at 

the capable unit laid out before you. 

Best give it three and a half stars, eh?

Ultra HD, small budget 

T3 RATES Great value, and more 
than capable for native 4K and 

regular Blu-rays

T3 SLATES Limited app support, 
obvious banding

T3 SAYS A monstrous screen for 
the asking price, and a solid 

first step to future-proofing 

your home setup

TUNING IN
You can record free-to-air 

TV shows using a USB stick 

plugged into the screen, 

though anything less than HD 

will look a bit blob-like
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espite the proliferation 

of hipster beards and 

whatever the hell is going 

on with Ben Affl eck’s face, 

most of us need a clean shave at least 

once in a while. Wet shaving is an 

option, sure, but without the requisite 

preparation and a steady hand, 

it’s easy to look like you’ve gone 

ten rounds with Freddy Krueger.

Electric shavers, whether foil or 

rotary, give a close, consistent shave 

with little skin irritation, no gunky 

mess or the need to replace blades 

regularly. Most can be used in the 

shower or bath, too. 

When using electric shavers, 

it’s best to move the shaver against 

the hair grain, using small, slow 

movements, rather than forcing the 

shaver through the hair, particularly 

on your neck. That’s how T3 worked 

it with each of the following electric 

shavers, helping us to see clearly how 

these hair-strimming beasts stack up.

Blades 
of glory

Words: Paul Taylor, Chris Barnes 
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SUPER SIX

THE TIME HAS COME TO SAY NO 
TO BLUNT BLADES AND RAZOR 
BURN, AND SHARPEN UP YOUR 
FACIAL GROOMING WITH THESE 
PREMIUM ELECTRIC SHAVERS

BRAUN WATERFLEX WF2S 
WET & DRY
$199, braun.com

 For those that want the comfort and familiairty 

of a wet shave but with the convenience of an 

electric, behold this wonder. The swivelling head 

works best when you’re lubricated (though it’ll still 

cut a close shave when you’re dry), be it with water 

or gel. Remarkably, it’s rated to be waterproof to 

five metres. For the price you don’t get a base, 

which is a little disappointing, though you do get a 

‘tache and beard trimmer. This one feels like it’s 

been built for big hands with the textured grip, and 

one hour at the plug affords 45 minutes of shaving. 

02 ONE FOR TRAVELLERS

PHILIPS SERIES 
9000 S9161 
$499.95, philips.com.au

 Beautifully weighted and designed, the S9161 

feels supremely comfortable in the hand. It’s 

powerful, too, meaning it does the hard work 

to save your face and neck from taking the brunt. 

Flexible 8x directional heads ensure that no hair 

escapes, while V-Track precision blades position 

each hair for optimum cutting, whatever their 

length. There’s also an adjustable click-on stubble 

trimmer in case you want to keep some light scruff. 

The SmartClean station keeps the shaver charged, 

cleaned, lubricated and ready for each shave.

01 ONE FOR DESIGN FREAKS

VIDAL SASSOON LITHIUM- 
PRO BEARD TRIMMER
$139.95, vsformen.com.au

 If the baby-faced look isn’t your bag, the 

Lithium-Pro will keep your rugged facial hair 

tidy. It’ll work on your back, chest and other 

‘personal’ grooming areas, too. The comb guide 

has an astonishing 15 lengths, coming off 

completely if you want to take it all back to zero, 

and even when it’s at its limit guides like a train on 

tracks. However, there’s no method to catch your 

loose follicles, so it clogs up with longer hair and 

requires regular cleaning. It also comes with a 

charging base, though it’s very basic.

03 ONE FOR STUBBLE AFICIONADOS

D
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SCHICK HYDRO 5 
GROOMER
$17.95, schick.com.au

 Electric shavers can be pricey, but you can 

save money with the Hydro 5 Groomer, a neat 

combo of wet and dry shaving. It’s primarily a burly 

wet-shave razor with a rubberised grip for added 

precision, but with an AAA battery installed and 

the power trimmer attached, it becomes a stubble 

slicer with three comb lengths. The Schick offer 

precision edging with its five blade. It’s not the 

most efficient or robust option on test, but it’s a 

fraction of the cost of the nearest electric shaver, 

and it delivers on its promise.

 Select 
ELECTRIC SHAVERS

04 ONE FOR BUDGET GROOMERS
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REMINGTON RECHARGEABLE 
SHAVER PR1236AU
$49.95, remington-products.com.au

 This is the cheaper of our two rotary shavers 

on test, and it’s exceptional value though rather 

basic. Each of the three cutting heads flex in and 

out to trace the contours of your face, and packs 

dual-track blades for an enhanced trim, but we 

needed to revisit the same facial areas a number of 

times before achieving a satisfactory cut; longer 

hair was a chore. There’s a pop-up trimmer on the 

rear for getting those sideburns just so. On a full 

charge you’ll get 30 minutes of run-time, and a 

cloth storage pouch is included.

06 ONE FOR LATE RISERS

PANASONIC ES-LV6N
$549.95, panasonic.com/au

 The six-direction suspension system ensures 

that the foil head glides over the skin, leaving five 

blades (including 30-degree, polished, sharp-

edged inner blades) to keep your shave close. 

The motor inside drives 14,000 cycles per minute 

and offers a smooth and extremely close shave 

– even if you’re currently rocking a face full of 

unruly bristles. The shaver styling won’t be to 

everyone’s tastes, but the LED charge monitor and 

charging dock are sure-fire winners. Wet and dry 

usage and a travel-lock function are welcome, 

plus it comes with a semi-rigid carry case. 

05 ONE FOR FUNCTION OVER FORM
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omestic drones have 

become huge business 

for brands like DJI, 

Parrot and 3D Robotics, 

these stylish, app-connected aerial- 

photography quadcopters giving 

thrill-seekers an alternative to 

strapping on a GoPro, and opening 

up new doors for extreme selfi es. 

But now, a new kind of drone is 

taking to the skies. Over the past 18 

months or so, we’ve seen a number of 

‘autonomous’ drones being launched 

via Kickstarter. That means no complex 

controls to learn – these drones will 

follow your every move, hands-free, 

whether you’re thrashing down a 

mountain on a bike or shredding 

deep powder on an Alpine black run. 

On paper, the most powerful of 

these drones is the Hexo+. So how 

does it measure up in terms of build 

quality, performance and price? A key 

difference with the Hexo+ is its six 

arm-mounted propellers, which make 

it a hexacopter rather than the more 

common quadcopter design. The 

long plastic body is reminiscent of 

Air Force drones you see on the news. 

Despite its ample size, the Hexo+ is 

light enough to be transported to 

locations off the beaten track – even 

with the GoPro-compatible gimbal 

attached and a li-po battery installed. 

EASY SET-UP
Assembly is a cinch. Slide the two 

plastic landing gears into place, screw 

the colour-coded propellers onto the 

motors, attach the gimbal to the rails 

on the drone’s belly and plug in the 

gimbal’s power cable. This exposed 

cable might not survive a bumpy 

landing, but built-in safety features 

should ensure that every landing is 

soft. Still, we’d expect a slicker, more 

integrated design seeing as we’re 

splashing out close to $1,400.

The battery slots neatly inside the 

rear of the drone, and charging takes 

just over an hour via an aftermarket 

eCube charger. The charger connects 

SPECIFICATIONS

IS THE WORLD READY FOR AUTONOMOUS DRONES TO DOMINATE THE SKIES? T3 SPENDS SOME QUALITY 
TIME WITH THE SELF-FLYING, KICKSTARTER-BACKED HEXO+ TO FIND OUT…

D
to the mains via (in our case) a US plug 

converted with an AC adaptor, and the 

battery is connected to the charger 

via a balance cable. These cables are 

standard fare in the RC world but, as 

we all strive to go cable- and clutter-

free, two separate cables and an 

adaptor for charging seems excessive. 

Hopefully, there will be a simplifi ed, 

Hexo-specifi c solution in the future.

Additional batteries cost $180 each, 

depending on the exchange rate. 

That’s cheaper than other brands, 

but still steep considering the average 

15 minutes of fl ight time per battery 

(dependent on conditions and which 

camera movements are selected). 

Flying without wings

PRICE US$999/$1,359 URL hexoplus.com WEIGHT 1.7kg 

(with gimbal and battery installed) CAMERA Compatible 

with GoPro MAX FLIGHT TIME 15 mins CHARGE TIME Approx 

one hour BATTERY 5,000mAh 3S li-po APP REQUIREMENTS 

Android 4.4 / iOS 8 and above RANGE 100m (in Follow 

mode) MAX SPEED 70km/h NAVIGATION GPS antenna

GOOD TO GO
The lightweight Hexo+ 

features tool-free 

removable propellers, 

slide-in/out 

landing gear and an 

easy-access battery 

port, so it can be 

packed down in minutes

ABOVE The six 

arm-mounted 

propellers 

promote in-

flight stability 

and therefore 

smoother footage

REVIEW
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 Select
HEXO+ SELF-FLYING DRONE

Autonomous drones like this 
open up exciting possibilities 
to aerial-photography fans 

POCKET PILOT
Operating the free Hexo+ 

app is child’s play compared 

with competitor apps. You’ll 

have the drone doing your 

bidding with little trouble  

AXIS OF AWESOME
The gimbal is a 

key element of the 

Hexo+. Reassuringly 

engineered, it offers 

tool-free installation 

and removal, plus 

responsive 3-axis 

stabilisation  

CAPTURE THE ACTION
GoPro compatibility 

means you can shoot in 

4K up to 30fps – even 

in low light – and film 

for as long as your 

MicroSD storage allows
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The Hexo+ uses a phone’s GPS 

position via the free Hexo+ app, along 

with four other sensors (accelerometer, 

gyroscope, barometer, magnetometer) 

to pinpoint where the subject is and 

how it’s moving to ensure optimum 

tracking and framing. It takes just 21 

seconds from switching the drone on 

to it syncing with GPS, and connecting 

your phone to the drone via Bluetooth 

is simple as. When you fi rst open the 

app, there are some simple pre-fl ight 

checks – and, of course, you’ll need 

to agree to the conditions of use.  

Before shooting your fi rst frames, 

conduct a few test runs to learn how 

the Hexo+ goes about its business. 

When you select one of the 12 available 

camera movements – we started with 

a predictable Hover Close – the drone 

takes off and makes four 90-degree 

turns to calibrate before fl ying into 

Shooting. Highlights include Hover 

High, where the drone sits directly 

above you, taking in a huge amount 

of the landscape and moving with the 

smartphone-wielding subject on the 

ground. Shooting with this setting on 

a snow-capped mountain or golden 

beach would look incredible. 

The panoramic 360, Fly In/Out 

and Slide Sideways modes will all 

perfectly capture the moment when 

you conquer your next mountain peak. 

They could also add quirky angles to 

an outdoor wedding video.

Follow Me is the most spectacular 

mode and the main reason to buy this 

drone. We tested it by hurtling down a 

sloping fi eld on a mountain bike. High 

winds added even more for the Hexo+ 

to tackle, but it kept pace, those six 

propellers working hard to maintain 

stability. Reaction to sudden bursts of 

The alternatives

The speed of the Hexo+ 
is impressive 

Gimbal accuracy means 
amazing footage

With spare batteries and 
a GoPro, it isn’t cheap

DJI PHANTOM 4
 DJI has hit a home 

run with its latest 

domestic drone. 

ActiveTrack technology 

recognises the 

subject and will follow 

automatically. Groundbreaking obstacle-avoidance 

tech means it won’t hit anything in the process.

$2,399, dji.com

3D ROBOTICS 
SOLO

 The Solo is a GoPro 

shooter with bags 

of power, intelligent 

technology and 

some fantastic 

auto-shooting/flying functions that remove the 

headache of needing a pilot’s skill to master.  

$920 (with gimbal but no camera), 3dr.com

AIRDOG
 An autonomous 

alternative to the 

Hexo+, and another 

Kickstarter success. 

The AirDog is foldable 

for transportation, 

works with a GoPro and tracks you via a wearable 

tracking device rather than a smartphone. 

US$1,599 ($2,173), airdog.com

position, where it hovers, ready to 

execute the camera movement. 

We can’t emphasise enough how 

quickly this process happens, and if 

space is limited, the drone will crash. 

Once you get a feel for how the 

Hexo+ reacts, you can choose the best 

spots to fi lm, but it’s safe to say that 

trees and power lines are a no-no for 

this device. Hexo says that “obstacle- 

avoidance tech available today isn’t 

quite cutting it in our eyes”, but DJI’s 

new Phantom 4 has surely moved this 

to the top of the company’s to-do list.

QUIRKY ANGLES

That aside, the fun really begins when 

you’re comfortable with the drone and 

ready to shoot. Camera movements 

are selected by a single tap within the 

app menu; the drone fl ies into position 

and awaits your command to Start 

REVIEW

TOP GoPros mount 

to the gimbal 

via a Velcro 

strap 

ABOVE LEFT 

Colour-coded 

propellers screw 

onto the 

motors without 

the need for  

any tools

ABOVE RIGHT The 

free Hexo+ app is 

your main source 

of control 

for the drone, 

with 12 options 

for camera 

movement at your 

fingertips

3D ROBOTICS 
SOLO

shooter with bags 

of power, intelligent 

technology and 

ActiveTrack technology 
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speed or movement is instant, and the 

gimbal’s 3-axis stabilisation keeps the 

camera fi xed fi rmly on the subject. 

Connection between drone and 

smartphone is consistently strong, 

and there’s no noticeable difference in 

drone refl ex whether the phone is in 

your hand, or stowed in your pocket 

or backpack. Initially, it’s disconcerting 

being followed by an autonomous 

drone, and the instinct is to keep 

looking up for reassurance that it’s 

there, but the drone’s movements are 

precise and eventually trust takes over.

GoPros are still the leading action 

cameras, and the latest Hero 4 Black 

delivers optimum resolution and frame 

rate, so you know your footage will be 

great. Plus, you can upgrade in the 

future – something that can’t be said 

for fi xed-camera drones. This does, 

however, mean that after buying the 

drone, you can’t fi lm anything until 

you shell out for a GoPro.

With the drone airborne, camera 

movements can be easily changed via 

the app, and an impending software 

update will enable users to customise 

and combine movements for unique 

shots. This means there’s no real need 

to land the drone for the entirety of 

a battery’s life, unless you decide to 

change location. Also, there’s no 

facility to control the GoPro from your 

smartphone after take-off (the camera 

is strapped to the gimbal, as opposed 

Hexo promises quarterly fi rmware 

and app updates, and we’ve already 

caught wind of a forthcoming 

function called Magic Wand, which 

will open the drone up to Minority 

Report-style gesture control from your 

smartphone. We’d also love the option 

to map GPS points within the app 

(as offered by DJI’s Waypoints fl ight 

mode). Time will tell how much scope 

there is for these types of upgrade. 

Kickstarter products are rarely 

perfect from version 1.0, and it’s still 

early days for the Hexo+, but this 

is an impressive foundation for the 

fl edgling brand to build upon. The 

price may prove too high for some 

people, but the Hexo+ is an exciting 

product with bags of potential. 

T3 RATES The gimbal tracks the 
subject accurately. Six propellers 

mean more stability. The app is 

simple to use and glitch-free.

T3 SLATES It comes at a hefty 
price. Charging could be refined 

and the battery life improved. 

There’s no obstacle-avoidance tech. 

T3 SAYS If aerial photography 
is your thing but flying drones 

aren’t, this is the one for you. 

to any wired connection), so you must 

switch the camera on and set it to 

record before the Hexo+ is in the air. 

This also means you’ll need to be 

happy sifting through footage, and 

cutting take-off, landing and re-

positioning sequences from edits. 

SUPERB RESULTS

One of the biggest problems we’ve 

experienced with other drones is that 

with forward motion the drone tilts, 

the gimbal angles to accommodate 

this shift and the propellers encroach 

on camera footage. Thankfully, 

the Hexo+’s props are smaller and 

positioned deliberately higher than 

the camera, eradicating this problem. 

The main focus for the drone is to 

capture great footage, and, combined 

with the stability of the body, the 

accurate movement of the gimbal and 

the ability of the GoPro Hero 4, our 

footage kept up with the subject at all 

times, producing superb results. We 

tested in a fi eld on an overcast day, 

but the possibilities are limited only by 

your access to photogenic locations, 

the weather and your imagination. 

Autonomy has its place, then, 

but what about those who want 

to feel a controller in their hands? 

Well, while autonomous fl ight is this 

drone’s modus operandi, it’s also 

compatible with an RC controller, 

should you wish to fl y manually. 

NEED FOR SPEED
Feeling feisty? The Hexo+ tops 

out at 73km/h. You’ll need a steep 

hill to blast down to get your 

bike moving that fast, though

� e drone’s 
movements 
are so precise, 
you quickly 
learn to trust it 



hoosing a fi tness band is 

highly personal, especially 

if it’s your fi rst. Your fi tness 

goals are unique to you, so 

the fancy tracker your mate’s rocking 

at the gym might not be suitable at this 

point in your journey. When overhauling 

your fi tness, small changes snowball 

into big results, and each of the bands 

here will ease you into the world of 

activity tracking, encouraging you to 

set fi tness goals – then smash them. 

Although looks are important – 

and we touch on that area where 

appropriate – we’ve rated each band 

according to its brains, ease of use, 

app functionality and price. Whether 

you’re buying a beginner-friendly 

band for yourself or for someone else, 

check these out before you spend…

Words: Claire Davies, Paul Taylor

SUPER SIX

WITH SO MANY BEGINNER-FRIENDLY FITNESS 
BANDS AROUND, HOW DO YOU KNOW WHICH TO 
BUY? T3 HELPS YOU TAKE YOUR FIRST STEPS…

FITBIT ALTA
$199.95, fitbit.com/au

 Need motivation to move? Fitbit’s 24/7 tracker 

will oblige. The Alta is obsessed with steps, and 

parties hard (the display changes) when you hit 

your daily goal. Five-day battery life is decent, 

and the Alta’s SmartTrack feature is handy – when 

you start moving, it automatically starts tracking. 

The original strap blows, but the Alta has an 

interchangeable band design, so buy and swap 

in another. The display is also hit-and-miss – 

a double-tap should wake it up, but that wasn’t 

always the case – and we had issues with 

readability of smartphone notifications in sunlight.

01 THE DRILL SERGEANT

POLAR A360
$299, polar.com

 A 3.5-star band with a bright, scrolling display, 

the A360 tracks activity through various exercises. 

Tap the My Day icon to view steps count and calories 

burned, or the Heart Rate icon for on-demand 

readings. Inactivity alerts come in the form of a 

vibration, with alerts logged as shameful inactivity 

badges. The Training mode (with timer) was an ally 

during our HIIT workout, and being waterproof to 

30 metres makes the band swim-friendly. Delivering 

timely smartphone notifications, and a lack of 

on-board GPS, are the A360’s weak spots, but 

there’s plenty for sporty beginners to chew on.

03 THE CARDIO ENTHUSIAST

GARMIN VIVOFIT 3
$159, buy.garmin.com/en-AU

 This new fitness-and-sleep tracker has a soft 

spot for cycling, running and swimming, breaking 

data down into time, distance and either pace 

(cycling, running) or SWOLF (swimming). Press the 

Home button to scroll through steps count, distance 

and calories burned, or hold it down to activate 

the stopwatch. Water-resistant and with a year’s 

battery life, there’s not much to complain about 

here, except that tiny display and the fact that 

it doesn’t always auto-sync with Garmin Connect. 

The app offers stats galore, plus the ability to 

create custom workouts and challenge other users.

02 THE BUDDING TRIATHLETE

C

BEST FOR
MOTIVATION

Introducing
 the band

01 THE DRILL SERG
E
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T

BEST FOR
BATTERY
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 Select 
BEGINNERS’ FITNESS BANDS

BEST FOR

PRICE

THE MISFIT RAY
$99 ($143.40), misfit.com

 Water-resistant to 50 metres, and built to 

run for up to six months on a new battery, the Misfit 

Ray is the most subtle tracker on test. Packing 

a tri-axis accelerometer, a multi-coloured LED 

and a vibration motor, it tracks steps, calories, 

distance and sleep. It automatically recognises 

when you’ve been plugging away at one activity 

(ie walking) for an extended period, and (via 

the app) you can tag nine different activities, 

including yoga and football. There’s no display on 

the aluminium body, so notifications, including 

wake-up alarm, are translated into vibrations.  

04 THE COVERT OPERATOR
 

MICROSOFT BAND 2
$379.99, microsoft.com

 The Band 2 is a real couch-to-5K-finishing-line 

affair, with optical heart-rate monitoring to 

boot. Stuffed with 11 sensors, including GPS and 

a barometer (for measuring elevation gains), 

the band will continuously track your activity 

and sleep. Data is fed into the Microsoft Health 

platform, giving you a constant picture of your 

evolving wellbeing. The curved AMOLED screen is 

bright and responsive, steps tracking is accurate, 

and the ability to schedule ‘move now’ reminders 

is thoughtful. Downers? It’s pricey and not 

waterproof – but these are hardly deal-breakers.

06 THE WELLBEING GURU

JAWBONE UP2
$169, jawbone.com

 The Jawbone Up3 may have more features, but 

the Up2 has it beat for simplicity and value, thanks 

to a small but significant upgrade. That picture 

above shows off the redesigned version with a thin 

strap that improves upon the original’s much-

berated buckle. For well under $200 you get 

automatic sleep tracking with a smart alarm that 

wakes you in the lighter part of your slumber. Refer 

to the app (there is no screen on this splash-proof 

unit) and the data is rich with stats on how active 

– or inactive – you were during the day, plus the 

battery will last you for a week between charges. 

05 THE AFFORDABLE ALL-ROUNDER
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T
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ow. That’s the one 

pervasive thought 

running through our 

minds after fi nishing 

the fi nal chapter of the Uncharted 

franchise. With those credits 

rolling, we’re left trying to catch 

our breath. We’ve just been treated 

to some of the most elaborate 

and adrenaline-pumping action 

sequences ever coded; new yet 

totally vital platforming mechanics 

that work in tandem with a fresh, 

open perspective on level design, 

and a fi ttingly Naughty Dog (ND) 

conclusion to the Uncharted saga.

Wow. Seriously, wow.

Uncharted 4: A Thief’s End is, 

without a hint of hyperbole, one 

of the best games you’ll ever have 

the pleasure of playing. On a sheer 

visual level alone, ND has shown us 

just what the PS4 can really do. 

With only the rarest drop in frames, 

NAUGHTY DOG’S FINAL TREASURE-SEEKING ADVENTURE 
TAKES THE SERIES OUT IN SERIOUSLY IMPRESSIVE STYLE TOP Every location, 

object and 
character oozes an 
artistic flair that 
feels emphatically 
Naughty Dog

$99.95; PS4  

GAMES

G A M E  O F  T H E  M O N T H !

W

 Uncharted 4: 
A Thief’s End

we’re treated to rolling vistas that 

put previous entries to shame, the 

sheer power of current-gen tech 

offering the most fi lmic interactive 

experience we’ve ever seen. 

Even the facial movements 

of the characters overshadow the 

likes of Batman: Arkham Knight 

and the impressive Quantum 

Break – lines tightening in Drake’s 

eyes as he smiles, muscles 

stiffening under skin during combat, 

and almost perfect lip-syncing. 

Like practically everything ND 

does, it’s a masterclass in virtual 

craftsmanship. Oh, and the lighting 

– just look at that lighting!

You can feel the DNA of previous 

games running through the cells 

of Uncharted 4 at every turn, 

too. From grin-inducing Easter 

eggs placed front and centre, 

to moments reminiscent of those 

classic Uncharted moments (yes, 

a giant armoured car will chase 

you more than once; and yes, you’ll 

almost certainly have to climb 

up a vehicle while it hangs over 

a cliff), Uncharted 4 feels less like 

a ‘best of’ and more of a heartfelt 

remembrance of a storied history.

The Last Of Us is here, too, living 

in the quiet and effective moments 

– co-directors Neil Druckmann and 

Bruce Straley bringing a potent 

human drama that helps take the 

Uncharted narrative to its most 

logical conclusion. Our emotion 

glands aren’t shredded like they 

were during Joel and Ellie’s 

adventure, but we do see Drake, 

Elena, Sully and co with new eyes; 

it adds an emotional resonance 

that makes previous entries seem 

like sitcoms by comparison.

Not everything works, though. 

Sam – Drake’s hitherto-unmentioned 

older brother – isn’t the revelation 

we were hoping for. As you fi ght, 
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T3 RATES While its story doesn’t 
hold up, the motion-capture acting 

hits a new seal of emotionally 

charged quality.

T3 SLATES The multi-player modes 
are fun but don’t feel like an 

essential part of the franchise.

T3 SAYS Grand in both scope and 
execution, Uncharted 4: A Thief’s 

End is the most engrossing action 

adventure you can play today.

TOP LEFT Look at the 
detail on Drake’s 
face – everything 
from wrinkles to 
grey hairs give 
the cast a truly 
lifelike appearance

TOP RIGHT Just like 
The Last Of Us, 
expect some truly 
rewarding moments 
hidden in the most 
unexpected of places

ABOVE Lighting is 
on-point throughout 
– you’ll be blinded 
with effects that 
give The Witcher 3 
a run for its money

LEFT While U4 isn’t 
open-world, certain 
levels do offer 
multiple routes 
to complete the 
same objective

You can feel the DNA 
of previous games 
running through its 
cells at every turn 
climb, drive and swing your way 

through Nate’s fi nal adventure, 

Sam never feels like a vital part of 

the Uncharted mythos; neither 

charming nor particularly interesting 

(even with the dependable Troy 

Baker under his skin, providing voice 

work), he feels surplus to the needs 

of the story, an inadequate attempt 

at fl eshing out Nate by contrasting 

his journey against another.

As nullifying as Nate’s brother 

can be, the adventure you’ll face 

together is simply breathtaking. 

Sure, there’s still the over-reliance 

on a gunplay that doesn’t feel 

wholly satisfying, but there’s just 

so much else to do. A new grappling 

hook adds brilliant rope-swinging 

action to the mix, while a picot 

(think Lara’s pick-axe from the 

rebooted Tomb Raider) and lots 

of sliding down slopes turns the 

environmental platforming into 

something akin to Prince Of Persia’s 

juggling acrobatics.

Uncharted 4: A Thief’s End 

does feel a little too long in places, 

and ultimately you could probably 

shave off a couple of chapters 

and not lose any of its potency, 

but that doesn’t mean you’ll ever 

get bored of it. Not for a second. 

This really is one of the best 

games you’ll ever play, an instant 

classic that’ll rightfully live long 

in the memory. So long, Drake.

 ASSASSIN’S CREED IV: 
BLACK FLAG
What better way to fill the galley of 

your 17th-century ship with treasure 

than by attacking and pillaging others?  

$29.95; PC, PS3, PS4, X360, Xbox One

 THIEF II: THE METAL AGE
Forget that will-sapping 2014 remake 

that nobody wanted – you simply can’t 

beat the medieval larceny of the still- 

incredible second game on the PC.

$13.99; PC

 SPELUNKY
The Indiana Jones-aping world of indie 

hit Spelunky is a treasure hunter’s 

dream as you descend into its relic-

filled, procedurally generated caves.

From $6.99; PC, PS3, PS4, PS Vita, X360

 TOMB RAIDER II
Not the original but still the best, 

the second outing for Lara Croft 

retooled her controls, improved the 

graphics and set it all in a magical 

tomb beneath the Great Wall of China.

From $1.77; Google Play, PC, PS One 

LOOTING 
TREASURE
Fill your bag with swag 
in these little gems

B E ST GA M E S FOR ...
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T3 RATES Those 21 characters. 
Each one feels emphatically 

different in terms of speed, 

balance and impact.

T3 SLATES Some characters, like 
the rifle-toting Widowmaker,  

can feel overbalanced at times.

T3 SAYS One of those rare games 
that lives up to the hype, 

Overwatch gives the multi-player 

FPS crowd a much-needed injection 

of personality and mayhem.

ABOVE Overwatch already has over ten 
million players, who between them have 
logged around 130 million hours of play 

GAMES

laying Blizzard’s latest 

slice of multi-player 

mayhem is a bit like 

playing Russian Roulette 

with your spare time. It always 

starts innocently enough – “I’ll  

just play a couple of matches,”  

you say as you select from one  

of Overwatch’s 21 characters.  

Then you look at your watch  

and realise that nine hours have 

passed and your dinner has 

charred to a crisp in the oven.  

It’s a proverbial rabbit hole of a 

game, and an addictive one at that.

You can’t move a digital footstep 

without colliding with a shooter – 

and especially multi-player-focused 

ones – on the PC and current-gen 

consoles, so it seems Blizzard took a 

risk to enter such a crowded and 

innocuous genre. But Overwatch’s 

six-against-six team set-up has one 

thing in abundance that so many 

other multi-player shooters lack – 

personality. With years spent crafting 

memorable worlds, characters and 

races in World Of Warcraft, Heroes 

Of The Storm and Hearthstone, 

Blizzard knows that its take on the 

MMOFPS has to stand out from the 

crowd – and boy, does it do that.

Overwatch
BLIZZARD MAKES ITS FIRST FORAY INTO MULTI-PLAYER 
SHOOTERS – AND CONJURES UP A SUREFIRE HIT

Every character comes with  

their own selection of weapons, 

abilities and special moves, so  

you’re no longer irked by players 

with over-stuffed loadouts. You  

can even swap characters at any 

time, slipping between four classes 

(Tank, Support, Defence, Offence) 

mid-game if a certain set-up isn’t 

working. With a focus on playing 

together as a team to complete 

objectives, rather than simply killing 

one another endlessly, inding the 

right role that complements the 

group encourages a broader 

spectrum of skills and tactics 

beyond who has the best K/D ratio.

This being a Blizzard game,  

there are charming little moments 

wherever you turn – each map is  

a colourful treat that instantly 

reminds you of World Of Warcraft 

and the likes of Team Fortress 2,  

with each one designed to force 

both tense encounters and wily 

ambushes. There are plenty of  

choke points, but also enough side 

routes and cover points to turn  

any match in the favour of lateral-

thinking players. Being able to  

set up defences before each match 

is also a nice touch, giving each 

encounter an almost RTS feel.

Overwatch has become 

something of a phenomenon, and 

with good reason. It can be tough  

to begin with, as you ind your feet 

with certain characters and learn  

to adapt to the game’s ever-shifting 

tactics. But once you get into that 

groove, it turns into an endless font 

of legal highs. Chuck in plenty of 

customisable costumes and 

animations – dropped as loot after 

every match – and you’ve got a 

recipe for endless, bullet-ridden fun.

BELOW You can 
even ‘like’ the 
achievements of 
other players, 
keeping up 
that sense of 
camaraderie 

$99.95; PC, PS4, Xbox One (platform reviewed)

P

TOP Players can use 
the same character, 
but finding the 
right balance is 
the key to success 
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S E V EN HOT A PP S FOR …

BROWSING 
THE NEWS

Keep abreast of news and culture from 

across the globe with this stylish yet 

informative online newspaper. 

$8.33 per month; App Store, Google Play

Subscribe for free and get world-

class reports tuned to your interests 

in this clean and stylish app.

Free; App Store, Google Play 

Enjoy some of the best broadsheet 

journalism from the US with a free 

trial to the WSJ’s digital-edition app.

Free (trial); App Store, Google Play

You get all of the site’s news for free, 

but stump up for the premium version 

to get the daily crossword! 

IAP; App Store, Google Play 

Vice.com’s controversial yet 

entertaining articles are repackaged 

into a sleek – and free – mag format.

Free; App Store, Google Play

Get your fix of economic and political 

commentary. Select stories are free, 

or you can subscribe for full access.

Free; App Store, Google Play

Do you like a bucket-load of sarcasm 

with your news? Enjoy The Onion’s 

sardonic take on world affairs for free.

Free; Google Play

 01 
NEWSWEEK

 02 
BBC NEWS

 03 
WALL STREET JOURNAL

 04 
THE GUARDIAN

 05
VICE MAGAZINE

 06 
THE ECONOMIST

 07 
THE ONION

Get up-to-the-minute 
global headlines at 
your fingertips with 
these must-have titles 

ABOVE It’s a new 
take on the whole 
“Tidy your room 
and you can watch 
Doctor Who” concept

GAMIFY YOUR EVERYDAY TASKS AND  
BECOME A MASTER OF PRODUCTIVITY

Habitica

At its core, Habitica is 

a time-management 

app that aims to take 

the age-old chore of 

making lists, and transform it into 

a proper RPG-style levelling system. 

That might sound a bit out-there 

if you’re not a gamer (where every 

title, from racers to fi ghters, has 

some form of RPG trope), but in a 

productivity app the gamifi cation 

angle makes a lot of sense.

In keeping with that RPG vibe, 

once you’ve set up an account, you 

can create and customise your own 

avatar, which will represent you in 

the Habitica community. It’s now all 

about keeping your avatar fi t, healthy 

and rich by adding tasks to your 

itinerary. Think of it like a quest log 

based on your everyday activities – 

set a task, complete it and you’ll 

begin to level-up. Completing 

tasks will also earn you ‘gold’, which 

can be spent on in-game items 

(such as mounts for your avatar 

to ride, or new gear for them to 

wear). A word of warning, though: 

failure to complete a task will see 

your avatar’s health deteriorate, 

so you’d better not be lazy!

Turning to-do lists into a game 

needn’t be a solo affair, either 

– you can party-up with other 

users attempting a similar task, 

and battle it together. It’s never 

been more fun to get things done. 

Free; App Store, Google Play

Free; App Store, Google Play

A P P  O F  T H E  M O N T H !

Boldomatic presents 

itself as the “Instagram 

of text” – a slightly 

over-ambitious statement 

that only rings half-true. Part Tumblr, 

part Instagram, part Twitter, the 

app is all about sharing lyrics, poetry 

and your own lexical creations with 

the rest of the world.

The idea is simple: you create 

a line or two of thought-provoking 

text, choose colours for the words 

and background, add hashtags for 

visibility and post it to your feed. 

As with Twitter, you can browse 

a list of trending hashtags to read 

other people’s sentiments on a 

particular subject, and Boldomatic 

will set different missions each week, 

where you compete for “fame, 

glory and sexy rewards”. We dread 

to think what the last one entails.

Your statements can even be 

shared on other social-media 

platforms, or you can choose to 

post anonymously, then sit back 

and watch your wordy wisecracks 

strike a chord with the community.

GET LYRICAL WITH THIS TEXT-BASED 
SOCIAL-MEDIA APP THAT’S ALL ABOUT 
SHARING YOUR FINEST WORDPLAY

 BOLDOMATIC
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M OV I E  O F  T H E  M O N T H !

A L B U M  O F  T H E  M O N T H !

ENTERTAINMENT

ALIENS AND PSYCHOS ARE THE ORDER OF  
THE DAY IN THIS SUSPENSEFUL FOLLOW-UP

10 Cloverfield Lane

Seeing as it’s the  

blood relative of  

2008’s monster  

smash Cloverfield,  

we were expecting  

10 Cloverfield Lane  

to be kinda freaky. And it doesn’t 

disappoint in the weirdo stakes. 

The ilm begins with main 

character Michelle (Mary Elizabeth 

Winstead) walking out on her iancé. 

Travelling down a country lane at 

night, she gets run off the road by  

a truck. When she wakes from the 

accident, she’s hooked up to a drip, 

her leg is chained to a length of pipe, 

and she’s locked in a bunker with 

two guys, Howard (John Goodman) 

and Emmett (John Gallagher Jr)  

– and that’s when the ilm races  

into The Twilight Zone territory. 

Howard tells Michelle that  

after her accident, the world was 

exposed to a chemical attack by 

aliens. Emmett believes it, but 

Michelle is suspicious and wants out.  

After carefully digging around in 

Howard’s belongings, she makes  

a disturbing discovery. Suddenly, 

taking her chances against the 

outside world seems safer than 

staying underground. If you’re 

looking for a nail-biter that gets 

more deranged by the minute, ring 

the doorbell to 10 Cloverfield Lane.

BLU-RAY $29.99, DVD $22.99; RATED M

THE BEST  
NEW MUSIC

Psychedelic tie-dye  

rock from ex-Black 

Crowes frontman Chris 

Robinson. Narcissus 

Soaking Wet eases you in with its 

harmonica-tinged groove, Ain’t It 

Hard But Fair plays like a Seventies 

funk cut, and closer California Hymn 

rejoices with soulful gospel vocals. 

Pop-punk’s favourite 

sons are back with  

a revised line-up. It’s  

out with Tom DeLonge 

and in with Alkaline Trio’s Matt  

Skiba as Blink serve up a riotous 

16-track album. California peddles 

super-fast guitars and sing-along 

choruses, but isn’t afraid to break 

away from the trio’s trademark sound. 

He’s racked up awards 

for his blistering  

guitar-playing, but now 

Jeff Beck’s shrugging  

off his six-string-nerd persona 

and flexing his social-commentary 

muscles. Exploring blues, soul and 

electronica (yes, really), Loud Hailer 

is a splendidly diverse offering from 

one of rock’s elder statesmen.

Bear’s Den are Ivor 

Novello-nominated 

folk-rockers dealing in 

gorgeous harmonies, 

clever lyrics and acoustic rhythms. 

On this, their second album, they flirt 

with electronica (Auld Wives), revisit 

Americana (Red Earth & Pouring  

Rain) and stir souls with mournful 

offerings such as the epic Gabriel.

Since their fierce 2002 debut, 

Blackened Sky, Biffy Clyro 

have been uncompromising 

in pushing the boundaries of 

what a three-piece is capable 

of, invading the mainstream 

music world with angular  

riffs, time-bending grooves and huge, angsty 

hooks. Their latest opus, Ellipsis, is the thunderous 

sound of a band with a creative well that’s not  

so much spilling over as bursting wide open.

 01 THE CHRIS  
ROBINSON BROTHERHOOD:  
ANYWAY YOU LOVE...

 02 BLINK-182: 
CALIFORNIA

 03 JEFF BECK: 
LOUD HAILER

 04 BEAR’S DEN:  
RED EARTH & POURING RAIN

This month, we bathe  
our ears in folk, blues, 
electronica – and the 
return of Blink-182! 

L I ST EN TO T H I S!

BIFFY CLYRO:
ELLIPSIS

ABOVE A sci-fi/
horror mash-up, 10 
Cloverfield Lane is 
a real nail-biter

Album opener Wolves Of Winter, with its 

odd rhythm and tumbling pre-chorus drums, 

is menacing. The brash, funky riff that ignites 

Flammable is quickly underpinned by a tight,  

driving beat, while On A Bang is ferocious. But  

Biffy do mellow, too, with Re-Arrange flashing  

the soft underbelly of this razor-toothed rock trio.

Biffy Clyro are masters of unpredictability,  

and the frantic heavy-metal blast that closes  

out-and-out rocker Herex is a case in point.  

And this is exactly what these Scottish lads do:  

lull you with their finely tuned songs, before 

snapping your neck with g-force twists and turns.
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IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR 
THE VERY BEST TECH 
AVAILABLE TODAY, YOU’VE 
DEFINITELY COME TO THE 
RIGHT PLACE. 

T3 Elite is the best gadget-buying 

guide you’ll ever encounter. To 

create it, we’ve ruthlessly filtered all 

the categories that count, to bring 

you rock-solid recommendations. 

We’ve selected a Super Six 

of elite gear for each of the 

categories listed below. If 

something’s not included, we 

don’t rate it – it’s that simple. 

Each Super Six is ranked in order, 

so it’ll be easier for you to make 

an educated purchase.

And to ensure your next 

shopping trip is as straightforward 

as possible, we’ve also included 

useful buying advice, so you’ll get 

exactly what you’re paying for the 

next time you open your wallet.  

Inside
92  Smartphones
92  Tablets  
93  TVs
93  TV streamers 
95  Laptops

95  Cameras 
96  Home audio
96  Headphones
97  Smartwatches
97  Fitness trackers

Stay up to date 

with the latest 

gadget news and 

reviews online at 

techradar.com/au

ISSUE 173 /     
AUG/SEPT 16

ONLY THE BEST OF THE BEST – LOVINGLY 
CURATED BY OUR TEAM OF TECH EXPERTS

p96

ONLY THE BEST OF THE BEST – LOVINGLY 
CURATED BY OUR TEAM OF TECH EXPERTS

p97

Inside
92  Smartphones
92  Tablets
93  
93  

Stay up to date 

with the latest 

gadget news and 

reviews online at 

techradar.com/au
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SMARTPHONES / TABLETS

Smartphones Tablets
T H E SU PE R S I X T H E SU PE R S I X

APPLE iPAD AIR 2
www.apple.com/au/

PRICE From $599

The Air 2 is the fastest, best-looking and 

most feature-packed iPad yet. Starting 

at $599, it’s expensive since you’ll want 

more storage, but it’s worth every cent.

T3 SAYS Sleek, solid and a spectacular 

display – the Air 2 is a pleasure to use.

SAMSUNG TAB S2 8-INCH 
www.samsung.com 

PRICE From $569

Razor-thin at 5.6mm and super-light at 

265g, the Tab S2 features a 2,048 by 1,536 

pixel AMOLED display, 32GB of memory, 

tonnes of features and lots of power.

T3 SAYS Samsung’s best tablet is ultra-

portable and full of brilliant tech.

KINDLE OASIS
www.amazon.com

PRICE $449

The Oasis is clearly aimed at people who 

want the best regardless of price. Battery 

life takes a hit, and it’s expensive, but it’s 

faster, lighter and more impressive  than 

any other e-reader out there now.

T3 SAYS The best e-reader money can buy.

APPLE iPAD PRO
www.apple.com

PRICE From $899

It’s not a laptop replacement, but the iPad 

Pro is a supreme version of the iPad, with 

a massive screen plus awesome power 

and accessories. You’ll get the best media 

and apps experience you’ve ever had.

T3 SAYS The powerful Pro is a top tablet.

GOOGLE NEXUS 9
www.google.com.au/nexus 

PRICE From $479

An Android tablet without the manufacturer 

bloat, the Nexus 9 performs well and 

comes with some really premium touches. 

One of those, a 4:3-aspect screen, 

gives you more headroom on websites.

T3 SAYS The Nexus 9 is a top all-rounder.

SAMSUNG GALAXY
S7/S7 EDGE
www.samsung.com 

PRICE From $1,148.95 

The S7 duo are superbly designed phones 

with brilliant cameras, beautiful screens 

and some innovative additions.

T3 SAYS These Galaxies are simply the best 

phones of the year, whichever you go for.  

HTC 10
www.htc.com 

PRICE $1,099 

HTC finally delivers with its new handset, 

with loads of power, a responsive interface, 

great battery life and incredible audio 

capabilities. The camera is terrific, too.

T3 SAYS HTC’s flagship smartphone 

absolutely lives up to the hype.

APPLE iPHONE 
6s/6s PLUS
www.apple.com/au 

PRICE From $1,079

The best iPhone ever, now with 3D Touch 

technology, a beefed-up 12MP camera 

with 4K video, and added processor power. 

T3 SAYS The best iPhone ever made – it’ll 

make you consider giving up your Android.

SONY XPERIA X 
PERFORMANCE 
www.sonymobile.com/au

PRICE $999

Sony’s new Xperia X not only jumps a rung 

on the alphabet, but also upgrades the CPU 

to a Snapdragon 820, while maintaining the 

impressive 23MP camera of its predecessor. 

T3 SAYS A smart upgrade to the Xperia Z5.

LG G5
www.lg.com 

PRICE $1,099

Power, good looks and a great rear camera 

are joined by an innovative Magic Slot for 

adding accessories like an improved 

camera and a Hi-Res Audio module. 

T3 SAYS The most interesting phone you 

can buy right now, with great extras.

HUAWEI P9
consumer.huawei.com/au

PRICE $799

The P9 is one of the best-performing 

phones Huawei has ever made, with luxe 

Leica cameras and a fast fingerprint 

scanner. It’s battery life could be better.

T3 SAYS An affordable alternative to the 

likes of a Galaxy S7 or iPhone 6s.

 01 01
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To read more detailed reviews of these gadgets and lots more, visit techradar.com/au

Pro is a supreme version of the iPad, with 

a massive screen plus awesome power 

and accessories. You’ll get the best media 

and apps experience you’ve ever had.

T3 SAYS

with brilliant cameras, beautiful screens 

Nova Launcher
 One of the most tweakable 

home-screen replacements, Nova 

Launcher (free) offers a custom 

grid, infinite scrolling, plus fancy 

effects and launch animations. 

Plump for the Prime upgrade ($4.99), 

though: the home-screen gestures 

it offers will become indispensable.

Action Launcher 3
 There’s no need for a deluge 

of home-screen icons. Not if you 

embrace Action Launcher 3 (free). 

Its launch-bar system, which pops 

up a Windows Start Menu-style 

launch list for easy access to your 

most-beloved apps, leaves your 

home screen clear and clean.

Smart Launcher 3
 Smart Launcher 3 (free/$4.49)

proves that swiping through pages 

full of icons doesn’t have to be the 

done thing. It uses a simple icon- 

ring interface to intuitively present 

your most-used apps, and feels 

utterly different from its peers. If 

you want a real change, give it a try.

T3 SELECTS:
 ANDROID APP
 LAUNCHERS
WHY NOT SPRUCE UP 
YOUR SMARTPHONE OR 
TABLET WITH A FRESH, 
CUSTOM HOME SCREEN?

Sony’s new Xperia X not only jumps a rung 

on the alphabet, but also upgrades the CPU 

to a Snapdragon 820, while maintaining the 

SONY XPERIA Z3 
TABLET COMPACT
www.sony.com.au

PRICE FROM $499

This is a seriously light and skinny tablet, 

and it’s also waterproof. Sony’s custom 

Android software is a class act, too.

T3 SAYS A slickly styled tablet that’s 

perfect for using in the bath! 

 06
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 Elite 
TVs / TV STREAMERS

TV streamersTVs
T H E SU PE R S I X T H E SU PE R S I X

GOOGLE CHROMECAST
www.google.com

PRICE $59

A simple yet brilliant TV-streaming gadget 

that can do it all – and that includes casting 

a screen straight from your gadgets. 

There’s no remote; you use an app instead.

T3 SAYS Funky, simple and effective, this is 

a great alternative to the Roku streamers.

FETCH TV
fetchtv.com.au 

PRICE From $10

If you want a pay TV option but you don’t 

like what Foxtel’s offering, Fetch TV is a 

great choice, with integrated catch-up TV 

platforms like ABC iView and SBS On Demand.

T3 SAYS Perfect for Australians looking to 

get more out of their TV viewing habits. 

TELSTRA TV 
onlineshop.telstra.com.au

PRICE $109 

The Telstra TV is one of few streaming 

options in Australia and though it has fewer 

apps than the Chromecast, its Ethernet and 

HDMI ports mean there is no WiFi lag.

T3 SAYS A more stable but slightly less 

thorough media streaming experience.  

SAMSUNG UBD-K8500
www.samsung.com

PRICE $599

Samsung was the first to launch its 4K 

Blu-Ray player here and though its primary 

function is to play UltraHD, High Dynamic 

Range discs on the latest televisions, it also 

works perfectly well as a streaming hub. 

T3 SAYS Glorious overkill for TV thrills.

PANASONIC DMP-UB900
www.panasonic.com/au

PRICE ~$900 (September)

This 4K Blu-ray flagship player dazzles with 

UHD HDR. Expect awesome images and 

audio via 4K Blu-ray discs, with 4K Netflix 

and the ability to upscale HD content, too.

T3 SAYS Takes movie-viewing to the next 

level with Panasonic’s 4K Blu-ray player.

APPLE TV
www.apple.com/au/

PRICE From $269

Apple TV works flawlessly with Apple’s 

own-brand tech, meaning you’ll be able to 

peruse selected online content natively, 

and mirror any other content using AirPlay.

T3 SAYS A good option for integrating 

perfectly with other Apple devices.

LG 65EG960T 
lg.com/au

PRICE $8,999 

Proving that 4K and OLED are a winning 

combination, LG’s flagship TV with its 

toned-down curve will make the most of 

anything you care to watch. 

T3 SAYS This is the best television the 

Aussie dollar can currently buy.

SAMSUNG UA65KS9000W
www.samsung.com/au

PRICE $5,999

This flatscreen version of Samsung’s 

highest end SUHD television with its unique 

quantum dot technology provides LG’s OLED 

panels some stiff competition, especially 

when you factor in the price. 

T3 SAYS Those dots make a big difference.

SONY KD65X9300D
www.sony.com

PRICE $5,999

Android TV is back with a vengance and the 

Sony’s latest addition to its Bravia Range 

includes a new set of High Dynamic Range  

TVs that perform particularly well with 

Sony’s Slim Backlight Drive technology. 

T3 SAYS The best backlight in the business.

LG UH950T SUPER UHD
www.lg.com/au

PRICE $4,999

If you want to get in on the Dolby Vision 

HDR standard (a slightly more advanced 

HDR processing standard than conventional 

HDR10) but don’t have the bank to fork out 

for an OLED then this is your TV. 

T3 SAYS Frame by frame HDR in 4K. 

SONY 65X8500D
www.sony.com

PRICE $3,999 

The 8500 range misses out on the ultra slim 

backlight array and the contrast ratio 

boost, but the 8500D still claims the 

renowned X1 processor and the  advanced 

colours of the TRIMOLUS display  panel. 

T3 SAYS A great-looking 65-incher.
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Go on, then. What’s a 
quantum dot?
  A really, really small particle, 

between two and ten nanometres 

in diameter, which emits a specific 

wavelength of light depending 

on its size. The smaller end of the 

scale glows blue when stimulated, 

ramping up all the way through 

the visible spectrum to red at the 

larger end (although “large” is a bit 

of a misnomer when dealing with 

sizes in the range of 50 atoms).

No, really, what is it?
  A quantum dot – discovered 

way back in 1981 – is condensed 

matter, a semi-conducting 

crystallite with a size smaller 

than twice its exciton bohr radius, 

which squeezes its excitons 

resulting in quantum confinement. 

OK, we admit we’re not entirely 

sure what that means, but we 

do know that it has awesome 

applications in screen tech.

Like what?
  Manufacturing screens 

using quantum dots removes 

the need for white LEDs. This 

might not sound like a big deal, 

but those LEDs produce a broad 

spectrum of light, which means 

colour saturation is limited. 

By stimulating quantum dots 

with blue light, manufacturers 

can create screens with 

higher brightness and dynamic 

range, achieve more precise 

colour accuracy, ramp up 

colour saturation and improve 

battery life in mobile devices. 

Where can I get some dots?
  QD has already made its way 

into consumer hardware. The 

Kindle Fire HDX uses an early 

version, and the majority of TVs 

that boast about HDR capabilities 

will likely have them on board.

INVESTIGATED:
QUANTUM DOT 
DEMYSTIFIED
YOU’VE HEARD THE NAME, 
NOW HERE’S THE HARD 
SCIENCE BEHIND IT

PANASONIC VIERA 
DX900
www.panasonic.com/au

PRICE $7,149

Panasonic’s flagship 65-incher and its 

Hollywood Cinema Experience chipset  

has been specifically colour tuned to the 

stringent Ultra HD Premium standards and 

certified as best in class by THX limited. 

Blu-Ray player here and though its primary 

function is to play UltraHD, High Dynamic 

Range discs on the latest televisions, it also 
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STEVE DO?

ONLY $8.95!
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 Elite 
LAPTOPS / CAMERAS

Joby GorillaPod SLR Zoom
 The GorillaPod is the classic 

adjustable, portable tripod. This 

heavy-duty spin can hold up to 

3kg, which should be enough for 

your DSLR and whatever enormous 

zoom lens you’ve strapped to it. 

Handy for time-lapse shooting.

$68, joby.com

Manfrotto 709B
 It’s absolutely tiny and pretty 

no-frills, but for those moments 

where you need a low-level stable 

surface for any tripod-mountable 

gear – particularly if you don’t have 

a flat surface handy – this dinky 

three-legger will come in useful.

$57, camerasky.com.au

Velbon EX-Mini
 For sheer versatility, Velbon’s 

micro-pod has the boxes ticked. 

With extendable legs and a tilt/

pan head, you can do more complex 

work than with the other tripods 

here, though it’s not as surface-

adaptable as the GorillaPod.

$37.95, velbon.biz

T3 SELECTS:
CAMERA-BAG 
TRIPODS
MINI MOUNTS TO ENSURE 
STRAIGHT, STEADY 
PHOTOS WHEREVER YOU 
HAPPEN TO BE SHOOTING

CamerasLaptops
T H E SU PE R S I X T H E SU PE R S I X

PANASONIC LUMIX 
DMC-GF7
www.panasonic.com.au

PRICE $699

Though it’s a compact device, the GF7 

offers all the prowess of a DSLR. A Four 

Thirds sensor results in fantastic images.

T3 SAYS This camera takes wonderful 

pictures and is superb value for money. 

SONY A77 II
www.sony.com.au

PRICE $1,499

Image quality is excellent, even at 

high-sensitivity settings, while the 

autofocus is fast and accurate. The A77 II 

can even cope with very low light levels.

T3 SAYS Ideal for shooting a range of 

subjects in a variety of conditions.

TOMTOM BANDIT
www.tomtom.com.au

PRICE $579

The ease of use, plethora of features 

and high-quality video capture make 

this an excellent action-camera choice, 

and a genuine rival to the GoPro Hero4.

T3 SAYS The Bandit takes action-camera 

movie making to the next level.

OLYMPUS OM-D E-M5
www.olympus.com.au

PRICE FROM $1,079

A very capable camera that offers extensive 

and versatile control. The OM-D E-M5 

produces impressive, super-high-res 

photos with great image stabilisation. 

T3 SAYS A very powerful, versatile, 

small and light system camera.

NIKON D5500
www.mynikonlife.com.au

PRICE FROM $899

The D5500 offers SLR beginners a lot of 

creative control, the touchscreen display 

is a useful addition, and the sensor 

captures high levels of detail.

T3 SAYS This is ideal as your first DSLR, 

or as an upgrade from an older model.

FUJIFILM X-PRO2
www.fujifilm.com.au

PRICE $2,699

FujiFilm has come on in leaps and bounds, 

and the X-Pro2 is the company’s best 

camera yet. Understated, though bulky, it 

has excellent low-light capabilities, and 

that hybrid viewfinder is excellent.

T3 SAYS A real DSLR-worrier.

DELL XPS 13
www.dell.com 

PRICE FROM $1,999

The XPS 13 is brilliantly designed and 

outperforms its rivals under the hood. The 

infinity display gives you the expanse of 

a 13.3-inch screen on an 11.9-inch laptop.

T3 SAYS With its fantastic performance and 

build, it’ll serve you well for years to come.

HP SPECTRE X360
www.hp.com 

PRICE FROM $1,499

The X360 is powerful and has a massive 

12.5-hour battery life. Its 360-degree 

rotating keyboard enables you to use it as a 

tablet or stood upright for hands-free video.

T3 SAYS For a relatively modest price, 

you get a powerful and versatile machine. 

ASUS ZENBOOK UX305
www.asus.com /au

PRICE FROM $1,199

Thin, light and attractive, with excellent

build quality, the Zenbook UX305 offers

a great balance of components, a perfect

1080p screen and an alluring price tag.

T3 SAYS One of the best and most 

affordable Ultrabooks available.

MICROSOFT 
SURFACE BOOK
www.microsoftstore.com

PRICE FROM $2,299

Microsoft’s next-level hybrid offers a flexible 

keyboard hinge and a detachable screen 

– it serves as both a tablet and a laptop.

Nice looks, screen and power, but it’s pricey.

T3 SAYS The ultimate hybrid for work or play.

APPLE MACBOOK 
PRO 13-INCH WITH 
RETINA DISPLAY
www.apple.com/au

PRICE FROM $1,999

Apple’s lightweight laptop boasts improved 

performance and battery life. It’ll delight road 

warriors and coffee-shop loungers alike.

T3 SAYS Reliable, powerful and practical. 
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outperforms its rivals under the hood. The 

infinity display gives you the expanse of 

a 13.3-inch screen on an 11.9-inch laptop.

Nice looks, screen and power, but it’s pricey.

performance and battery life. It’ll delight road 

MICROSOFT 
SURFACE PRO 4
www.microsoftstore.com

PRICE From $1,349

Microsoft has made a cracking update to its 

Windows hybrid, with more power, a bright 

display, sleek design and an accurate pen.

T3 SAYS Perfect for those who can’t 

decide between a laptop and a tablet.

 06

and high-quality video capture make 

PRICE

Microsoft has made a cracking update to its 

Windows hybrid, with more power, a bright 

display, sleek design and an accurate pen.

T3 SAYS

decide between a laptop and a tablet.

– it serves as both a tablet and a laptop.

PRICE

FujiFilm has come on in leaps and bounds, 

and the X-Pro2 is the company’s best 

camera yet. Understated, though bulky, it 

has excellent low-light capabilities, and 

Microsoft has made a cracking update to its 

Windows hybrid, with more power, a bright 

display, sleek design and an accurate pen.
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ONKYO TX-NR838
www.onkyo.com

PRICE $1,499 

Give your home-cinema sound a lift with 

brilliant, seven-channel Atmos sound. 

The TX-NR838 offers comprehensive 

connectivity and wide format compatibility. 

T3 SAYS Atmos sound with the perfect 

balance of quality, value and functionality.

The TX-NR838 offers comprehensive 

HOME AUDIO / HEADPHONES

Home audio
T H E SU PE R S I X

B&O A1
www. bang-olufsen.com

PRICE $379

This portable speaker has an astonishing 

24-hours battery life, making it perfect for 

long-listening on the move, aided by the 

hard-wearing, splashproof design. The 

sound is also remarkable, given the size

T3 SAYS Small, powerful and portable.

B&W ZEPPELIN 
WIRELESS
www.bowers-wilkins.co.uk

PRICE FROM $999.95

The first Zeppelin launched nine years ago, 

and style-wise it’s hardly changed – but 

why mess with perfection? The latest model 

streams aplenty and sounds heavenly.

T3 SAYS A classic, now with a modern twist.
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Spotify
 If you’re a regular Spotify 

listener, check out your personal 

‘Discover Weekly’ playlist, updated 

every Monday with a selection of 

tunes Spotify thinks you’ll enjoy. 

But don’t stop there: the Discover 

section also recommends whole 

albums based on your listening 

habits; and, at a push, you can use 

Spotify’s less-than-ideal Radio 

feature to find similar artists to 

the track you select as a seed.

Apple Music 
 Not to be outdone, Apple has its 

own Discover feature built into its 

subscription service, and one that 

doesn’t always make presumptions 

on your tastes based on your 

listening habits – handy if you use 

music to calm your kids, and don’t 

want the latest opus from The 

Wiggles showing up. Just tap or 

hold on the circles in Apple Music’s 

interface to tell it what you like. 

Every Noise At Once
 Head to everynoise.com to see 

a huge, algorithmically generated 

list of genres ordered by their 

feel; the top of the map is more 

mechanical, the bottom more 

organic, the left atmospheric and 

the right a bit spikier. Click a genre 

to see artists that fall within it, 

sorted in the same manner. Search 

for an artist in the box at the top 

to find its category and more like it.

Go indie
 The social features of 

Soundcloud (soundcloud.com) can 

be very useful, particularly if you’re 

looking for music by unsigned and 

independent artists. Many will like 

or recommend tracks that have 

proved an inspiration, enabling 

you to find the next big thing way 

before they’re used on a car advert 

and have their credibility ruined.

TOP TIPS
MUSIC 
DISCOVERY
WHAT’S THE BEST WAY 
TO TRACK DOWN TUNES 
YOU’LL REALLY LOVE? 

The first Zeppelin launched nine years ago, 
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HEOS BY DENON
www.au.denon.com

PRICE FROM $179

With its unique design, great audio 

performance and affordable price tag, 

HEOS by Denon is the system of choice 

for multi-room audio in the home.

T3 SAYS Upgrade your home audio 

experience with great sound in any room.

YAMAHA YSP-5600
ww.au.yamaha.com

PRICE $2,499 

The world’s first Atmos-enabled soundbar, 

giving you cinema-authentic sound 

in your front room. It’s also MusicCast-, 

AirPlay- and Bluetooth-compatible. 

T3 SAYS This soundbar offers ultimate 

surround without all the wires and boxes.

Headphones
T H E SU PE R S I X

SHURE SE846
www.shureasia.com

PRICE $1,199

Four balanced-armature drivers and 

‘True Subwoofer’ tech offer supreme sound, 

while the light, ergonomic bodywork and 

stiff over-ear cables give great comfort.

T3 SAYS The Rolls-Royce of in-ear 

headphones, for those who can afford it. 

BOSE QUIETCOMFORT 25
www.bose.com.au

PRICE $399

Fantastic build quality, brilliant noise 

isolation and superbly balanced audio. 

They even come with a cleverly designed 

case so you can carry them with you.

T3 SAYS A cracking performance from 

the perfect noise-cancelling headphones. 

GRADO GR10e
www.addictedtoaudio.com.au

PRICE $499 

Seriously cool to look at, with beautifully 

built metal bodies in green/copper. The fit 

is a little tricky, but get it right and you’re 

rewarded with a big, detailed performance.

T3 SAYS These offer hipster looks and 

an incredibly meaty, welcoming sound.

SHURE SRH1540
www.shure.com 

PRICE $699 

With a flat audio signature, sound quality 

is clean and lush, doing justice to any 

source. The bass isn’t lacking, it’s just crisp 

and subtle. These cans are also very comfy. 

T3 SAYS These stylish headphones will 

please even the pickiest audiophile.

JABRA SPORT 
PULSE WIRELESS
www.jabra.com.au

PRICE $259.99 

Ideal for sports, these offer immersive 

sound, effective isolation and even an 

in-ear coach for stats and motivation. 

T3 SAYS In-ear phones for athletes wanting 

better sounds and a thorough workout.
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Fantastic build quality, brilliant noise 

isolation and superbly balanced audio. 

They even come with a cleverly designed 

SENNHEISER MOMENTUM 
WIRELESS 2.0
www.en-au.sennheiser.com 

PRICE $649

NFC, active noise cancellation, a premium 

finish and new, foldable hinges add to the 

fantastic package, but sound is the winner.  

T3 SAYS The best headphones from 

Sennheiser are now even better.

why mess with perfection? The latest model 

finish and new, foldable hinges add to the 

fantastic package, but sound is the winner.  

NAIM MU-SO
www.naimaudio.com.au 

PRICE $1,600

A single, minimalist box offering an 

unforgettable music-streaming experience. 

The Mu-So boasts an awesome design, 

brilliant sound and a plethora of inputs.

T3 SAYS Beautiful looks combined with 

great sound – what’s not to like?

A single, minimalist box offering an 

unforgettable music-streaming experience. 

The Mu-So boasts an awesome design, 

brilliant sound and a plethora of inputs.

T3 SAYS



INVESTIGATED: 
SMART RINGS
WRISTS AND ANKLES 
ALREADY FULL OF 
WEARABLES? OK, THEN...

Where’s my smart ring, eh?
 It’s coming, it’s coming. But 

have the tiniest of thinks and 

you’ll begin to understand why 

this piece of tech isn’t properly 

ready for your finger just yet.

Go on then, illuminate.
 Rings are inherently small and 

thin. Batteries, at least in their 

current form, are not. Yes, lithium- 

ion and lithium-polymer batteries 

have lowered the capacity-to-size 

ratio, but their current bulk means 

a workable smart ring – something 

that can record tangible data or 

communicate with a more capable 

device – currently only exists 

in the ‘gaudy jewel’ form factor.

But I want one!
 NFC-toting rings are quite nice. 

Near-field communication lends 

itself to a more slimline design, 

and they’re almost smart. Almost. 

The NFC Ring 2016 ($53.38, nfcring.

com) is classy-looking, and you 

can use it to communicate public 

info by touching your target with 

the back of your hand, or pass on 

private data using the palm side.

Anything more... techy?
 There’s the Ringly (ringly.

com) – styled for ladies who don’t 

mind wearing ludicrously big 

stones – which vibrates to send 

notifications from your phone. 

Similiarly, the Vinaya Altruis ($459, 

vinaya.com) plumps for 

the ugly gem form-factor to send 

you notifications, although it’s 

modular so you don’t necessarily 

have to wear it on your finger. 

The massive Moodmetric ($339, 

moodmetric.com) will monitor 

your mood at the aesthetic cost 

of an exposed micro-USB port. 

Crowd-funded attempts like 

light-up notification band the 

Smarty Ring ($366, smartyring.com) 

have proved to be ambitious 

beyond the available technology. 

 Elite 
SMARTWATCHES / FITNESS TRACKERS

Fitness trackers
T H E SU PE R S I X

 03

MICROSOFT BAND 2
www.microsoft.com

PRICE $379.99

Packed with high-end features for activity 

and sleep tracking, with an optical HR 

monitor, 11 sensors – including GPS and a 

barometer – and a brilliant AMOLED screen.

T3 SAYS The ultimate couch-to-5K-

finishing-line fitness band.

GARMIN FENIX 3
www.garmin.com/en-gb 

PRICE $779

Activity tracker, smartwatch, GPS watch: 

the Fenix 3 does it all, with rugged and 

classy looks. The clear, colour screen is 

also sublime, and battery life is spectacular. 

T3 SAYS This is a lot of money, but you’re 

getting the best GPS sports watch there is.

WITHINGS 
ACTIVITÉ POP
www.withings.com

PRICE US$150

Perfect for the daily grind, with a subtle dial 

and vibrations for activity tracking. Battery 

life is huge and there’s a choice of colours.

T3 SAYS The ideal companion for the 

style-conscious fitness fanatic.

FITBIT BLAZE
www.fitbit.com/au

PRICE $329.95

Though it’s lacking GPS, Fitbit’s latest 

‘smart fitness watch’ is feature-packed 

and attractive, while having a great screen 

and a smartwatch-busting five-day battery.

T3 SAYS A great wearable that straddles 

the smartwatch/fitness-tracker divide.
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Smartwatches
T H E SU PE R S I X
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PEBBLE TIME STEEL
www.getpebble.com 

PRICE US$249.99 

De-throning the Apple Watch, the 

Pebble Time brings with it ease of use, 

a devastatingly funky colour interface, 

Android support and great battery life.

T3 SAYS All the features of previous Pebble 

smartwatches, but even more impressive.

APPLE WATCH
www.apple.com/au 

PRICE FROM $499 

Apple’s wearable is packed with features 

and offers a wide range of customisation 

options to give you some individuality. The 

only real downside is the limited battery life.

T3 SAYS This is the one that will properly 

kickstart the smartwatch revolution.

PEBBLE STEEL
www.getpebble.com 

PRICE US$149.99 

The always-on, monochrome e-ink screen 

might not be for everyone but it works 

brilliantly, and you get up to seven days’ 

battery. There are loads of apps, too.

T3 SAYS The Steel is low on extras but 

has bags of charm and great ease of use.

LG G WATCH R
www.lg.com/au 

PRICE $359 

The G Watch R marries the style and feel 

of a normal watch with all the features 

of Android Wear. It has a sharp P-OLED 

screen, and you get two days of battery life.

T3 SAYS The G Watch R is the best 

Android Wear smartwatch available so far.

MOTO 360
www.motorola.com.au

PRICE FROM $329

Updated for 2015, the second-generation 

Moto 360 looks even better than before, 

with loads of customisation, including a 

variety of face sizes and styles.

T3 SAYS The next-gen 360 is stunning, but 

it still falls short in the smartwatch game.

SAMSUNG GEAR S
www.samsung.com/au

PRICE $449 

The Gear S is a giant of a smartwatch. 

It features a gorgeous Super AMOLED 

screen and loads of features. Note: it 

runs on Tizen OS instead of Android Wear.

T3 SAYS Samsung’s wearable is bold 

and impressive – but also expensive.
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JAWBONE UP2
www.jawbone.com

PRICE FROM $114

Discreet design, battery life that will almost 

get you through a week, and smart 

coaching that gently prompts you to better 

yourself without being annoying.

T3 SAYS Easy-to-use tracker that’s 

comfortable and affordable.

GARMIN VIVOACTIVE
www.garmin.com/en-au  

PRICE $339 

The Vivoactive has accurate GPS tracking 

for recording pace, distance and even 

length stride, though you’ll need to buy 

a chest strap for heart-rate monitoring.

T3 SAYS About as good as it gets, 

as far as training tech is concerned.

and vibrations for activity tracking. Battery 

The next-gen 360 is stunning, but 
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LOCKDOWN
The security shield on 

the back isn’t just a way 

to frame the camera and 

fingerprint sensor; flick 

its switch to activate 

shielded mode, which adds 

military-grade encryption 

to calls and messages

FLASH PHONE 
The rear camera packs 

23.8MP, along with 

laser autofocus and 

a four-tone flash. 

There’s also a flash 

on the front lens for 

selfies in the dark

 NEXT ISSUE ON SALE MONDAY 12 SEPTEMBER  
The ultimate travel-gear buying guide – be equipped for your next adventure!

CARELESS CELEBS WITH MONEY TO BURN WILL LOVE 
THIS NEW BLOWER FROM SOLARIN: $21K GETS YOU 
MILITARY-GRADE SECURITY, SO YOU NEEDN’T WORRY 
THE NEXT TIME YOU SNAP A LURID SELFIE… 

PIÈCE DE 
RÉSISTANCE

LOUD AND CLEAR 
Make sure everyone  

on the train can hear 

your speakerphone 

conversations with the 

ultra-amped three-speaker 

audio system, or burn 

out their eyes with the 

Solarin’s super-colourful 

12-LED 5.5-inch 2K screen

PRICEY PIECE 
The Solarin comes in 

four flavours, with 

the ‘base’ model, the 

Fire Black Carbon 

Titanium, coming in 

at around $18.3k. So 

even cheapskates can 

get in on the action 

at www.sirinlabs.com

PROTECTION RACKET
 The Solarin is geared for 

protection, from the tough- 

as-nails hardware to the 

integrated enterprise-level 

anti-attack software and 

encrypted mode. But that 

end-to-end encryption means 

nothing if your recipient 

doesn’t have a Solarin – you’d better have seriously 

spicy secrets to justify a rollout that costly. It 

stings more when you can add free encrypted messaging 

and calling to any Android or iOS device using apps.

SPEED FREAK
Carrier-aggregated 4G  

is on board for extra 

mobile-data speed, and 

there’s a mildly ridiculous 

pair of Wi-Fi radios:  

one running 802.11ac,  

the other 802.11ad 

BUSINESS CASE 
Titanium panels,  

an aerospace-inspired 

composite chassis  

and fourth-gen Gorilla 

Glass should ensure  

that your investment 

doesn’t shatter  
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